
THS 203 SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY I 
The Criswell Coll ege 

I. COURSE DESCRIPTION 

SYLLABUS 

Charles C. Ryrie 
Fall , 1996 

An introductory discussion of Prolegomena , Bibliology, Theology Proper, Creation, 
Angelology, Anthropology, and Hamartiology , defining the scriptural views and showing the 
arguments for them, refuting other views, and showing the relevance of the doctrines to Christian 
life and witness. 

II. OBJECTIVES 

l . To distinguish between systematic theology and other branches of theological studies. 
2. To be able to understand, articulate, and defend the doctrines studied. 
3. To know the scripture on which these doctrines are based. 
4. To be exposed to differing views. 
5. To be acquainted with relevant literature in these areas studied. 
6. To relate the importance of these doctrines to oneself and others in ministry. 

III. ATTENDANCE 

Three absences are permitted. Three tardies (less than 20 minutes late) equal one absence. 
Tardy over 20 minutes equals an absence. Attendance at exams is crucial, and excuses for taking an 
exam late can rarely be justified. 

IV. REQUIREMENTS 

1. Memori ze a selection (which I will give you) of the subjects and references (book and 
chapter only) in Basic Theology, pp. 526-27. 

2. Read in the text, Basic Theology (pp. 13-234), BEFORE each class the sections to be 
discussed in that class according to the class schedule. 

3. Listen attentively to the class d.iscussions and take whatever notes you need lo in order to 
learn the material. Ask questions freely as long as time permits. 

4. There will be four exams as scheduled. I reserve the right to give unannounced quizzes. 

5. I may assign some very short papers or class presentations, but first I need to see the 
makeup of the class and how things ~regress. 

V. GRADING 

Exams will be equally weighted and will likely compose the semester grade. Quizzes and/or 
presentations may be included depending on their nature and number, but in any case class 
participation (or lack of it) can tilt your grade one way or the other. The grading scale is A=93-IOO; 
8=86-92; C=78-85; 0=70-77; F=below 69. 

VI. ANTICIPATED CLASS SCHEDULE 
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8/29 

9/5 

s 
Chapters l-4, pp. 13-27 

~ 
. ·-7, pp. 28-50 ~ 1-S" 

' 
9/12 8- l I , pp. 5 1-76 J-,,~ · ~,.-....o1,."0> -1- re ...... -r,,-d. 

9/19 EXAM and chapters 12-13, pp. 77-94 

9/26 14-15, pp. 95-109 1~· Lu.,,,_ I &?1 -rt ef-~ '.2...u.""--
< 1-lvw'l"<--r' rM,., ~ 

10/3 1(, 16-18, pp. 110- 124 

10/10 19-24, pp. 125- 150 

10/17 EXAM 

10/24 25-28, pp. 151- 168 

10/3 1 29-3I,pp.I71-194 

11/7 EXAM 

l I/14 32-35, pp. 195-217 

11/21 36-39, pp. 2 18-234 

12/5 EXAM 

12/12? 
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BOOKS AND BOOK REVIEWS 

Your book review should begin with the bibliographic data: Author, Title, Place or publication. 
Publisher, Date, total number of pages. Then add " reviewed by !your nameJ." 

The review should include: the thesis of the book, how that is developed and/or defended, 
strengths, weaknesses, overall value, audience which will be interested in the book. 

The final paragraph of your review starts this way: ''To sum up: f finish that with a concise, single 
sentence 1-" 

Your review should be no longer than a single, double-spaced typed page. I will not read anything 
that spills over to a second page. It may help you to think of your review appearing on, say, the 
back page of your church bulletin. That will help keep it concise and will also target your audience. 

Here is the list of books from which you may choose three to review. Choose only one from each 
section of the list. 

Bush and Nettles, Baptists and the Bible 
Lewis, Gordon R. and Demarest, Bruce A., Integrative Theology, Volume One 
Lindsell, Harold, The Bible in the Balance JWr;., /Jh""""'I 
Young, Edward J. , Thy Word Is Truth I 

Coppedge, James F. , Evolution: Possible or Impossible 
Davidheiser, Bolton, Evolution and Christian Faith 
Gish, Duane~The Fossils Say No ,:;.. ✓k~ : 
Johnson , Philip, Darwin on Trial /1. 

Whitcomb, John, The Early Earth 
Smith, A.E. Wilder, Man 's Origin, Man 's Destiny 

Barnhouse, Donald Grey, The Invisible War 
Chafer, Lewis Sperry, Satan 
Dickason, C. Fred, Angels, Elect and Evil 
Graham, Billy, Angels: God 's Secret Messengers 
Unger, Merrill, Biblical Demonology fV'11'~ ~ 



PROLEGOMENA 

• Why Study Theol? Healthy doctrine is practical and healthy practice is doctrinal. Hugiaino=whole, 
well. Not to study is to become lawless and proud, 1 Tim 1: 10; 6:3. Convince ones who 
contradict selves, Tit 1:9 and deceivers,l: 13. Produce godly lives, Tit 2: lff. To fortify coming 
generation, 2 Tim 4:3. 

• 

• 

Ch 1 Some Def. lmpt of def. 

Meaning of theology=rational expression about God. 
Intelligible, neeeds explaining, includes exegesis and systematization. Source of Xn is Bible. 

Varieties. Era-- ref. 
Theo!. Viewpoint--Arminiam 
Focus--historical, bib, apologetic, sys. Explain each, esp diff bet bib and sys. 

Ch 2 Presuppositions 

Basic--not atheism, nor agnosticism , but theism and trinitarian theism which include true Bible. 

Interpretive presupp. 
Normal hermen. 
Priority of NT esp fof doctrine. 
Legitimate use of proof texts. 

Systematizing presupp. 
Exegesis analyzes; theol correlates whic includes criticial evaluation and prioritizing . 
Limited to what Bible reveals. Logic involved but doesn'tcreate truth. Sov, extent atone, security. 

Personal presupp. 
Believe 
Think--exegetically, systematically, critically, synthetically (combine). E.g. bad exegesis leading to 
wrong concludions. 
Depend on HS, Jn 16:12-15. 
Relate to and worship God who is revealed. 

Ch 3 Authority 

Liberalism 
Reason to judge and create truth. Feelings (Schleiermacher). Conscience (Kant). Anthrop emp. 

NeoO 
More theological emp. Word . 

Conservatism 
Con RC, ch is final authority. 
Con prot. Sometimes deny by creeds (He descended into hell), tradition (11 a.m.), experience as 
authority (I exp so must be true). 
Chart on what happens when Bible not final authority. 

Ch 4 Knowledge of God 

Its possibility 
God is incomprehensible and knowable. 

I 
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Criticism 
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Theology 

Exegesis 

History 
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Its Characteristics 
From God. All (true) truth is God 's truth.Judaism (replaced) and Xnty. 
Content is both factual and personal. Give me a check. 
Progressive. Esp done by bib theol. Patterson,Melick,? eras. vs. Doctrinal , ed phi! , goals. 
Purposes 
Et life, Xn growth, judgmt, promote worship. 

Prerequisites 
God must intiate. 
God gives language to communicate. 
Created people in His image with will , intelligence, life, Acts 17. 
Gave HS to guide. Jn 16. After Pent, all truth=X, and prophecy to glorify X (thru written Word). 

Ch 5 Rev of God General and Special 

f V'Am9 . fee... ~~ 

~7 ~ B-+ u . 1Jr, 
p~ e.:J.. ,ll-W~ J),.,.;.~ 

f~~~ lhJ,,11 ,,(_ 

~ se;:J w~ t'lt; s-4r 
~;1 
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SECTION !--THEISM 

Part I--The Existence of God (Naturalistic Theistic Arguments) 

Intro--Purpose of these arguments. 
HS uses in process of bringing people to X. In selves won't save. Psa 19. 

Limited bee (1) 1 Cor 2:14 and (2) indictive and always the possibility that 
conclusions might be upset by adttional fact. e.g. Will sun rise tomorrow? 

I. Cosmological Argument 
A. Simply saated: 

Universe is an effect which connotes an adequate cause. 

B. Presuppositions 
1. Every effect has a cause 
2. The effect is dependent . on the cause for existence 
3. Nature cannot produce itself. 

c. D§ttiiaSn@tatement t • • (Buswell) 
1. ?l something now exists, (1) something must be 

comes from nothing. 

2. Pos~ibility (2) • . Can something come from nothing. Say hydrogen atoms 
are constantly emerging, but "the uncaused emergence of any substantive entity 
has never yet been observed". All _our experience is to contrary. We obeerve 
causation every day. 

3. Possibility (1)--something mustl:e eternal. This opens 3 possibilities. 
a. Cosmic process itself is '.etern~l. No~ held today. Cosmos had a beginning 

(however old not the point). · It is not eternal so couldn•t have been 
the casue of the effect. 

b. Blind intelligence is eternal. Takes a lot -,f faith to believe in such ·, , 
an idea as blind intelligence or unconscious intelligence (really contradictidn 
of terms). Any unconscious action that is intelligent has some cause 
behind it. 

c. The eternal being is God. Simplest and moBt reasonable explanation. 
Atheistic materialist m,ust bel that cosmic process is gernal; 
non-theistic idealist bel in "blind mind." Theism is simplest answer. 

Shows us that God is: selfQexistent, .e't rnal, powerful. ~ rM ,-i 
II. Teleological Argument 

A, Simply stated: There is not only a world but purpose in it. Telos--end or purpose ~ 
Observed purosiveness in cosmos. 

B. Scriptural suppport. Psa 94:9; ·19:1-2; 8¥3-4; Rom 1:18-22; Acts 1~:1$-17. 

C. Extra-Biblical support. Evidence of nature as a whole, for rarldom action never 
results in an highly integrated organization. Some of the specifics of nature 
may not seem to us to have purpose (elgl evil), so sometimes not advisable to 
dwell on specifics. This might . save us from concluding 2 designers--one for good ·~ ., 
and one for evil • :)1. -zff: 13 · ~ 

tr OW 



III. Anthropological Argument 

./ 

' 
l 
.( 

Buswell--these 3 ar guments like concentd.c circles--cosmos larr,e s t, tele is purpose 
within cosmos and antllro is nature of man \·1ithin are of purposiveness. j~JU 

f 
A. Statement. Man is a moral and int ellectual be ing and mu 9t have had for his 

author an intelli gent and moral being . i· 

,,,·t, 17? J•r 
U. froof ~" flaterial and unconscious for6es do not account for ·suah in man (i.e. moral 

nature. 
2 . ~onscience in man indicates existence of mo ral being ~sits cause. 
3 , eli gious instincts in man indicate intelligent being ~~s his ori ginator. 

It's cause and effect but that w~ich relates to men a s effect, not whole world, 
h. Emotional nature in man shows existence of a Being wh~ con sati s fy this in man. 

~ 
,:; . Hesults: 

Know God is moral, intelligent, good. 

IV. Ontological Argument 

j 

' 

A. :.leaning. Derived from participle of to be, on. Arg is based on a study of "being." 

B. Uasis. A priori arg. Little value, Buswell thinks ther ~ is an a posteriori form. 
Anselm 1st stated. Baswell says Descartes stated both for.ms. 

C. ~taternent 
Ul •,,,.. have the idea of the Most Perfect Be in g . (?:..".)The idea of . same includes the idea of 

existence, since a Being, otherwise perfect, who did not ,exist would not be as perfect 
as a perfect Be in g who existed0fui?efore, s!nce t he idea of existence is contained 
in the idea of the Most Perfect Be ing, the M st Perfect Beiiig must exist. 
I have difficulty in seeing an indictive for ffi . This deductive. form is weak because 
t he re is no certainty that if a universal can be defined it : exists. e.g. idea of 
sea horse doesn't prove its existence or fairy. r, .. :.,<,. ......_ 4.-. , ·,1. •• •J /1,,. ,7 l '...f i,;,, 

..P-LtA ~~,t,. •'-'• ½',it'~ ..... 
· . '.)..,,A ~ (':t.,. ~ - ,..,.,., re; . 

~oncl. These arg ( esp 1st 3 ) est a presumption in favor of ,xistence of God of Bible. 
Sufficient evidence is est ~to place on man a moral responsibility to accept further ., 
rev or reject intelligently and relieve God of further obligation. 
Man is morally cuJ)pahJ. -::: if fails to accept these arguments tho not saved if does. 

Student needs to be able to define words in ch 12, pp 1 62 fl• Note agnostic has to 
have faith in fact t hat he c annot know, if can then whole t~eory is undermined. 



THE DOCTRINE OF REVELATION 

Intro: purpose of these lectures ls to think thru the process -by which the th6t Hf , 
God gets to man today, esp. thru Bl ble. Thot-rev-lnsplr-preservatlort- lntii'Jj "',. 

I. The Meaning of Revelation - ~ . . 
✓~ ,-,,11'1 ~~ . / 

,..J_ vti,.,r .. ,,,,,~ 
A. The Word. Uncover, unveil. Usual def: God m4klng known what otherwise unkh 

Acts 27:8:don•t need rev. to know geographical facts. Death of Herod,Acts 121 

B. The Usages. 
1. Mystical experience. Dixon ~ -· f" t,,,,M1f · ~"' 

2. Leadl ng of the L0 rd; Gal. 2: 2 y.:"· ;.,,,, 
3. Illumlnatlon--understandlng of Scripture, 1 Cor. 2:10 fr 
4. Ordinary conversation, Prov. 11:13 1"· 
5. Particular parts of Bible, Dan. 2:10. The Rev. -~-

l-: ., -t_ / · fl 6. All of Bible insense of making God known, or God making . knownJ ' 
Concl: rev ls the sum total of the ways in whlch God makes Himself known. 

II. The Categories of Revelation 
A. Few use prelapsarlan vs. post1apsarlan or soterlc. 
B. Most use ganeral and speclai rev. Both are (1) from God 

III. General Revelation 
A. Characteristics. 

1. G~neral ln scope--to all people 
2. General ln mode--Ps 19:4 no volce ls heard. 

B. Exampies 

and (2) about God. 
~ 

~ ..,,,. -: ~ .. 
t.-,,.,..,.,_:.,. 

~-h,..,r' - -..,""-., AM---. , 4'./ ~ 

l.->+~ -
~~ - ~ ..:... V'i ~11,_ L 

Ct~ 
1. Creation: glory of God, Ps 19; power, Rom 1:20. - C,,,,.,,."'-i_ 
2. Organization: goodness of God, Acts 14:17; Matt 6:26-30; Col. 1:17 
3. Man: personallty of God, ,Acts 17:28-29 Ratlonallt~ p., 1 .., ._ q 
4. Morallty: moral nature of God, Rom 2: 14-15. 11 lnner :· moral dialogue•• 

c. Value. /common grace 
1. Evidence of continuing grace of God throughout history giving men some lthic•lsense 
2. Lend weight to case for theism, not God of Blble. l Cor 1:21 
3. Condemns man if rejected, Rom 1. Illus of rejectlt,g little money. 

IV. Special Revelation 
( A. Means or Avenues 

1. The lot, Prov. 16:33; Acts 1:21-26. We don't regard 'it highly, but it did serve. 
2. The Urlm and Thummlm, Ex 28:39',V used to ascertain di.vine wlll, Num 27:21; 

Deut 33:8; 1 Sam 28:6; Ezra 2:63. 
3. Dreams. 

a. When? many times in past and also ih future, Gen ,20,31,40,411 Joe1 2128 
b. Redeemed and not alike, Gen 20:3; 31:24, ·Pharaoh, butler, baker. 

Ordinary experience used in extraordinary service; thus psychological 
analysis not ge.rmane. When God uses, lt ts a dependable means of spec rev, 

4. Visions. Emphasis on what ts heard (dream on what ls , seen), Ps 89:19, and 
human agent more active (doesn't have to be asleep)~ Isa 1:1; 6:1; Ezek Ula .,,.,,. 

5. Theophanles ' • 
Angel of Lord. Vision of God (Moses, Ex 33; Isa, 6; Ezek 1; D8 n, 7; ) 

6. Angels. Lk 2:11; many tlmes ln Rev. Very frequent mehns of rev. 
Note: these means can be counterfeited and God warns against. Visions: Jer 23!1~; 

familiar spirits, dlvlnatlon, , astrology, Deut iB~io. 
a. Characteristic 

7. Direct communication. Heb 1:1-2. This ls still mediated tho might think 
of l t: as not; bee G()d u~es

1 
~a!l&uage, often speaklngts .. B~~t ot a dre~ · of/I 

Pr,~p~et ' t ~ t_he i. J ijst: Hinterit¼/ ~pia~l_ntf· ~~e •. ftlo~i , . Vdtd , of_ -~~a , }'pd~c~ •1:r,· 
· · ~~~~t;~1-st s?met~i_ng' poncr,te · ,i t-vthg,,.;J t .d~i!ts 

1 
~~ ' ~It~ . f'<>it ,·· ,- . ! d~a_n .:( . 

I lnst;1.u,;.;l;; Oil. . ' . ·,, ' . . . • . ~' ·. l. . . 

h,,' Forms. (1) St.i.ent ,i ~vat-a tieart~· (l sim 1:i~·;Act ·s.~10! i 1_312) ~· ;t 
~rh f',..., (1 c: . m 1·1• t. m_ti <: , ~AL _('\) ,n~n•rn_!_ton_,fG,:, ~f' ·J.!I, Acts ) ., .... ,.• 



8. Historical events. Rev as divin~ adtlvlty ln hl$tor~ 
1. Examples. X, Jn 1:14; Lk 1:1. Ta megaleia of Gog, .Acts 2:11. 

Mic 6:5 ASV(rlghteous acts). megala, Lk 1:49. Ex 20:2. 
Reveal His power, grace, truth, righteousness. 

2. Interpretation of these events. 
Event . and word (inter) must go . together. Otherwise·· 1,ike TVpicture without 
sound track. · 
a. Events are historical and factual. Today men p~t •existential faith before 

historical horse. Actually it ls creative faith • . Existential hlstortogr~phy 
not part of mental framewrok of biblical writers. , 

b. Interpretation ls thtu divine inspiration. ,Many crlclfled. How know 
one was for atonement? . In the word of spec rev l the opacity oi ivents overcoill( 

3. Characteristics of this kind of spec rev. 
a. It ls historical 
b. It ls unified (thrti Savior and glory of God-I) 
c. It ls progressive, Heb 1:1-2. Good way to study. Tab without NT. 

Makes you appreciate this side of cross. 

9. Christ 
1. Fact of. 

Jn 1:14; Phil 2:5-8; 1 Tim, 3:16; Heb 1:2. 
2. Content of 

a. Mirror of the dlvlne nature, Jn 14:9 
b. Power of God, Jn 3: 2· 
c. Wisdom of God, Jn 7:46 
d. Glory of God, Jn 1:14. 
e. Life of God, 1 Jn 1~1-3 
f. Love of God, Rom 5:8 

3. Method of · 
a. Hts acts, Jn 2:11 
b. His words, Mt 16:17. Note that ln X various 'av.enues are combined 
c. Direct cornmunlcatlon. Jn 1:1 

10. Scripture 
Scripture ls the record 
X), and lt ts revl too. 
Rev ls deposited in the 

of various methods of rev (dreams, visions; words, eveht1, 
In strictest sense Bible ls product of rev. and record. · 

Bible. 
a.Characteristics 

1. Partial, Jn 21:25. Not all rev ls in Bible, Heb. 1:1 ; 
2. Accurate. Belongs to discussion of lnsplratlon 
3. Progressive.Heb 1:1 

-4. Unto red8Jftptlon, 2 Tim 3:15. 
+_ vi,vh,( ~ ~ 
\ ~ ~ ,-:1 : (, . "' .(,,+., 
li ■- Cr~ tty :Jf Scrip rev. 

(l)t, deists-scrip and . rev U: contains ls seH-authent·lcating (autoplstlc) . 
Infalllblllty of Scrip must be presupposed. Van Tll;Young,Caltf n; Murray; Clarkt 
Bavinck, ·Kuyper. In this view there are 2 facbts:Bible ls lnsj>tred bee lt says sd and 
bee Spirit accredits lt subjectively. Thus Barth ls a fld~stt ~ Weakness: vaUd authotlt:9 
must present credentials, not completely self-authenticating. 

(2) Revelatlon-emplrlclsts.stress lntrlnslc credlbillty of rev and Bible 
axloplstlc (worthy of belief). Blble•s claim to authority ts not proof of authorlty . 
But there are factual; historical evidences which constitute Blble•s credentials And 
valtdate truth of Xn message. Gerstner•Kantzer,Fuller (tho no,t l herrancy); Moni:go111ery, 
Pinnock. ~ 

COnc1: " reality of t'e'velatlQn t . 
Without l ti\:obiog at h -· ~ 

• f', / • h -< 



Ps. i9 
The Revelation of God 

1- 6 in Creation, 7-14 tn the law. 
I 
·1 

I. The Continuousness of Creation-Re:v,- 1-2 
ptcs in v 1 express continuous action; 
Day andnight, v2. uttereth.pours out. 

II. The Center of it. 1 

are 

Heavens and firmament.expanse-hea~en,Genl;8. 

III.Th~ Character of tt,3 
Mute but clear. 

IV. The Extent or Coverage, 4 
Co-extensive with the earth; and authoritative 
everywhere. In them (heavens) hath He pitched 
a tent for the sun. V 5 refers td' appearance 
each morning and v 6 td to worldwide extent • . 

A. Everywhere · 
B. To everybody, 6, Nothing hid from heat even 

if couldn•t see light. 

v. The Content of Rev. 
1 A. Person; glory; revelaed perfections 

B. Work. 11 t work of His hands '•\ 



Rom 1:18-32 

Barth said no nat•l theol at all, Brunner said 
God does reveal self ln creation now (1934-35 
Leter resolved. 

I. Rev of God•s Wrath, 1:18 
Wrath-antagonism of holy love to evil. 
Revealed in _what described ln 24-32. 
Against all men who supress tJtth 

II. Reasons for G0 d•s Wrath, 19-23. 
A. Bee. something ls known bee rev has entered 

Into minds and consciousnesses of men, 19. 
What known? eternal power (omnipotence and 
eternallty) and Godhood-sum of divine attributes. 
-supreme Being. 
How known? clearly seen. Further rebuke to ma~. 
Result? without excuse . Are heathen lost? ./» · . ' Purpose? makes man responsible before God. 

B. Bee man rejected when knew ~od. 
Result? Idolatry. Rev ln nature but Bible 
of nat~re does not save. 

III. Result of God•s W~~th, 24-32. 
paredoken, 24,26,28. 3 viewpoints as . to meaning 
1. Permissive giving over of men to fall into retri~ttv 

consequences of their tnfldellty and apostasy. 
But active voice. 

2. Pri vi t,Ct:l ve sense. God depr1 ved ma'n of as aspect of 
His work of common grace. Godet. God ceased to 
hold the boat being dragged by the current of sirt. 

3. Judicial sense. positively gave men oter to jdgmt. 
Prlvit,tive sense included. Same as Acts 7:42. d.t(, 

1 
·, 

"' • I Identical fonn ln Eph 4:19 which shows that 
man not coerced. God does not entice to sin. 
Sexual license as descrlbed ln these vv. ls 
the retributive judgment of God. bee of rejection 
of Gospel. 



Rev. 3 /o 

V. Contemporary Views of Revelation 
A. RC. Tradition still gives rev. 
B. Rev as Personal Encounter. Barth, Bultmann; Temple, Baille. Rev does not offer 

us info about God, but G0 d Himself. (1) cuts •Qff rev from history to some degree. 
(2) existentially based. Its claim to credibiUty is based on my say-so. 

c. Rev as divine activity or as found in the pas~ mighty acts of God. 
More conservative say that G0 d•s saving acts are factually based, but Interpretation 
ls left up to human genlus (a klnd of dlvlne charade). More liberal fact and miracle 
are dented or relagated . to supra-hlstory. Band Care slmllar ln that they 
are exlstentlal, mystical, subjective and consider Bible errant. Both have truth 
in them. Rev ls personal (but also proposltlonal)~ and ls ln mighty acts (which are reai: 

"There ls no such thing as revealed truth. There are truths of revelation, that ls 
to say, propositions which express the results of correct thlnklng concernlhg revelAtlon• 

. ' but they are not themselves directly revealed~" ';temple, Ndllre, Man and God, p. 317. 

"The Bible ls an objective strand of history reporting man•s response to God•s 
Christ-deed, hls sending of the Holy Spirit, and · hls founding of the Church.tt 
••• Because they responded as finite human beings, touched with sln, to the holy facts 
of God•s saving presence and mighty acts, the blb1lcal record shows us the absolute 
truth but not absolutaly.n· Nds Ferre, Where Do ·we Go· .from Here ln Th6tUogy?,pp.10-11. 

"It ls further to be noted--though not all ages and ''branches of Christendom lay equal 
stress on this--that, ln the Bible, God•s self-revelation ls personal rather than 
propositional. That is to say, ultimately revelatlon is l n relatlonshl p, ttconfrontatlont it 
communion, rather than by the communication of f ~cts •• •" CFD Moule, Rev, Int. Dlct. 

I 
• / 
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FROM EVERLASTING TO EVERLASTING--NOT US! 

Intro. Diff. to think of eternal. God, Life, Lake of ire. But past as well as future. Includes succ. of 
events for us in heaven, hell, and with God, Rev. 6:9-10. 

I. God is Eternal, Ps 90:1-2 . 
1. Includes all of human history,l. 
2. He was before creation,2. "from ever. to ever, you, God." 
3. Will be after dissolution of this world, 103:25-27. Heb. 1: 10-12 of X=deity. 
Illustrations of God's etemality. (1) 1000 yrs like yesterday. (2) Like 113rd night. 

II. We are Not, 90:3,5-11. 
1. Examples of this fact, 3,5-6. (1) We die, 3. (2)We are swept away like debris in flood,5a. 

(3) We wither like grass,5b-6. 
2. Explanation of this fact, 7-9. (1) wrath of God,7. (2) iniquities, 8a. (3) secret sins, 8b.(4) 

fury, 9. Rom. 5:10. 
3. Expectation, 10. 70-80 yrs. Last decade troublesome. Moses 120. Shorter life spans after 

sin entered world. 930 Adam. 969, Meth. Seth 912. 

Ill. How to React to I. and II. 90: 12-17. 

1. Exhortation, 12.Number days and harvest wisdom. If 20 then have 50 yrs of work=18262 
days.If 30 have 14610. If 40, 10957. If 50,7305. If 60,3652. If 70, running on fumes! 

2. Encouragements, 13-17. (l)Know love of God, Hesed will give us joy in sorrow,14-15. 
(2) Know will , work, and majesty of God, 16. (3) Know our responsibilities and work, 17. 

Concl. Link bet eternal God and temporal us. Eccl. 3: 1 I.Created in image of God gives us an 
eternal perspective on our life span. Can use or ignore, but then no better than beasts. But live 
with eternity 's values in view on what you spend (Lk 16), priorities (2 Cor 4: 16-18), on future 
accountability (2 Cor. 5: 10) . 

.. 
I 
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GOD'S UNCHANGEABLENESS (Immutability) 

Intro.Change seems to be the fabric of life. Change mind, plans, goals, houses, cars, clothes, 
reservations, money, ideas, clocks, churches, merchants, hair color. Life is filled with changes. 
Constant flux. Know what a mutation is. Variation or change in organism. Mutability means liable 
or capable of change. Immutability. Person can (l)change from better to worse (he used to be so 
thoughtful), (2) from worse to better (he's a changed person), (3) within self (he's so much more 
mature). 

I. Mal. 3:6 "I the Lord do not change." 
A. Meaning in relation to God. 

1. Cannot go from better to worse. Can never be less holy, loving, sovereign. 
2. Cannot go from worse to better. Can never be more holy,merciful, etc.than He is. 
3. Cannot change internally, be more mature, evolving, varying. 

8. Result of this in this verse. "You are not consumed, 0 sons of Jacob." 
They should have been bee. (1) Defiled offerings,1:6, 14; (2) Dishonoring to Lord, 2:2; (3) 

Spiritually mixed marriages, 2:11; (4) divorces, 2:14; (5) robbery of tithes, 3:8); (6) arrogance, 
3:13). 

Why they were not consumed. I :2.God' s ( electing) love. Proof: Survival of Israel. Holocaust. 
Future for Israel, Rom 11: 1,24,26, 29--gifts and calling are irrevocable. Ahr, Dav, new covenants 
will be fulfilled in full. 

II. James 1: 17.Father of lights with whom there is no variation of shadow of turning. 
A. Who? Father of lights. Creator, Gen 1:14-16; Jer 31:35-- "the Lord who gives the sun for 

light by day, and the fixed order of the moon and the stars for light by night." 
8. What is He like? Constant. No parallax--variation, like alternate stones in pavement. Perceived 

as when view stars from diff positions on earth. Or real since some stars not precisely fixed but 
move ever so slightly. We may think He has changed but bee we do not see whole plan. Repent=be 
sorry. 
No shadow caused by turning. On earth there are some. Sundial called shadow clock.Shadow of 
night bee of rotation of earth. Shadow of an eclipse over moon or sun. None in God. He is 
unchanging. 

C.What is (are) result(s) of this. Good act of giving and perfect gift. Is coming down, pres. to 
each one who believes. Greatest act of giving and gift is regeneration, v. 18. Continues to give 
good gifts, Mat 7: 11.Good from His total care for us, not my perceived need. 

Another result , 2 Tim. 2: 13. God is no Indian giver.Never takes back our salvation bee He is 
immutable and has promised not to do so. Faithless also includes unbelief, disbelieving. 

Cone!. We wouldn't want any other kind of God. Otherwise perhaps today He is unmerciful, 
unloving, not everywhere present, unknowing as to best timing so He gives us our way, unjust 
(perhaps w~uld take rebel into Qfaven), not eternal and therefore n~ even existing. But immutable 
guaranteed protectiqn of Israel,1>rovision of greatest gift of sal, and'preservation of that sal. 

.~ ~~ 
,J 



1 John 1:5 
GOD IS LIGHT (Holy) 

1/3 God is. Jn 4:24; 1 Jn 4:8. Vivid symbol/illus holines, 
Lev 11:44; Isa 6; Ps 99;Jn 17:11,Absence of evil+positive 
good, Wellness, 
I. -The Concept. cD purity, no darkness, no evil, no shadow 
Jas .1,., , 1 Tim 6 :16. Ps 104 :2 {j) nrA .;,,,,:f,d'4 - ,.,.,'(- rv✓ • 

,fi-'ili.-1 A,,11.;Q <.r<"l.-w "' ""' ~lf>111tl1,l,f,f_ ltf'· I' . 
II, Consequences. 
1. Ought to be maturing, 1 Jn 1:6-10. 

a. 2 reactions, darkness or light ,6-7a 
b. 2 results of walking in light, 7b-

fellowship, cleansing and progress. Stone in pond. 
Cleansing depends on confession of: 
principle of sin, 8; practice of sin,9-10 

2. will be mirroring or reflecting. 
Jn 8:11 & Matt 5:14. Watch that shines. 
Brilliance of reflection d~pends on amt of light we 
let in. Dirty mirror does not reflect as much. 

. ;.. ' I;>!~ briff:ht, dirty, night, dazzling lights •w.;vt1 l•"''l> <rl'a{r 
).;.\"vi( °'1:pfi. ~8. t1Iow? thru knowledge of Word, Ps 119 :105 

Fades unless reexpos~d, to light,e ;g hotel. 
3. ought to bring grac~b.,.ta new life 

2 Cor 4:4-6. Unbel ~re blinded, 
Gospel is light bee tells how to have relatn with 

living and true God thru JC,5 5)..1:1 

Results in new creation just as God's power made 
original creation, Gen 1:3, His power can make 
new creation, 2 Cor. 5:17.Has X done this for you? 

"J";,, l"k JI,, 
glorv--4. Will guarantee seeing and dwelling in His everlasting 

Light, Rev. 21:22-23 
No need for temple to provide access to God and X,22 
No need for external lights, 23 C.t.-w ~ k t ,,,.;',4-'I"'- ~HiA ,ft7fu-
But not everybody will be there, 27 and 21:8 

Only receiving grace guarantees glory unvelied. 2(/)1, 1;,1~ 



GOD IS LOVE 

I. Meaning, i~planation, 8b 

3 words.eros.phileo,emotion Jn 5:20;agapao,~HtJ~~,reverence 
Seeks good,glory of God. God glorifies self,Rev

1
fengg itsM. 

Not love ~is God.Essence of respect,esteem,g~ei§ p~ gtSiy. 
~ ,. ~ ~ - ai1~ wt.-,"' 11h ---, -j..4e; . . Evidences . ' 

II. Manifestation of God who is love, 9-lOA b 
11

.
17 A. Sent only be~otten_(uniqHe, matchless~irfepiacabt~)tense 

Purpose-we might live. I volves new birth,7 (Jn ~, ana 
growth (know), pres. If do not know(grow) still born,8. 
Know=keep comm. 2:3-4. That's abundant life. 

B. Sent Son to be propitiation, 10 
Appeasing,satis sacrifice bee we were helpless,ungodly, 
sinners, enemies (Rom 5). Effects go on and on,2 :2 .1for 
continuing sin. Once for all and for all sins. 

III. Ramification, 11 Exhortation , 
Love one another. 
A,li:xplanation, Seek Gocfs glory~· 
No sinful limitations, _ eg prejudice,social status.But 
will be creaturely limitations, eg geography,time.Starts 

in group we are closest to.Family,church,God ~ loved 
us with self-sacrificing love, so should we. 3:16. 
=Jn 13:34 as I loved you. 
Illus of canned food or book with diff cover. 

Diff outline. 
I. Explanation. 
II. Evidences. Person-only beg,unique. Work,offering 

satisfactory to holy God; also unique. 
III. Effect. __ Might live, 9 Means begotten and knowing 
IV. Exhortation. Love one another. 

Jl,t-1,.,, "' 
,Ud,v,,,., 

t" 
2 Cor 13:11 Finally, brethren, reJoice, be made «:mplete, 
(and restored), admonish yourselves, be of one mind, 

in peace. And the God of love and peace will be 
you. 



n 

OMNIPOTENCE OF GOD 

I. Definition or Meaning of Omnipotence 
To Abr as El Shaddai=mountain (Gen.17: 1).God as overpowering, 

standing on mt. "King of the hill." Able to give Abr seed and cov. 
To Naomi, Ruth 1:20-21. Almighty afflicts. 
Most uses in OT in Job 40:2. Mortals don't debate with God who 

is all powerful. 31 of 48 x in OT. 
9x in NT, 8 in Rev.Only of God. 1:8.Connected with wrath, 

19:15. 

Doesn't eliminate limitations. (1) Limitations of God's nature.Cannot 
lie,Tit.1:2. Cannot be tempted to sin, Jas 1: 13. Cannot deny self, 2 Tim 
2: 13. Cannot make wrong right. 
(2) Limitations He imposes on Himself.Did not choose to spare X, to 
save all, to reveal self to all nations in OT, to spare James, Acts 12: 12, 
to answer prayers as or when we wish. 

II. Displays or Manifestations of Omnipotence 

1. In Creation. (1) In the womb, Ps 139:13-16.New baby-product of 
evol?! v.13 "formed"= created (thru natural reproductive processes). 
"wove"=knitted, embroidered. "Frame"=skeleton. "in secret" and 
"depths of earth"= womb,hidden and remote. 

(2) In the world, Rom. 1: 18--23. (a) world He created. Wrath 
because (19) rev given of eternal dunamis and deity (20) and because 
(21, same word) rev. rejected (21---23. So God gave them up, 
24,26,28. 
(b) world He holds together, Col. 1:17. Hold glass of water. 72% of 
earth's surface water. All powerful and eternally so, finger play, Ps 8:3. 

2. In Resurrection, Rom. 1:4. Res in dunamis of widow's son (Lk 
7:11-16), Jairus' 12 yr daughter (Mark 5:33-45-hemorrhage delayed 
Him), Laz, and self, Jn 10: 18. Proves He is God. 

3. In Salvation, Rom. 1: 16. Arm, Isa 52: 53: 1. Brings (1) Sal. (2) 
Rtness. (3) Security, 1 Pet 1:5, Jn 10:28-29. (4) Strength for daily 
living, Eph. 1:19; 3:20; Phil 3:10), (5) Future res, 1 Cor. 6:14. 
Package deal. Table d'hote, not a la carte. Tho can choose not to bel or 
experience the package.Can't we place our present and eternal destiny 
in hands of such an all-powerful God? 

• • • • • • 
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OMNIPRESENCE OF GOD 

Intro. Someone will phone tomorrow and say they tried to get me yesterday. "I was in 
Tampa" so obviously I was not in Dallas to answer phone. Good thing that when I need 
the Lord He's not somewhere else. And when you need Him, and all of us at same 
time, He is there for all of us bee He is present everywhere. 

I. Meaning of Omnipresence 

In 

Means: (Ask in form of questions) Does this mean He is limited by ... ?) 
I. No limitations or barriers of place, Ps 139:7-10. 
2 No limitations or barriers of sight, Ps 139:12. 
3.No limitations or barriers of flesh, Ps 139:13, 15.God is Spirit. 
4.No limitations caused by time. In past He created. In present He in world and us. 

In future lake of fire, Rev. 14:10. 
Does NOT mean: (Ask, Does this mean He ... ?) 
1. He is in everything and everything is a part of God including me. Then no 

separation because 
of sin. Pantheism. Pew is God. 

2. He is so detached from creation so as to let it run its own course. Then no 
accountability. 

3.He is equally related (tho equally present) to everyone and everything. Isa 55:6 
Call upon 

Him while He is near. In world to convict Jn 16; in us Col 1. Rom 1 :24,26,28. 2 
Thess.1 :9. 

Concl. Everywhere. In you, you and undivided. In conviction outside of you whether in 
service.at beach, in Tampa, Dallas, Nepal. And He is in heaven. 

II .Some Important Ramifications of Omnipresence. 
1 . I can ignore Him, but I ought to acknowledge His presence and live in it. 
2. I I cannot control Him, so I ought to obey Him. 
3. I cannot escape from Him, so I ought to run with Him, not from Him. Gen. 3:8; 

Jonah 1 :3. 
4. I can be frustrated with Him, but I ought to trust Him. Like hurting child in Mother's 

arms. 
5. I cannot detach myself from Him, so I ought to try not to sin in His presence. 1 Cor 

6:15 If 
do, then confess in His presence 1 Jn 1 :9. 

6.1 cannot separate myself from His help, so can trust Him to provide and guide. Phil 
4:6,19. 

Canel. Doctrine of great comfort and great concern and great conviction. Can be any' 
or all of these at various times and in various circumstances of life . 
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OMNISCIENCE OF GOD 
Ps.139:1-6 

Intro. Meaning: God knows everything. 
Elaboration: Knows all at once.(1) God sees succession but Knows all at once. 
(2) All stars, Ps 147:4. (3) Of creatures (Lk 12:6).(4) Our hearts.Acts 15:8. , Jt-1 1'1 ~11 ~ 
(5) Our hairs, Mt 10:30. (6) Our needs, Matt 7: 11 . (7) Future actions, Is 44:28.\, 1 Sam 
23 :12, Acts 2:23. (8) What could have been, Matt 11 :21. 

This knowledge is from eternity, Acts 15: 18. It includes all things Eph. 1 : 11 . Never 
surprised.does not have to learn,never discovers anything. 
Read Tozer. 

Ps. 139:1-6. 
A. Who are known by omni God? (v.1 ). All of us. Intensely personal 48 1,me,my in 24 
vs . What true of David also of everyone. Prov 25:3. If God searches heart of king, He 
also does ours. tw-~ k-w-, ~ -

B. What things are known of us by omni God? (vv. 2-4) . Searches=digs (like mining 
and pres_ tense. 

1. All my actions,2a. Every actions of waking person. Work ,home,store,church. 
2. All my thoughts, 2b. Understands everything about my thoughts,motives,quality . 

From afar. Can 't escape God's omni. Heb. 4:12. 
3. All my time, 3a. Path=waking hours. Lying down=reflections on bed. 4: /.II l:;Ty' 
4. All my ways, 3b. Compassed, acquainted= sifted so as to remove insuperable 

difficulties. My ways=longings, hopes, trials, sufferings. 
5. All my words even before they are spoken, 4. Nixon tapes. Matt. 12:36-7 for 

unsaved. Mal. 3 : 16 for faithful. 

C. What should be my reactions to God;s omni? 5-6. {' 
1. Concern or fear= alertness and sensitivity in view of omni ,t6a, bee no escape. 

enclosed=tJ.edged. 
2. Comfort, ~ May also mean guiding and guarding us. Perhaps "constraining" 

includes both ideas. 
3. Confession that this is wonderful=extraordinary. Cannot fully comprehend; /p,:., 

We can only have finite knowledge of His infinite knowledge. 
4. Contentment, 6b bee I cannot do anything to change or diminish His omni. So be 

content to rest in Him .. When do not understand, remember He had infinite 
choices. Be thankful we relate to omni God. Calvin and Rom 11 :33-36 . 



51t-.tPl1t 11y John 4:20-26 
Intro. Ar ose out of jealousy,1-2 and geography,3-4 
Sychar,Gen 48:22.~eary, noon Jewish time. Sam.Descended 
f rom colonists Assyrians placed in Pal after 721BC.Mixed 
Gentile blood and separate rel. 5-6 . 
I. People, rl.9 ~ Pr,;rff • 
A. Sam, 2 Kg 17:24. Rival wo1Di,fi.ip,Temple 410-130BC 

Woman. Poor (or wouldn't draw water self,servant w:uld) 
. 1 7 9 & interracial. .v,,-t •'-Har ot. - Intersex witnessing but outdoors'' ,. 

V (l'";I 

B. X, 10-19 · /-& clear statement of gospel r . 
Got to point, 10. Woman prob cocky till "SH;ifuph. 
14, drinks, aor. once. Results-no further thirst,and 

no need for 2nd drink, and fruit overflowing. 
15-no sense of real need, rep. just comfort,conven~ence. 
16-19-push her to xRJU!tJII.X basic need, sin. 

II, Instruction, 20-26 
Worthship. (~•sp1l-h) 
A. Place of worship, 20-21. Mt Gerizim. In future will 

wor many places, in every place, Acts 17:24, Mt 18:20, 

B, P~equt~ites, 22-26. 
1, in spirit,24. a. Not in 1 place only. 

b, Not at certain times only. c, Not superficially 
or on surface only, but from innermost being, 
Heb. 4:12, d, person to Person who is spirit. 

2. in truth,24. a. not false as Sam tho rel. or not 
ignorantly but ace to truth of~Bible. 

Rules out hypocrisy,carnality, idolatry. 

C P h . Z?h-26 b. 1 . • erson w o is worE y. O Ject, not pace most impt. 
Sam didn't know what to worship. Jews knew but didn't . 
do it. Father, not Yahweh. Easy to visualize, Son too. 
H~ not so easy. God is Spirit. 1 Jn 1:5; 4:8. 
a. not limited or confined. b, not material,Arts 17:29. 
c. God of universe, 

Concl. Fatler seeks. X reveals self as true object of worshL 
Jn 1:14. Practical result of worship. Net good feeling. 
Rev 5:12, Power-yield to. Riches-give . ours, Wisdom,guide 
lives by His,Jas 1:5,Ro~ 12J2;,.,s trength-give,Mk 12:30. 

Honor, respect, revere1f.iJ-J .ilt/:1 Glory-show Him off. lllessing
. make Him happy. Always and in every place and sit. 

Ps 139 •. God unlimited b space,8; undaunted by spped,9; 
lliliftiE!~ae8y darkness, 11-12. 
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GOD'S SOVEREIGNTY 

I.The Concept of God's Sovere ign ty 

11. The Characteristics of God 's Sovereignty 

J\ . It is comprehensive in scope, Eph. I: 11 . 
H. It is compaliblc with Hi s character. 

It is lo vin g. wise, eterna l, a nd e lf-g lo rify in g. 
C. It compe ls 11 s to serve Him. John 15: 16: Gal. I: 15-16; Eph . 2: 10. 
D. It cumfurls us. 

Ill. The Q uestions about God's Sovereignty 

A. Isn't it the same as fatalism? 
B. Can people really be free? 
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)ROBLEMS OF SOVEREIGNTY 

I. What•s going to be ls going to be. 
Dlff from fatalism bee 1. no Intelligence 
behind fatalism only blind chance. 
and 2. fatalism doesn•t emphasize means, 
only ends and decree says means and res
ponsibility nee. part. 

2. God ts Jhe author GCI sln. Isa 45:7 •. 
Ezek 28: Kl. 'God hates sln. God never 
responsible for commlsslon d. sln. 
God not caught off guard when sln appeared. 
God dld design plan that permitted sln 
but wasn't author of the sln ln the plan. 

,, 
NATURE or GOD'S SOVEREIGMY 

· Intro.· Dlff . subj.Host lmpt to say enuf or 
' 'i 4nbalanced. Go only as far as Bible. 
1 

• ..--, ~. ; The Concept. 

/t} 

1. Not Blbllcal word llke atonement,trlnlty. 
2. , Eng. means hlghest,prlnclpal,related to 

sporano,hlghest female volce.Doesn•t tell_ 
you how or relatnshlps of highest but fact • . 

Highest ruler ls G0 d.Col. 1. Eph 1 tells how 
He rules. Not nee dlctatrolal but ln control. 
or wouldn't be highest. 
U¥xl.llaxl.kaumtarlui:KU In ·outvorklng concept 
ls close to Idea of selection.Used to lt. 1 

Color,slze,abllltles,sp glfta,leaders.I•,Jacob: 

I II.The Characteristics. 
: 1.- It ls allCHnclusive. Eph. lill. · 

3. Man not responsible bee not free. I ( But by .varying direct means. Direct:-Actws 5! 
same? as In Rom• 9:19. Ans. God has I eudlnary,l Cor 11130; Most Indirect, 
absolute rights but equally true that l, Rom 1:26-7. 
In exerclslng them He has made man L-11,t-v i. compatible with Hls character. 
responsible. Eating, praying, wltnessli\s:il- Loving, Eph 1:4. 
~ ,k ,..a , ,1 ~,:..ti .11,-.< "" ~J- • .,/. I /!,,,ti Wlse, Jude 25. 

t t· r - ,.._,_ ;J...:f( Eternal, Originated In eternlty,Eph. lt4. 
l •r, .-rt+-~4-·1 ,;.. OYN... ,~ 11--t, ~.,- ~,..,.. "-6..:U, and extend• to eternity future.Gives 
~ "':"U . t new dimension. We . see and learn of only 
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a little part of God's plan.Llke .. aymphony, 
No judge, of Its wisdom. 

Self•glorlfylng.Eph. 1:12-,14. 

Hard W 7~ 1 l\~'p so U1i\ih¼l~7i~P~1~! ve. 
/Ps 78•41 

to 1. Uses laws and ls thereby ilmlted, 
e.g. gravity. e.g. Gal. 6:7. e.g. preaching, 
1 C0 r. 1:21, .Rom 10:14. If not concnd to 
be in accord with God's laws, then som41hlng 
wrong wlth your view of sov. 
3. Comforting to bel • . Is It bad to be ln hand 

- , of Gdd like that? Only lf don't heed Hts 
clear wlll. · In sal or service. 
Everytllng lmpt lnclud decision today. 
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C. It Makes God the Author or Sin 
I think we must acknowledge chat God did construct a plan which 
included sin, and did not include it as a surprise. Yet we must guard the 
clear teaching of Scripture that God hares sin (Ps_:_5:5) . char He is never 
responsible for our committing sin (James I: 13). and chat including sin in 
His plan does not make it somehow ~s sinful and us less culpable. 

All that the Bible says about the concrete appearance of sin in creatures 
is chat it was fou nd in Sa tan (Ezek. 28: 15). Isaiah 45: 7 may refer co God's 
including evil in His plan , or some understand -th~ verse co refer to the 
results of sin like calami~·. Prove rbs 16:4 reaches also chat all things are 
included in God 's plan. We muse seek a balance in chis truth and live 
with the unresolved tensions . 

Finally, face the ramification of all things not being included in one 
way or another in God 's plan . This would mean that there were things 
outside of His control , and that is a frightening idea. 

Listen co these words of Calvin. 
" Herein appears the immeasurable felicity of the godly mind. Innu

merable are the evils that beset human life; innumerable coo the deaths 
that threaten it. v.·e need nor go beyond ourselves: since our body is the 
receptacle of a thousand diseases-in fact holds within itself and fosters 
the causes of diseases-a man cannot go about unburdened by many 
forms of his own destruction, and without drawing out a life enveloped, 
as it were . with death . For what else would you call it. when he neither 
freezes nor sweats without danger? :\iow, wherever vou rum. all things 
around you not only are hardly co be trusted but almost openly menace, 
and seem co threaten immediate death. Embark on a ship; you are one 
step away from death . i\fount a horse ; if one foot slips , your life is 
imperiled. Go through the city streets; you are subject co as many dangers 
as there are tiles on the roofs . If there is a weapon in your hand or a 
friend's. harm awaits . All the fierce animals you see are armed for your 
destruction. Bue if you try co shut yourself up in a walled garden. 
seemingly delightful , there a serpent sometimes lies hidden. Your house. 
continually in danger of fire. threatens in the daytime to impoverish you. 
at night even co collapse upon you. Your field , since it is exposed to hail. 
frost, drought, and other calamities, threatens you with barrenness. and 
hence, famine. I pass over poisonings, ambushes. robberies , open vio
lence , which in part besiege us at home, in part dog us abroad. Amid 
these tribulations must not man be most miserable . since, but half ali\'e 
in life, he weakly draws his anxious and languid breath. as if he had 3 

sword perpetually hanging over his neck? 
"You will say: these events rarely happen , or at least not all the time. 

nor co all men. and never all at once. I agree; bur since we are warned by 
the examples of others that these can also happen co ourselves , and chat 
our life ought not to be excepted any more than theirs , we cannot but be 
frightened and terrified as if such events were about co happen to us. 

What. therefore , more calamitous can you imagine than such trepidation? 
Besides, it is an insult to God co say chat He has exposed man, the 

· noblest of H is creatures. co the blindness and cemericv of fortune" 
(Institutes of the Christion Religion. I. XVII. 10). · 

Then join with Paul in his magnificent doxology which comes at the 
conclusion of his lengthy and detailed section on election when he wrote: 

. ._; "Oh. the depth of the riches both of the wisdom and knowledge of God! 
· How unsearchable are His judgments and unfathomable His wavs! For 

who has known the mind of the Lord. or who became His counse.lor: Or 
who has first given to Him that it might be paid back co him again? For 
from Him and through Him and co Him are all things . To Him be the 
glory forever. Amen" (Rom. 11 :33-36). 



Herein is discovered the inestimable felicity of the pious mind. Human life 
is beset by innumerable evils, and threatened with a thousand deaths. Not 

to go beyond ourselves,-since our body is ·the receptacle of a thousand diseases, 
and even contains and fosters the causes or diseases, a man must unavoidabl.J' carry 
about lti.th him destruction in unnumbered forms, and protract a life which is, as 
it were, involved in death. For what else can you say or it, when enither cold 
nor heat in any considerable degree can be endured l'd,t,h9ut danger? Now, whither
soever you turn, all the objects around you are not(illlwbrthy or your confidence, 
but almost openly meance you, and seem to threaten immediate death. Embark in a 
ship; there is but a single step between you and 9-eath. Mount a horse; the slipping 
of one foot endangers your life. Walk through the streets of a city; you are 
liable to as many dangers as there are tiles on the roofs. If there be a sharp 
weapon in your hand, or that of your friend, the mischief is manifest. All the 
ferocious animals you see are armed for your destruction. If you .endeavour to 
shut yourself in a garden surrounded with a good fence, and exhibiting nothing but . ~, 
what is delightful, even there sometimes lurks a serpent. Your h~use, perpet~ /1 
liable to fire, menaces you by day with poverty, and by night with falling on your ·' J:: 
head. Your land, exposed to hail, frost, drought, and various tempests, threatens '\, 
you with sterility, and with its attendant, .famine. I omit poison, treachery., .. \ 
robbery, and open violence, which partly beset us at home, and partly pursue us '' ff,. 
abroad. Amidst these dif.ficulties, must not man be most miserable, who is hal.f' · ·. ;it"} 
dead while he lives, and is dispirited and alarmed as though he had a BWOrd 1 '/• •• \/_ 

perpetually applied to his neck? You will say that these things happen seldom,.\jt:1~
1 

or certainly not alw~s, nor to every man, but never all at once. I grant it; ·;-;,.;,,,:-t:J~ 
but as we are admonished by the examples 0£ others, that it is possible for them 1,\~:}.i'i i.: 
to happen al.so to use, and that we have no more claim to exemption :Crom them than <1_., ~ 
others, we must unavoidabl.J' dread them as events that we may expect,. · What can ;r~ ,, '· • 
imagine more calamitous than such a dread? Besides, ··it is an insult to God to i :f ·:.·.,. 
say that he has exposed man, the noblest of his creatures, to the blindness and ··'?•]~ 
temerity 0£ fortune. But here I intend to speak only of the misery which man must ,hti 
feel, i£ he be subject to the dominion of fortune. " ,:P...dvt...:ltv Vhr'l,--:r::./;A. .. )',v", f.l~~~ ~'Ji~J 

: l" l ,,. '1~' 
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ABOUT THE BIBLE AND ITS AUTHOR 

O NE AUTHOR 

Therefore, there must have been one all-wise Person Who planned . the 
Book and told each one what to write. That Person is God's Spir it, called the 
Holy Spirit, or the Holy Ghost. Although, like G od_ the Father, He docs ~ot 
have a body of flesh like ours, He is not what we think of as a ghost. He 1s a 
real Person. He speaks; He acts; He prays; He lives in some people's he~ms; 
and He can be grieved. These things could never be said of a ghost, or of a 
mere "influence." Therefore, we must believe that the Holy Spirit is a Person. 
He is the third Person of the Godhead; for God is a Trinity, that is, three 
Persons in one. 

TYPES 

\Ve cannot understand how tl1rec persons can be one, and one can be three, 
but we can believe it. Ifwe could understand all about God, tliat would mean 
that He is no greater than ow-selves, and who would want to worship such a 
God? But when we come to something that is hard for us to understand, the 
Author of the Bible very often helps us by using something we do understand 
to picture it. These word-pictures He uses are called "types." A t)1,e can be 
an object, a person, a custom, or a happening. It is real itself, but it pictures 
something far greater than itself. 

TRINITY 

And so now when we cannot understand about the Trinity, a "type" comes 
in to help us. A type of the Trinity is the sun. Let us sec how it pictures for 
us God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit. 

The great ball called the sun, ninety ntillion miles away, no one has ever 
seen-not even astronomers. All we see is the light from it; for it is only tl1r. 
light and the chentical power of the sun that come to earth. 

Just so, no man has seen God the Father at any time. But as astronomers 
have learned a great deal about the sun by studying the sunlight, so we can 
learn a great deal about God the Father by getting to know God the Son, Jesus 
Christ \X'ho came to earth. Like the sunshine, He is called the brightness. 
(outshining) of God's glory (Heb. 1:3). 

And just as the sunlight is the sun, so Jesus Christ is ?od. For e~am?le: 
On a cloudy day the sun suddenly shines out. All the children cry with JOY, 
"There is the sun!" They do not mean iliat the great ball in the sky has come 
into their schoolroom. That would be absurd. It is the sunlight that they see. 
But the sunlight and the sun are one, and we call them both, "the sun." So 
God the Father, and God t11c Son are one. We call both "God," for both arc 
God. 

But there is a third element in the sun-its chentical power. On bright 
spring days the children's wraps come off, and they rush out to visit the little 

ix 



ABOUT THE BIBLE AND ITS AUTHOR 

garden plots where weeks before, they planted seeds. They find the tiny green 
shoots peeping up. What made them grow? "The sun," they say. But they 
really mean the chemical power in the sunshine. What do children need to 
make them grow in a normal healthy way? "The sun," we say. Yet again, we 
mean the chemical power in the sunshine. That power is distinct from the 
sun and from the sunlight, yet it is one with them. And we speak of it, too as 
"the sun," for it is the sun. · ' 

The Holy Spirit is like that. He is a distinct Person, yet He is o~e with God 
the Father and Goel the Son. He is God the Holy Spirit. He quietly works in 
~carts, u~seen, and unknown except by tl1c wonders tl1at He does in giving 
life, the life of God, to tl1ose who will receive it. 

This Holy Spirit is the wonderful Person Who is the Autl1or of the Bible. 
He chose the forty writers and told them what to write. He did not tell them 
as a business man dictates to a stenographer; it was more as if God poured His 
Spirit through the writers so that tl1e words tl1ey wrote exactly expressed His 
thought in language natural to the writer. For instance, Luke was a doctor· in 
his Gospel, he has called attention especially i:o things which would b: of 
interest to a doctor. But David, the shepherd boy who later became a king, 
often wrote about his sheep, comparing the ways of the people in his kingdom 
to the silly ways of the sheep. Sec also *Inspiration. 

Of course the Bible was not written in tl1c English language in which we 
have it, but the original writings, called manuscripts, were penned, for the 
most part, in Hebrew (Old Te_stament) and Greek (New Testament), with 
some smaller portions in Chaldee or Aramaic. It was a number of years 
before any versions were obtainable .in tl1e English language. . 

. . . 
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INSPIRATION 
I. Meaning, 
A, From God, 2 Tim 3:16, God-breathed. Isa 40:~. 
B. Thru men. 2 Pet 1:21. Acts 1:16;4:25. 

S0 metimes human ni 1-10 comm.; sor.1etin1es strong Rom 9. 
God's superlntcndenco of the hurNtn authors so that, 
using their own individual personalities, th(:y coraposed 
&nd rocorded without erior His revelation to roan in 
the words of the original eutographs. C. In words,J.Cor 

II. Hnt eri nl. 
/2:13. D.Errorlcss,Jn 10:35. 

1. R~cords of unknown, Gen 1 •. 11. Ma:, include sources. 
2. Kno·,m history, Lk 1-.dld include sourc<:!S, 
3, Dictated material. 10 comm. ~!r..II~ue111xxr1!b:ru:!'!;..~..imkx. 
4. Hassngcs of prophets. 1 Pct 1:10. Dldn 1 t understand. 
5. Dovotlonnl material. Psa. S0 1:ie human opinion,cg Job 
6. Heathen material, Tit, 1:12. 
7. Non-canonical material, Rev. 1:7. 
8. Lies, L~: .1~:19. f] ,-., J 
Ititef.pro't.ers61notinies has to assess vallte of matorial 
but matcri~l is recorded as God intended. 

III. Biblical Evidence. 
A. For OT. 2 Pct 1:21. 2 Sam 23:2-3. 

Acts 2~:25, Heb. 3:7; 10:15-16. 

B. F0 r NT. 
Prc-authnnticatcd, Jn 14:26. 
Asserted by writers of ovn wrltlngs,l Cor 14:37; 

2 Thess, 3:14. 
Recognlzod by NT writers of other NT 1rrltlngs, 

1 Ttm 5:18; 2 Pot 3:16. 

IV. False concepts of inspir. 
1~ a~grco end mystical, Baillie. 

p;tJ 

SCienCEl.f{t. 

11:\ 

3. Dictation. NO 
4. Partial, Romm,Cnrnoll and 
5. Concept:. Rnmrn, Young. 
7. NO. WI tnc ss. 
0. Falli~lc. Carnell. 
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THE INSPIRATION OF THE BIBLE 

The different focuses of revelation, inspiration, and interpretation. 

I. Some Important Biblical Data Concerning Inspiration 

A. 2 Timothy 3:16 

B, 2 Peter 1:21 

C. 1 Corinthains 2:13 

D. A group of verses 

1. Deut. 9:10 

2, Luke 1:1-4 

3. Rom. 9:1-3 

4. Titus 1:12 

s. Gen. 3:4-5 

6. Rev. 1:7 

Conclusion: 

II, A Definition of Inspiration 

superintended 
directed using _____ _ 

they composed and recorded His -------- --------
in the ------

III. Some Defections from the True Doctrine of Inspiration 

A. Natural--

B, Degree, dynamic, mystical--

C. Partial , inspiration of purpose--

D, Concept--

E. Neoorthodox--

F. Existential--
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CO~Fiit~IATORY EVIDE NCES FOR I~S PI ~ TI O~ 

1. Its Unity. 
1~00 yrs 40 men. No contradictions. 

2. Its Subject Matter 
Sin, ethics, good and bad, heaven hell 

3. Its transforming power. 
conversion and ethical c~ange, ind and societal. 

4. Its aopeal 
i+iJ99 l,l00languages and dialects. 90 ;~ ooo. 
19 66 37 mill copies. 2 billion 3ibles or oorti ons 
printed. 

5. Its indestrubtibility. 
Diocletian 303 all Scrip burned. 
1501 Arundel burn all in Eng . 
Mk 13:31. 

6. Its historicity. 
Arch confirms accuracy. Glueck: 11 It can be 
categorically stated that no archaeolog ical disco 
has ever controverted a bl blical reference. 11 

25000 sites (biblical) located. 500000 cuneiform 
documents. Unger Handbook. 

7. Its proohecy. 
regathering of Is. Isa 11:11 
destruction of Tyre, Exek 26 
Judgment of Petra Obad 1-4 
World emoires Dan 2,7 
Life of X. 
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EXAM If 1 Theology 203 and 502 (Circle which course you are taking) 
No Bibles allowed. Please use ink, not pencil. 

I. There have been 4 class sessions including tonight. I have attended __ of them. I have 
been tardy __ times. J have read __ % of the 11 chapters in the text. I read __ % of the 
assigned material before each class for which it was assigned (except the first night). (5 points) 

II. True ( +) or False (0) (20 points) 

___ l. Degree inspiration says some parts of the Bible are not inspired. 

___ 2. Both O.T. and N.T. teach there is only one true God. 

___ 3. Verbal inspiration means that God dictated the Bible. 

___ 4. The Bible does record untruths. 

5. Some of the Bible was researched before it was written. ---
___ 6. Revelation includes the mighty acts of God. 

___ 7. Subsistence means existence. 

___ 8. The angel of Yahweh is distinguished from God in the O.T. 

___ 9. The plural form of Elohim is a Trinitarian plura l. 

___ 10. Exegesis builds on theology. 

___ 11. The knowledge of God is both factual and personal. 

___ 12. The word Trinity is more accurate than the word Triunity. 

___ 13. Jehovah Witnesses translate John I: 1 "the Word was a god." 

___ 14. The Bible is the most inclusive of all the avenues of special revelation . 

___ 15. General revelation comes to us in four ways. 

___ 16. General revelation proves the existence of God. 

17. Psalm 19 demonstrates Godhood. ---
___ 18. The technical meaning of bibltcal theology is the same as systematic theology. 

___ 19. Dynamic inspiration says other Christian writings are as inspired as the Bible. 

___ 20. Mystical inspiration says the Bible is not infallible. 

III. Give the book and chapter reference for the following. (15, but only 10 for grads) 

1. God is light--

2. Revelation of the wrath of God--

3. God is spirit--

4. Paul's writings called "Scripture"--

5. Words are inspired--

IV. Give the subject for the following references. (15, but only 10 for grads) 

1. Psalm 19: 1-6--

2. Matthew 28: 18-20--

3. 1 Timothy 5: 18--

4. 1 John 4:8--
5. 2 Tim. 3: 16--
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V. Define concisely and precisely (30). You may cross out one but not 10.- 11. 

1. Theology--

2. lmmutability--

3. Love--

4. Simplicity (in relation to God)--

5. Yahweh--

6. Teleology--

7. Adonai--

8. Authority in Roman Catholicism--

9. Despot--

10- l I. My definition of inspiration--

VI for 203. Discuss ONE of the following. Outline the N.T. evidence for the Trinity, OR 
Outline the contribution of 2 Peter 1:2 1 to inspiration ("No prophecy ... but men moved by ... "). 
( 15). 

VI for 502. Discuss ONE of the two subj ects above PLUS ONE of the following. The Synod of 
Toledo, OR the teaching of Arius, OR the Barthian view of inspiration. (12 each) . 
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Name:---~ -------- Box: _ _ _ 

EXAM# 1 Retake Theology 203 and 502 (Circle which course you are taking) 
No Bibles allowed. Please use ink, not pencil. 

I. True ( +) or False (0) (20 points) 

___ l. Degree inspiration says some parts of the Bible are not inspired. 

_ __ 2. Both O.T. and N.T. teach there is only one true God. 
___ 3. Verbal inspiration means that God dictated the Bible. 

4. Some of the Bible was researched before it was written. - --
_ __ .5. Revelation includes the mighty acts of God. 

___ 6. Jehovah Witnesses ttanslate John 1: 1 "the Word was a god." 
___ 7. The Bible is the most inclusive of all the avenues of special revelation. 

8. The Bible does record untruths. ---
___ 9. Subsistence means existence. 

__ 10. The angel of Yahweh is distinguished frQm God in the O.T. 
,.,. _ _ 11. The plural form of Elohim is a Trinitarian plural. 

- __ 12. Exegesis builds on theology. 
__ 13. The knowledge of God is both factual and personal. 

- _ _ 14. The word Trinity is more ac~ rate than the word Triunity. 
__ 15. Mystical inspiration s s the 8ible is not infallible. 

_ _ 16. General revelation co es to us in four ways . 
- __ 17. General revelation proves the existence of God. 

18. Psalm 19 demonstrates Godhood. 
- __ 19. The technical meaning of biblical theology is the same as systematic theology. 

__ 20. Dynamic inspiration says other Christian writings are as inspired as the Bible. 

II. Give the book and chapter reference for the following. (15, but only 10 for grads) 

1. God is spirit--
2. God is light--

3. Words are inspired--
4. Paul's writings called "Scripture"--

5. Revelation of the wrath of God--
III . Give the subject for the following references. (15, but only 10 for grads) 

1. 2 Tim. 3:16--
2. Psalm 19: 1 ~6--

3. 1 Timothy 5: 18--
4. 1 John 4:8--

5. Matthew 28: 18-20--
IV. Define concisely and precisely (33). You may NOT cross ot!t any. 

1. Theology--



2. Immutability--

• 3. Love--

4. Simplicity (in relation to God)--

5. Yahweh--

6. Teleology--

7. Adonai--

8. Authority in Roman Catholicism--

9. Despot--

10-11. My definition of inspiration--

V. for 203. Discuss the following. Outline the N.T. evidence for the Trinity. (15). 

VI. for 502. Discuss the subject above PLUS the following. The teaching of Arius. (12 each) . 

• 

• 
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EXAM# 1 Retake Theology 203 and 502 (Circle which course you are taking) 
No Bibles allowed. Please use ink, not pencil. 

I. True ( +) or False (0) (20 points) 

___ l. Degree inspiration says some parts of the Bible are not inspired. 

___ 2. Both O.T. and N.T. teach there is only one true God. 
___ .3. Verbal inspiration means that God dictated the Bible. 

___ 4. Some of the Bible was researched before it was written. 
___ 5. Revelation includes the mighty acts of God. 

___ 6. Jehovah Witnesses translate John 1:1 "the Word was a god." 

___ 7. The Bible is the most inclusive of all the avenues of special revelation. 

___ 8. The Bible does record untruths. 

___ 9. Subsistence means existence. 

__ 10. The angel of Yahweh is distinguished from God in the O.T. 

__ 11. The plural form of Elohim is a Trinitarian plural. 

__ 12. Exegesis builds on theology. 

__ 13. The knowledge of God is both factual and personal. 

__ 14. The word Trinity is more accurate than the word Triunity. 
__ 15. Mystical inspiration says the Bible is not infallible. 

__ 16. General revelation comes to us in four ways . 

__ 17. General revelation proves the existence of God. 

18. Psalm 19 demonstrates Godhood. 
__ 19. The technical meaning of biblical theology is the same as systematic theology. 

__ 20. Dynamic inspiration says other Christian writings are as inspired as the Bible. 

II. Give the book and chapter reference for the following. (15, but only 10 for grads) 

1. God is spirit--

2. God is light--

3. Words are inspired--

4. Paul's writings called "Scripture" --

5. Revelation of the wrath of God--

Ill. Give the subject for the following references. (15, but only 10 for grads) 

1. 2 Tim. 3: 16--
2. Psalm 19: 1-6--

3. 1 Timothy 5: 18--

4. 1 John 4:8--

5. Matthew 28: 18-20--

IV. Define concisely and precisely (33). You may NOT cross out any. 

1. Theology--



2. Immutability--

• 3. Love--

4. Simplicity (in relation to God)--

5. Yahweh--

6. Teleology--

7. Adonai--

8. Authority in Roman Catholicism--

9. Despot--

10-11. My definition of inspiration--

V. for 203. Discuss the following. Outline the N.T. evidence for the Trinity. (15) . 

VI. for 502. Discuss the subject above PLUS the following. The teaching of Arius. (12 each) . 

• 

• 



Fathers frequently referred to Jesus as 
"Child of God." Like any book, The New 
Century Hymnal-is not for all people. If it 
is·· ly an effort to be politically correct, 
a sch maintains, it is to be pitied. 
B qually pitiful is the response that 
fearfully rejects change because ''we never 
did it that way before." James Elliott 

Mount Vernon, Ohio 

PRESBYTERIANS AND 

SCRIPTURAL AUTHORITY 

Reviewer Robert Patterson [Books, July 
15] cites Edmund Clowney's book The 
Church as warning "of the precarious sit
uation in denominations like the Pres
byterian Church (U.S.A. ), which since 
1967 has not required officers to affirm 
the authority of Scripture or subscribe to 
any church creed." I greatly respect 
Clowney, but I th.ink he is mistaken. 

In tl1e 1995-96 edit.ion of the PCUSA 
Book of Order, all Ministers of the Word 
and Sacrament, Elders and Deacons are 
expected to answer in the affirmative the 
following questions at the time of their 
ordination and/or .installation: 

G-14.0207-b. "Do you accept the 
Scriptures of the Old and New Testa
ments to be, by the Holy Spirit, the 



unique and authoritative witness to Jesus 
Chris t in the Church universal, and 
God's Word to you?" 

G-14.0207-c. "Do you sincere. e-
ceive and adopt the essential tenets e 
Reformed faith as expressed in the -
fessions of our church as authentic and 
reliable expositions of what Scripture 
leads us to believe and do, and will you 
be instructed by those confessions as you 
lead the people of God?" 

There are 11 historical creeds and con
fessions in the PCUSA Constitution, 
including the Nicene and Apostles' 
Creeds, the Westminster Confession of 
Faith, and the recent Brief Statement of 
Faith. In theory, at least, the Book of 
Order does require us to hold our offi
cers to these standards. 

Rev. M . Blair Cash III 
Natchez, Miss. 

THE MINISTRY OF RECONCILIATION 

In certain aspects, the editorial of Robert 
A. Seiple ["Ministry in the Real World 
Order," July 15] could be misleading. 
Truly Christians have been given the 
ministry and message of reconciliation. 

Affordable 
Life Insurances 
For married men that truly love their family 

$250,000 
■ Monthly Prices 

Age ART lOYr Lvl 20Yr 
35 17 19 25 
45 22 35 49 
55 43 70 105 
65 114 182 270 
70 197 318 475 

Prices average of lowest 3 of a national database 

Annual Prices are lower. Above prices are for 
employed men in excellent health, no tobacco 
for 3 years; no hazardous work, avocations or 
foreign tvl; lo cholesterol. Other sizes & kinds 
policies available for other health conditions 
includipg smokers. Women premiums lower. 
Available in most states. Void where prohibited 

800+327-8963 
BMTA Stewardship Research Bureau 

POBcx 117 Cross Plains Texas 76443 
Call for personal t1uo•es • 
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EXAM// I Theology 203 and 502 (Circle which course you arc taking) 
No Bibles allowed . Please use ink, not pencil. 

I. There have been 4 class sessions includin g tonight. I have attended ___ of them. I have 
been tardy __ times. I have rec1cl __ % of the 11 chapters in the text. I read __ % of the 
assigned material before each c lass for which it was assigned (except the first night). (5 points) 

II. Trnc (+) or False (0) (20 point s) 

------'◊~ I. Degree inspiration says some parts of the Bible arc not inspired. 

t: 2. Both O.T. and N.T. teach there is only one true God. 

___ 0_3. Verbal inspiration means tlrnt Goel dictated the Bible. 

t 4. The Bible docs record untruths. 

+ S. Some or lhc Bible was researched before it was written. 

t 6. Revelation includes the mighty acts of God. 

f 7. Subsistence lllcans existence. 

± 8. The angel of Yalnvch is distinguished from God in the O.T. 

-~0_ 9. The plur;il forlll of E lohim is a Trinitarian plural. 

_ __cD:c...._10. Exegesis builds on theology. 

t 11. The knowledge of God is both factual and personal. 

------'C)"-- 12. The word Trinity is more accurate than Ilic word Triunity. 

± 13. Jehovah Witnesses translate John I: I "the Word was a god." 

+ 14. The Bible is the most inclusive of ,111 the avenues of special rcvclalion. 

t 15. General revelation comes to us in four ways. 

_ ___..cb_ 16. Gcncrnl revelation proves the existence or God. 

O 17. Psalm 19 clc111onstrntes Godhood. ---
__ 0_ 18. The technical meaning of bibl1cal theology is the same as systematic theology. 

_+~ __ I 9. Dynamic in spiration says other Christian writings arc as inspired as the Bible. 

_-+~ __ 20. Mystical inspirati on says the Bible is not infallible. 

III. Give the book c111cl chapter reference for the following. ( 15, but only 

I. God is light -- 1 9f\, I 

2. Revelation of the wrath of God-- f2..- I 

3. God is spirit--

4. Paul's writings called "Scripture'' __ 

5. Words nrc i nspircd--

9-... J./ 
2...,()43 
i e,;-,,:J.... 

IO for grads) 

IV. Gi vc th e subject for the follow ing references. ( 15, but only l O for grads) 

1 . Psa Im 19: 1-6-- Rw,. ~ ~ fNi6. q... ~ ~ 

3. I Ti1nothy 5: 18--

2. Mall hew 28: 18-20-- ~,,,, " ~~ 
~ u.,... LI<- IO ~ +vt. 4o 5~ 

4. I John 4:8-- Cj-L i, ~ 

~ht"-~ 5. 2 Tim. 3: 16--

., 



• - V. Define concisely and precisely (30). You may cross out one but not 10.- 1 1. 

l. Theology-- '> hvh; 1J 1"'- . ~Al 1,,y,-f: "p >'~ ~ 
2. Immutability-- ~f~ _ 
3. Love-- ~~ - 1J q,nt_ ""-r ~ ~ 

4. Simplicity (in relation to Goel)-- f,u,-r .I\.. C,c-vn,Jnt¥-kL ,,4u;;r 
5. Yahweh-- a.,~ r ~ - "4,iW- dk,,L.-

6. Teleology-- P~1'rl-, lJ'\fu-1 '-4-i'f'---

7. Adonai-- /_,,rwf,,. /Nu.,11,t ~ 

8. Authority in Roman Cathol ici sm--

9. Despot-- f>'i~, ~, tfti.,(j-lfih,v 

I() I 1 M I fi 
. . f. . . /4._ , fsv,,,,~p._,;;..,~U; ~-"11 a,u,~-- Sv T1wt ~ 

- . y cc 1111t1011 0 msp1rat1on-- v/'i'l ( d!vi.t-dul. ) , r • . 

Cf /UA,,111A/,.,[. wlf4,~ ~ Hi,:, ~iVf'-~ i'l'14->L vi., wn,'4 1/J trv,,yn,wl_ l1i"»r~'JIV· 
- pp s 2.-f_j 

VI for 203. Discuss ONE of the following . Outline the N.T. evidence for the Trinity, OR 
Outline the contribution of 2 Peter l :21 to inspiration ("No prophecy ... but men moved by .. . "). 
(15). p~f-?O 

VI for 502. Disrnss ONE or the two subjects above PLUS ONE of the following . The Synod of 
Toledo, OR the teaching of Arius, OR the Barthian view of inspiration. ( 12 each). 

\ \ / ptf p~ - 1 p'1l 
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THE DOCTRINE OF INERRANCY 

I. The Attack 

1. Functional language 

2. Only revelational matters covered 

3. Just plain errors 

II. The Excuses 

1. Not important 

2. Can have authority without it 

3. No original manuscripts 

III. The Evidences 

1. The Teaching of Christ 

a. Matthew 5:18 

b. Matthew 22:32 

c. Matthew 22:41-46 

d. John 10:34-35 

2. The Teaching of Paul--Galatians 3:16 

3. The Character of God--Romans 3:4 

4. The Logical Relationship between Inerrancy and Inspiration 

IV. The Concept 

1. Does not require verbal exactness as long as no contradiction 

2. Does not exclude figures of speech 

3. Does not require scientific language 

4. Does not exclude historical portions 

5. Does not extend beyond original manuscripts 

Young, Edward, Thy Word is Truth 
Pinnock, Clark, A Defense of Biblical Infallibility 
Lightner, Robert, The Savior and the Scriptures 
Gaussen, The Plenary Inspiration of Holy Scripture 
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ERRORS TO EXPECT WHEN INERRANCY IS DENIED 

I. Doctrinal Errors 

A. Denial of the historical f all of Adam 
B, Denial of the facts of Jonah 
c. Explaining away many of the OT and NT miracles 
D, Denial of Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch 
E. Belief in t wo authors of Isaiah 
F, Liberation theology (redifining sin, salvation, great 

II. Lifestyle Errors 

A. Loose view on adultery 
B, Loose view on homosexuality 
c. Loose view on divorce , 

D. Cultural interpretatio'n of the Bible (e.g., women, obedience 
governments, etc), 

E. Tendency to view the Bible through the eyes of mode~n 

CHR IST'S RELIANCE 
OF THE BIBLE 

1. Abel (Luke 11;51) 
2. Noah. (Matt. 24-:-37) 
3. Abraham (John 8:56) 
4, Sodom and Gomorrah ·(Luke 10:12) 
5. Lot (Luke 17:28) 
6, Isaac and Jacob (Matt. 8:11) 
7. David (Mark 2:25) 
8. Jonah (Matt 12:40) 
9, Burning bush (Luke 20:32) 

10. Adam and Eve (Matt 19:4-5) 

Note Matthew 4 :4 (1) It is written ( Barthianism says "it 
This is propos i tional revelation. -

(2) "every" This is plenary inspiration 
(3) "word" This is verbal inspiration 
(4) "out of the mouth of God" 2 Tim. 3 sl6. 

guarantees inerrancy 
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HOW DID WE GET OUR ENGLISH BIBLE, BUI NOW THAT 
I-IE Hi\VE IT , WHICH TRANSLATION SllOULD I USE ? 

I . The Preservation and Passing On of the Text of the Old Testament 

A. The Hebrew text 

B, The Dead Sea Scrolls 

C. Other documents 

II. The Preservation and Passing On of the Text of the New Tes tament 

A. Manuscripts 

B. Versions 

C. Other docwnents 

D. Problems of copying 

GODISNOWI-IERE 

III, Some Considerations In Using Modern Translations 

A. What is the underlying text? 
1 John 5 :7-8 

B. What is the slant of the translation? How Accurate? 

Theological. RSV Ps . 45 :7; 1-leb. 1:8. Is a. 7:14; Matt. 1:23, 

Interpretative . NIV 2 Car . 5:14 ; John 1:9~ 

Lin~uistic . LB, TEV . NIV Jas 1:22 ; Heb. 5 :12-14, NASB, 

C. What is my purpose in using a particular translation? 

'.· . 
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HOW DID WE GET OUR ENGLISH BIBLE, BUT NOW THAT 
WE HAVE IT, WHICH TRANSLATION SHOULD I USE? 

I. The Preservation and Passing On of the Text of the Old Testament 

A. The Hebrew text 

B. The Dead Sea Scrolls 

c. Other documents 

II. The Preservation and Passing On of the Text of the New Testament 

A. Manuscripts 

B. Versions 

c. Other documents 

D. Problems of copying 

GOD IS NOWHERE 

III. Some Considerations In Using Modern Translations 

A. What is the underlying text? 
1 John 5:7-8 

B. What is the slant of the translation? How Accurate? 

Theological. RSV Ps. 45:7; Heb. 1:8. Isa. 7:14; Matt. 1:23. 

Interpretative. NIV 2 Cor. 5:14; John 1:9. 

Linguistic. LB , TEV. NIV Jas 1:22; Heb. 5:12-14. NASB. 

C. What is my purpose in using a particular translation? 
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CANON 

I. SOME BASIC MATIERS 

A. The Meaning of the Term 
1. Cerivation. From the Greek kanon meaning measuring instrument 

(from a Semitic root as in Ezek. 40:3)---:----Comes to mean a rule of action 
(Gal. 6:16; Phil. 3:16). 

2. History. In early church used of creeds. In middle of 4th 
century userl of. the Bible; i.e., the list of accepted books. 

3. Meaning. (a) The collection of books that meet certain tests or 
rules and thus cornprisees authoritative holy scripture. (b) This 
collection is therefore our rule of life. 

B. The Underlying Considerations 
1. Basically the Bible is self-authenticating since its books were 

breathed out by God (2 Tim. 3:16). Men and councils only recognize what 
is inherently true in the books themselves. 

2. God guided men and groups of men to recognize individual books 
as inspired of God and to collect those books in the canons of the Old 
and New Testaments. 

3. It is not unexpected that there would be disputes about some 
books in the process of. the formation of the canon. 

4. Since the canon is complete, then it is closed. (Consider l 
Cor. 5:9; books of the cults; alleged contemporary prophecies). 

5. Canonicity is not an issue in the present inerrancy debate. 

II • Tl!E OLD TESTAMENT CANON 

A. The Witness of the Old Testament Itself 
l. Its character--cle.=ir but not detailed. 
2. Its content. 

a. Many rnfen~nces to law of Moses as authoritative (Josh. 
1:7,8; 23:6; 1 Kings 2:3; 8:61; 2 Kings 14:6; 21:8; 23:25; 2 Chron. 
17:9; Jer. 8:8; Dan. 9:11; Ezra 6:18; Neh. 13:1; Mal. 4:4). 

b. Prophets claimed to speak the word of the God; did so in a 
kind of continuous chain; and their prophecies were recognized as 
authoritative (Josh. 24:26 cf. 1 Kings 16:34; Josh. 24:29-33 cf. JudJ. 
2:8-9; Judges-Ruth; 2 Chron. 36:22-23 cf. Ezra 1:1-4; Dan. 9:2 cf Jer. 
25: 11-12). 

c. There is indication that the prophetic witness would end 
with Malachi (Mal. 4:5; 1 Mac. 4:45; 9:27; 14:41--people were waiting 
for a prophet). 

1'3. The h'i tness of till' ~ad Sea Scrolls 
1. Their Import;=mc1~. Show the state recognition of sacred books in 

intertestamentary pn iod. 
2. Their Number. 175 of 500 Ournran mss. are biblical. Several 

copies of m.=my OT b0oks and .=i 11 rnpre.sented except Esther. 
3. Their Testimony. Existence of these mss. does not prove their 



canon1c1 ty since some of apocrypha and pseudepigrpha also found. But 
only comnentaries that deal with canonical books have been found. Seems 
to show a distinction. Also 20 of present 39 OT books are quoted or 
referred to as Scripture and 15 more repeatedly used. Sp positive 
evidence for canonici ty of all but Chronicles, Esther, and Song of 
Solomon. 
C. Other Evidence 

1. ~~olo~e ___ to __ ~c<::l_E:_~ia_~ticus. Refers to threefold division of 
books (law, prophets, and hymns and precepts for human conduct) known 
by writer's grandfather (c. 200 B.C.). 

2. Philo (c. A.D. 40) referred to same threefold division. 
3. Josephus (A.O. 37-100) said the Jews held sacred only 22 books 

(=present 39 of OT). 
4. Jamnia (A.O. 70-100). A teaching house of rabbis who discussed 

canonici ty. Some questiorn~d whether it was right to accept (as was 
being done) Esther, EcclP.siastes, Song of Solomon. These discussions 
concerned an existing canon. 

5. Church fathers. Accepted the 39 books except Augustine ( 400) 
who included Apocryphu but acknowledged it was not fully authoritative. 
It was officially recognized by the R.C. church in 1546. 
o. The Witness of the New Testament 

l. ?.50 quotes from OT books. None from Apocrypha. All but Esther, 
Eccl., Song of S0 lo1oon, Lamentations quoted (assuming Ezra and Nehemiah 
together, Ruth-Judges, Obadiah and Nahum in writings). 

2. Matthew 5:17. Twofold division was related to canonization; 
threefold, to categorization (cf. Luke 24:27, 44; John 10:34). 

3. Luke 11: 51 (Matthew 23: 25) excludes Apocrypha and includes the 
39 books as we now count them. 

III. THE NEW TESTAMENT CANON 

A. The Tests for Canonicity 
1. Authority. For OT this meant the authority of a lawgiver, 

prophet or leader in Israel. For NT this meant apostolic authority-
either written by un c1postle or backed by one (Peter-Mark; Paul-Luke). 

2. Inspiration. Internal evidence of uniqueness. 
3. Attestation by churches. For NT no book whose authority was 

doubted by any large number of churches was eventually accepted. 

B. The Witness of the l\postolic Period 
1. Of their own writings (1 Thess. 4:15; 5:16; Col. 4:16). 
2. Of the writings of others (1 Tim. 5:18; 2 Pet. 3:15-16-also 

shows a collection process going on; Jude 17-18 cf. 2 Pet. 3:2-3). 

C. The Period l\.D. 90-170 
l. 1\11 NT books citPd during this period in other writings, though 

this does not set the l i111i ts of tht-> cc111on. 
2. Fathers rP.c01_1niz0.d as canonical all 27 books though each does 

not list all the h<>r)ks. 
3. Marcion (140), a hP.rP.tic, included only Luke and 10 of Paul's 



epistles, but shows the P.arly collection of Paul's writings. 
D. The PP.riod 170-35~ 

1. The Muratorian Canon, 170. Onits Heb.; Jas.; 1, 2 Peter. May 
be a bre~k in the ms. so that these books were actually included. Also 
rejects cP.rtain othPr books like Shepherd of Hennas. 

2. Old Syriac Version (end of 2nd century). Lacked 2,3 John; 2 
Peter, Jude, 11.ev. l3ut no extra books included. 

3. Old Latin Version, 200. Lacked 2 Peter, James, Hebres and no 
extra books. 
E. The Period 350-397 

1. Athanasius, 367, listed all 27 books as canonical. 
2. Council at Carthage, 397, fixed the 27 book NT canon. 

Luther on James 
In his preface to the NT Luther ascribes to the ·several books different 
degrees of doctrinal value and of insight into the gospel. He says: 
"St. John's GospP..l and his first Epistle, St. Paul's Epistles, 
especially those to thP. Romans, Galatians, Ephesians, and St. Peter's 
Epistle ,--these are thP. books which show to thee Christ, and teach 
everything that is nec~ssary and blessed for thee to know, even if you 
were never to see or hear any other book of doctrine. Therefore, St. 
James' s Epistle is a per feet straw-epistle compared with them, for it 
has in it nothin~ of an evangelic kind." 
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1101✓ (JI!) 1-:i: r.i·:T oun J:Nc;I ,1:·II I\J!II.E, rnrr NOW THAT 
WE lli\Vt: lT, 1.; 111C11 THAN:51 ,!\J' lON SIIOULD I USE ? 

Tile Presc1.vc1tio11 .111d Fassinr, on of the Text of th~ Old Testament 

A. The Hebrew text 

B. The Dead Sea Scrolls 

C. Other docume nt s 

II. The Preservati on and Passine On ,of the Text of the New Testament 

A. Manuscripts 

B. Versions 

C. Other documents 

D. Problems of copyinc 

GOD IS NOl~I II-:1{!; 

III. Some Considr.rations In Using Modern Translations 

A. What is the und<!rlyinc text? 

1 John 5:7-8 

B. What is the slant of the translation? How Accurate? 

Theological. kSV Ps. t,S:7; Heb. 1:8. Isa. 7:14; Matt. 1:23, 

Interpretative. NlV 2 Cor, 5:14; John 1:9. 

Line,uisLic. LB. TEV. NlV Jas 1:22; Heb. 5:12-14. NASB, 

C. l~hat is 111y purpose in usinc a particular Lranslation? 
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. Here's how to decide which of the many available Bible translations meets your 
personal needs. . BY ROBERT THOMAS 

F 
or the hunurcus of Ir.Ill\· 

lalions of the 11,blc into 
Fnglish, there ;ire v;i1in11\ 
goals which account for Ilic 
efforts which h;1\'e gone in
lo prnuucing these tran~l:1 -

tinm . Some tramlations have statcu 
specifically those aims . 

■ .I N. Darhy sought to pro\'idc 
the 11nlcarncu rcaucr "with as exact a 
lra nsl:1\io n a~ pms ihle." 
■ l hr ]',q •1 1111•1h Cr1111irr /\', •11 · 

Tr.11,1,11r111 u,cu "strccl Fngli,h" w11h 
a view 10 capturing the scn~e of dif
ficult pa,\age~ anu mak ing them more 
in1cll1).!1hlc to the average reader . 
■ \\'q"l11ou1h's /V1'11· l"r.11111111 ·111 

'" M11dcr11 s,,rcch sought lo CXflll'\S 

how the in\pireu writers wnulu h;l\e 
written if they had been writing aro1111u 
the turn or the twentieth c:enlur~·-

■ .I .II . l'hillips sought to p1Pd11re 
a "ork for pt·nple who were unahlc to 
under~tand the language of the King 

Ja111e\ Version. 
\\ 'hen you cons iuc r these vario11.~ 

tran,lations' ohjec:tivcs. you gene rally 
ran find two main trends or direction.~ 
in their methodology . One emphasi,cs 
tile irn portance of faithfulness 10 the 
original I lchrew. Aramaic anu Greek 
texts . ·1 his highlights the need for ac
rnracy in the transition from one lan
guage to the other so that as little as 
JH>.,\ihlc of the original flavor is lost. 
·1 he other c111ph;1.\is is upon the dfcc-
1 i1 cm·\\ of co1111111111ica1io11 . It m;1ke~ 
sure that the translation is on the read-

/lohrn 7 lwn1111 . JI/, ,, l""fr.11ur 11( Nrw 
I r,1,,,.,,11, at 7'ulh111 fl1r11ln1(lral Sr1111r1urr, 
I,, ,\f,rn,/11 , Cul,f. A dl'anur nl 1hr A1111-
l,r1,n ( ·,,,,,, ,,111111 ,. ( htlf1 J,, 1 ltt1111t1c rr, r1\'rd 

/111 /1. ~( . I:'. frn111 1/11· (11•,,r11w /11111/111(• nf 
Ir, I, . u11d lw l/1 . /1 . frr,m IJu/1111 7 h,·11• 
ln,:1111/ .\,·m. /It' un,I l11J ...,.if, Joun ha,·, 
/11 ·r rl11/tlrr11 . 

er'~ rlane anu speaks in a manner that 
he understands. 

·1 hough on the surface these goals 
don't appear to he mutually exclusive, 
f:nl,(li .~h translations up tn the present 
lime have tended to polarize around 
one of these two directions. In other 
words, either a translation will be noted 
for its closeness lo the original, or it 
will he noted for how well it has cap
tured modern-day idiom . 

It is possihlc to determine which of 
these two ohjcclives is most important 
to the translators by subjecting the 
translation to an analysis such as has 
hccn proposed by William L. Wonderly 
( T'Olrnrd a Scil'f1ce nf Tram/a/In!(). 
By this means, one can compare with 
other translations how close a given 
translation is to the original Greek 
(in the New Testament) or Hebrew (in 
the Old Testament). This comparison 
i\ meaningful hecause Uiblical lan
guages-especially <;reek-arc close 
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Basic Theology 
Chpt 16 Hermeneutics 
I.Def. 
2.Rel to inerrancy--can be inerrantist and interpret semi-literally. 

3 .Recent developments in herm. 
More emphasis on linguistics--structure and use of words 
Literary aproach to Script. Genre=a category of artistic,musical , or literary composition 

characterized by a particular sytle, form or content." Form of covenants as also in secular near east 
life. Helpful for cultural background. But comparison bet polytheism of heathen and monotheism 
of Is not always valid. Meaning is genre dependent and get diff herm for diff gneres. 

Role of preunderstanding. Theol presuppositions we bring to text. 

4. Systems. Allegorical -- symbolic representation resulting in a diff meaning never intended in 
text. Reduces Bible to near fiction. Literal. Normal. Includes figures (Isa. 55: 12; Ps 98:8). 
Semi-allegorical or semi-literal. M not temporal. Theol. int=presuppositions. No 2 purposes of 
God. 

5. Rationale for Lit Henn 
Purpose of lang to communicate. 
Only lit can be objective. 
Bible interprets lit. Esp. 1st corning of X. 

6. Principles of Normal Int. 
Grammatically (words , tenses). Contextually 1 Cor 2:8-9. Compare Sc with Sc (Isa 

7: 14,Matt 1:23). Progressively. Gen 17: 10-Gal 5:2. Exod 20:8-Acts 20:7. Mt 10, 28. Ps 32:6 
waters=calarnities. Can we claim this? 

7. Illumination. 1 Cor 2:9-3:2. John 16: 12-15. Includes gift of teaching. Thwarted by carnality. 
Not by direct rev . 
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Basic Theology 
Ch 17--Existence of angels . 
Extremes of disregard for subject or too much focus, esp on demons. ~?"', g- l.. n ,, ..,
Proof from exis not from human knowledge but bib rev. 

Extensive 100 in OT, 165 in NT. Throughout bib hist. Gen or Job to Rev. In X teaching. 
X--Matt 13:39; 25:31. Options: 1. X was deceived. 2. X was deceiving hearers. 
3. X accommodating Mt 18: 10. 4. Writers added. 5. X beld. 

Ch 18--Cr~ation of angels 
Created, Ps 148:2,5. By God, Col 1: 16. Present when earth created, Job 38:7 (sons of God=Job 
1:6=angels). Holy and creaturely. 

Ch 19--Nature of Angels 

Personalities. Intelligence, 1 Pet 1: 12. Emotions, Luke 2: 13. Will, Jude 6. Not personifications of 
goo7d and evil. 

Spirit beings. Heb 1:14. Means immaterial and incorporeal but with spatial limitations. May apear 
as humans and male except poss Zech 5:9. Some have wings, Isa 6:2. 

Immortal and do not propogate. Matt 25:41 and 22:30. 

Higher order of creatures than humans, Heb 2:7-9. 

Originally holy. Elect 1 Tim 5:21. Some sinned, 2 Pet 2:4 

Ch 20--Organization of angels 

1. Number-innumerable, Heb 12:22. 2. Organized. Eph 3: 10, Rev. 12:7. We should be too. 
3. Ranking. Michael, Jude 9. Chief princes, Dan 10:13. Governmental rlers, Eph. 3:10. 
4. Cherubim, holiness of God. 5. Seraphim around throne and cleansing. 6. Gabriel. 7. Special 
responsibilities, Rev 16:5, 8. Trumpet and bowl judgmts. 9. 7 churches. 10. Angel Yahweh. 

Ch 21--Ministry of Angels 

Esp in rel to X. 1. His birth. 2. His life. 3.After res. 4. At rapture and 2nd. 
In rel to nations. Michael guards Is,Dan 12: 1. Watch over nations, Dan 10:21; 11: 1. Involved in 
judgments of trib. 
In rel to unrighteous. 
In rel to ch. 1. Help bel. Heb 1: 14. 2. Involved in conveying truth, Rev 1: 1. 3. Ans prayer, 
Acts 12:5-10. 4. Aid in winning people, Acts 8:26; 10:3. 5. Learning by observing us, l Cor4:9; 
I Pet 1:12. 6. Encouraging, Acts 27:23-24. Present at death, Luke 16:22 . 
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Basic Theology 

Ch 22--Reality of Satan 

Personification vs. person. 
1. Nature--creature (Ezek 28: 15), spirit being (cherub, 28: 14). 
2. Names. Satan-adversary or opposer. Devil--slanderer (Rev. 12:9). Evil one (Jn 17: 15) 

Serpent---guile, wily, crafty. Red Dragon--fierce,( Rev. 12:3). Accuser of Xns,Rev. 12: 10)-. 
Tempter, 1 Thes 3:5. 
Ruler of world, Jn 12:31. God of world, 2 Cor 4:4. Prince of power, Eph 2:2. Deceiver of 

world (Rev 12:9; 20:3). Beelzebub=chief of demons, Lk 11: 15. Belial, worthless, wicked, 2 
Cor 6:15. 

Ch 23--Creation of Satan 

1. Time. Ez 28: 13 before Go<lbreated garden of Eden. Between Gen 1 and 3. 

2. Characteristics. Ezek 28: 11-19. Satan indwelling King of Tyre and eventually indwelling 
AntiX. Yet local leader of Tyre in view also. Like David and X. Prince of Persia, Dan 10. 
Perfection, 12. Habitation, 13. Covering, 13. Function, 14. Perfection, 15. 

3. His Sin, 28: 15. Read Buswell quote, 143. Arrogance, conceit, 1 Tim 3:6. Details in Isa 
14:12-17. Lucifer is Latin for morning star, 12. 
Ascend into heaven. Throne above other ~ngels or stars. Sit on assembly=govern universe. 
Above clouds=glory that belongs to God. Like Most High (Gen 14:18=strength and sovereigty. 

Ch 24--Activities of Satan 

1. Rel to X. Birth, temptation. 
2. Rel to God. Like God. Counterfeit. 2 Tim 3:5. 2 Cor 11:15. 1 Tim 4:1-3 (asceticism) and Rev 
2:24 (license). 
3. Rel to nations. 1 Thes 2:18. Rev 20:7-10 after M. 
4. Rel to unbelievers. 2 Cor 4:4 
5. Rel to Believers. 
(l)Tempter in 3 ways Conforming to society, 1 Thes 3:5 

Cover up selfishness, Acts 5. 1 Jn 2: 15 
Immorality, 1 Cor 7:5. 

(2) Adversary, Opposes witness to Gospel, Mt 13 tares 
Spotlights our sins, Rev 12: 10 
Pressure on disciplined man 1 Cor 5, 2 Cor 2 and on widows, 1 Tim 5: 14-15. 

1 Pet 5:8. Devour= Heb 11:29 . 



Ezekiel 28 

Identification of personages in c hapter. 

vsv pri nce of Tyre. vs 11- king of 'r yre. 
Literal per s on back of this a nd if so he i s lthobal I I who ruled over Tyre during 
pe r iod of Babylon i a n a s cendency. But most conser v a tive conooentators reco gnize 
more than pers on. At least they see people of Tyre included. To recognize 
euperhuman per s on Clingen give s 12 arguments. 

1. De s crip tion of king of 1ryre ha rdly fits t hat of any human leader . 
Anoint ed c herub. Se ems to be an ~el . 

2 . Several other OT pas sae es ~pparently look beyond t he external s how of evil 
men a nd vi ew the core of wickedness. Isa 14 invo i ves more tha n e arthly k i ng 
could f u lfill. Da n 10--p r i nce of kgdo m of Persia is more t hat human but satanic. 

3. The unusually large vo l u me of space devoted to t h e c ity and leadership of 
Tyre argues tha t a speci a l si gni f icance be att a c h ed to the material invo l ved. 
3 chpts to Phoenicia, 1 for Ammon , Moab, Edo m and Philistia. 17 vss for 4 nation, 
83 for l . city of Tyre. 

4 . The f a ct tha t the OT presents so many prophecies whic h are apparently in 
reference to a loc a l person, but are a ctua l l y fulfi lled in coming Me s siah su g gest f 
the probability tha t oc~R the c ontemporary king of Tyre prefagures a real Satan. 

e . g. Me s si anic Psalms . 
5 . Some o f t h e church fathe rs identified king of Tyre as Satan . Augustine, 0ri gen, 

'rertullian 
6 . The chang e of title s in re f ereing t c the ruler sugge s ts a change in thot mf the 

writer. Prince to king . Barnhouse says there was no king o f Tyre in history 
but was always called p ±ince . 

7 . The de s cri p tion of King of Tyre is similar to description of Satan in other 
parts of the Scri p ture. Jn 8 : 44 . 

Is there a diff bet prince and king of Tyre? 

Pember says yes . Pri nce real pers on , Ithobal 11, and kg Satan. 
Bullinger says prince type and king antitype and both say same t h ing . Pleonastic. 
Gaebelein, etc. Reference to one person under 2 titles and addre s s is to rea+ 

person but 2nd mes sage to that perso n involves a deeper meani ng . Hu ma n ruler 
is type of ixx~Rxxft& ma n of sin or antichrist. 2nd message shows there is 
grea ter power behind man of sin . 

Ezek 28:1-10 . The Hu man lea dership of Tyre 28:11- 19. The Superhuman leader-
~lement s of privi l e ge, perversion and prediction recur thruout . 

I . Human l eadershi p . 
A. Unholy ambition of the prince , l - 9. 

Prince is addres s ed. Prob not so much a mona rch in sense of ruler as a 
head of a gre a t merc a ntile aristocra cy. Reason for vv 6-10 is t h e pride of 
the pr i nce. Center of pride is heart , 2 . He ha d taken to ~ i rn self t h e name 
of Go d whi c h expre ss es, power. Considered self a god a s many he a then rul ers 

did. Typ e of ma n of s in , 2 The s s 2 . In he art of sea , 2 re f ers to Tyre's 
geo graphic a l position . But only a man . Wiser than Daniel may be sarcasm,3 . 
vs 4--gathered gr e at wealth . vs 5~gained it by trade or trafficing. 

B. Unsparing a ctio n ofGod, 6-10. 
Basis of judgmmnt i s pride a nd self-dei f ication . Judgment to be invasi o n by 
Babylon , a nd t he i r intent, 7b , to plunde r . Brot to ruin in own city, 8b. 
De a th of u ncircumcised means dea th by s word and no burial. 



II. Superhuman leadership, 11-19. ' (y ·. ;,_, 
A. Unparalleledj..lrisdiction of the king, 11-15. ~r 

This is a lamentation, dirge. Refers to grief God has over sin of highest 
of his creatures. Cf noisy, demonstrative mourning of Jews which included 
beating breast or thigh Ezek 21:12. 
Unparalleled perfecti on, 12. Zenith of God's creatures filled with wisdom, 

cf vv 3,4; perfect in beauty. 
Unparalleled habitation, 13. Prob a primal gden bee ~atan seems to be an 

intruder in Gen 3 Eden. 
Unparalleled covering. Beauty surrounding Lucifer (light-bearer). Part of 

His glory . All prepared in th e day Satan created. He is a creatur e · 
but must have been beautiful 'to behold. 

Unparalleled function, 14. Cherubim always associated with throne of God 
and concerned with protection of divine ma jesty and glory. As messengers 
of Jehovah they guard paradise and lead worship of u niverse. Tr . thou 
wastt the anointed~erub that covers for I established thee so. • 
Not trans as HSV.\Sat a n stood on holy mt and served Jehov~h. Perhaps 
stones of fire means beauty of Satan's palace. . 

Unparalleled palace. /I · 
Unparalleled perfection, 15. Perfection in sense of soundness and moral 

integrity. Sin found in him. Barnhouse says sin w·as born of II spontaneous 
gaeeration . 11 

· J 
B. Unavoidable judgment of God, 16-19. Privilr~:;:;-v1i~n. . 

Merchandise was Satan's invested authority over crea tion . Should have 
ymelded returns of worship . So God predicts,16, casting from momnt of· God. 
Vbs here ar e future and not fulfilled. l<u.lfilled in Hev 12 in middle of 
trib. Vs 17 same pattern--privilege, perversion and prediction. 
Prophetic perfect--I cast you to the ground. As if fulfilled but not 
till ~rib . Vs 18 shows that his wrongdoing profaned his own sanctuaries. 
~mp has izes t ha t in some way he acted as a priest before God and off ered 
worship of created beings to 0 im . Satan shall be displayed before t h ose 
whom he corrupted. Prob wi ll included false prophet and anti c hrist. 

J 

u 

J 



Isaiah 14 

Is Satan the Subject of Isa 14:1-20. 

1. Refers to historic king of Babylon alone. Nebuchadnezzar . 

2~ Hefers to Satan alone who is addressed under title of king of Babylon . 

3. Hefers primarily to prophetic things, note future tenses in 1-3 . 
It is addressed primarily to a future king of the final Babylon , 3-4. 
But in vs 12-15 .· languag e is beyond kine of babylon and refers to Satan 
by whose power a nd auth or ity this king rises and rules. 
However , this is il1cC.lain's view. i\· any take 12-20 as this. 

J~nnings ' The prop ,1et is a p parently speaking to the King of Babylon; yet,as 
in t h e case of the King of 'I'yre in Ezekiel , the language is of such a cha r a cster 
as to make it a l most , if not quite , impossible for us not to see a far greater 
than any mere human transgressor in this Lucifer.' 59. 

Supporting 3. 
a. vs 1-4 future tenses indicate this is prophetic, but still could be judgment 

being predicted on pres e nt Babylon . 
b. Bible te a ches there is a Babylon t o come and t hat its ruler will be anti c hris~ 

rtev 13, 17:11-13. He will be energized by Satan, Rev 13:4. 
<k,_, l\'t any th pa ·ages dress a y_e,son ~d,y-e-t~-te-:o.s_ seen in__j;.he 

prophecies . Esp o Satl;l,n-~ 3:1~. Matt 16:22-23; Jn 6:70. 
d. Languag e of vs 12ff doesn't make sense unless applied to superhuman power. 

,.,e-: Identification· of name Day Star in v s ~2 with Rev 1:20; 9:1. 
f. Satan himself is addresse d in Bible thru t he person he aees. Gen 3:14-lj; 

Mat t 16:22-23; Jn 6:70. 
~c. The method of beginnine wi th an historic person and projecting the vi sion to 

another distant person who stands beyond as antitype is common in Script. 

This chpt specifically describes the sin of Satan. 
I. The King of Babylon, 1-1? • 

A. His character. Description 
Oppressor, 4 , furious , 4 , wi cke d, 5, smiter of' t he p~ople unceasinely, 6; 
Ruled nations,,; persectued, $; 

B. His doom. 
Cypress trees rejoice, 8. 
Hel l stirs self to receive, @. 
Kings of earth in hell gree t and rejoi?e in his degradation to their level,9-+0. 
Corruption se ts in, 11. 

II. Lucifer, 12-2ID. 

A. His Name. Bright or shining one. Day Star son of the Dawn. Counterfeiting 
X the bright and morning star. 

B. His power. 
Laid nations low, 12; makes earth tremble, 16; shook kgdoms, 16~17; 

C. His doom. 18-20. 

D. His sin, 13-14. 
5 I wills simply outworking of one sin. Pride ace to 1 Tim 3:6. Seeking to 
have his own rights over those of God and in his case it meant rising 
above sphere f or which ~e was created. Same sin as he tempts ~ve with--her 
ri~hts vs God 's. 



1. I will ascend xx to heaven. God's abode the 3rd heaven . Angels evidently 
in 2nd bee x' little lower than angels when human, Heb 2 ; and e x.a l ted 
in 3rd heaven above principalities and power , Eph 1:20-21. So abode 
in 2nd . Had a cc ess to throne of Ghd but abode elsewhere bee hi s order and 
Eip herenot divine nor human. Now he see:kls by self-promotion to c hange t hat • 

2. Exal t throne a bove star$ o f God . 
Prob means to rule over other ange ls or perhaps to have rule offer stars 
o f universe and do something he wasn 't given to do . He had duties connected 
with t hrone of God but pride sought something else . 
Stars as angels--Job 38 :7; Jude 13; Rev 12:3-4; 22 :16. He has a throne now 
--Rev 2:13 (t hrones, not seat) . 

3. Sit upon mount of assembly in far nothh. Share in Mes s ianic rule. 
Mount fo r e ovt as Isa 2 :1-4 cf Psa 48 : 2 . 

4. Ascend above he i gh ts o f clouds. 150x clouds refer to divine presence 
and glory. Possibly this means Satan wanted to secure for himself 
the glory what was God 's. ~x 16:10; Ex 40 :38 ; Psa 104 : 3 ; Isa 19:1; 
cf 2 'l'hess 2 : 4 . 

5 . Be like t he Most High . Like not unlike . Same aM temptation in Gen 3. 
And wan of sin 2 Thess 2:4 . Most Hi g h means pos sessor o f heaven and 
e Rrth and t ha t was his de s ire. 
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A. In relation to ~hrist. 
1. They predicted Hi s birth, Bt 1:20; Lk 1:26-35. 
2. Announced His birth to shepherds, Lk 2:10-15. 
3. Warned Joe and Mary about Herod, ~ t 2:13. 
4. Ministered to h im at temp tation, Mt 4:11;:, 
5. Streng then Him in Gethsemane, Lk 22:43. 
6. Rolled stone fro m tomb, :Mt 2~:2. 
7. Announced Hi s resurrectio n , Mt 28:6. 
8. Interested in His work of redemption, 1 P~t 1:12. 
9 . Share God 's joy over repentance of sinnei, L~ 15:10. 
10. Predicted Hi s 2nd coini ng, Acts 1:11. 

J
l;: ~~;~~~:n~u!~:e:! !:d H~~10~:!~i:! , 2~: ~!;ss' .~: 7 •/71 'f ·, t. 

3. Separate wheat a nd tares , Mt 13:39-40• 
4. Praise and worship Him , Rev 5:11-12; Heb 1:6. 

15. Ready to defend Him, Mt 26:5j. 

B. ln relati on to t he church. 
1. Minister to saved ones, Heb 1 :14. 
2. Minister to churches, Rev 1:20-21 ?? 
3. Spectators of church worship, order, mi nistry, 1 Tim 
4. Bring answers to prayer, Acts 12:5-7• 
5 . Aid in soul-winning, Acts 8i26; 10:3. 
6. Watch Xn work and suff ering, 1 Cor 4:9. 
7. Enouurage in time of danger, Acts 27:23-4. 
8 . Beliver from danger, Acts 5:19; 12:j§7~lo. 
9. Care for righteous at de a th, Lk 16:22; Jude 9; Jn 15,6 

iii ~ }'1--~ I Cr- l . ],. 

C. In rel at i on to nati ons. 
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1. Watch ove r rulers a nd na tions, Dan 4:17. 
2 . Gaaz:dians o ver cer t a in n a tions ( J,:i ichael over Israel, Dan 1211). 
3 . Agents in the execution of God's providenti a l work i n human hi s tory, Dan. 

10:21; 11:lHuman prince couldn't stop an ast;el so this prince must have been 
an agent of Satan. 

/V ,111 .. ,~, . • r (,_ ," · -, ,.:1. .fl, .,. ✓, 1, 1 '- . 

In rel ation to th e u~righ teous. 
'f. 

D. 
1. Announce impending judgments, Gen 19:/3; Hev 
2. Infli.ct judgme nt s upon t h em, Acts 12:23; Rev 
3. Act as reapers at end of a ge, Mt 13:39-40. 
4. Bi nd and imprison Satan, Rev 20:1-2 . 

* 
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19:17-8. 
16:1. ' Wings Over Little 

There must be special angels 
For watching little boys

Cherubim and seraphim 
Who aren 't averse to noise. T4.n. f t;,,,<'j ptn,yfA.. & . S' ... f ~ 'ti> If,•~ u~ 

Y.(_ f /~ fJtcf.+...~ .,JJ..,~- Ii(_ ,.,,,,,,,.::;(;;{;t_ /-A-1 a.......'jc.A '\,Vho know the thrill of sliding down 

11 
_, 
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-,/, VYT.i7fv,.., ~ titS _ · Steep roofs, and climbing trees; · , . 

s, {:.,r{,t._1-...:, ~ 64'\~I 
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The lure of angleworms in spring, · ' · : } 
Who don't mind bottled bees. ,, I!\ 

1 

Cherubim and seraphim 
Who bring lads safely through 

All the mischief and the grief 
_ ~e~ow get into. 
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Name: ___________ _ Box: __ _ 

Important addition to the syllabi: Late exams, if approved, must be taken within 
two weeks of the date the exam was given. 

Exam #2( 12-24) THS 203 THS 502 (Circle which course you are taking). NO Bibles allowed. 
I. Please use ink. Please circle dates you were present: 9/19 (during first exam), 9/26; 10/3 ; 
10/10. Please indicate number of tardies __ . I read __ % of chapters 12-24 and I read 
__ % before the class for which it was assigned (5). 

II. Give the book and chapter for the following subjects (1 0). 

1. The ranking and organization of angels--

2. Michael the archangel--

3. Armorfor believers--

4. The Spirit's ministry in understanding the Bible--

5. Jot and tittle--

III. Give the subject for the following (8). 
l .Ezek. 28: 11-19--

2. Heb. 1: 14--

3 . Isa. 14:12-17--

4. Luke 11:51--

IV. Answer very precisely and concisely the following (42) 

1. The meaning of the word canon--

2. The meaning of the word devil--

3. The meaning of the word angel--

4 . The meaning of hermeneutics--

5. The meaning of the word Satan--

6. An O.T. historical event which the Lord authenticated in His teaching. _______ _ 

7 . Another O.T. event which Christ authenticated. -------
8. Circle the tittle part of a Hebrew letter. __ _ 

9. All O.T. books are represented among the Dead Sea scrolls except ___ _ 

10. The Council of Carthage fixed the limits of the canon in A.D. __ . 

11. Satan 's sin (in one word) was ____ _ 

12. In relation to the nations Satan ______ them. 

13. One wa'f Satan tempts believers is ________ ______ _ 

14. One way Satan opposes believers is _____________ _ 

V. True ( +) or False (0) ( 15) 
___ l. A deduction consists of a major premise, a minor premise and a conclusion. 

___ 2. Inerrancy prohibits the use of figures of speech: 

___ 3. Recognizing Satan in Isa. 14 is a recent interpreta tion. 

_ __ 4 . Angels are mentioned in the Bible from Genesis to Revelation 



___ 5. Some think Christ accommodated His teachings about angels to the ignorance of the day . 

___ 6. All angels were created holy. 

___ 7. Both good angels and demons are organized. 

___ 8. Illumination eliminates the need for the gift of teaching. 
___ 9. Gabriel is designated an archangel. 

___ 10. Cherubim seem to be guardians of God 's holiness. 
___ 11. Satan was a seraph. 

___ 12. Angels can be involved in bringing answers to our prayers. 
___ 13. Angels observe believers. 

14. Satan accuses believers. ---
___ 15. Counterfeit is Satan 's principal tactic to attack God's program. 

VI. Please tell me what Q.T. ORN. T. problem you learned and briefly what a solution may be 

(10) . 

VII. From Ezekiel 28 list at least 4 characteristics of Satan before his fall OR from Isaiah 14 list 
4 of the "I wills" of Satan's sin. ( 10). 
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The Satanic World System ~ W...'l-1 ! 
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I Intro. Doctrine of,.cosmos. 187:x in NT. Jn uses 96:x and,.,X 60:x. 

I' Means orderly system. Sometimes ornamentation. Oia.~r'in Ex.33:4-6; Isa 49118. 
Orrµunentation in 1 Pet 3:3. Does!l't iuean a place of abode but arrangement. 
lah of NT uses it clearly means Satan's evil arraagement. Now this is 
orderly tho it may look like chaos to us. If it does that's bee Satan is in 
control. To Xn•s eyes it looks like chaos but for iatan's purposes it's 
cosmos·. lx it used in a very restricted sense of the orderly group of humanity 

, ap~rt from their evil institutions and ways, Jn 3116. q ,,k, 'IJ-,_n .. 
I. Satan and the Cosmos. \ 

A. The Authority of Satan over the Cosmos. He has full authority. 
Mt 418-9, Lk 416. He vvidently had right to offer kgdoms of wor l d to x. 
X admitted his authority in ·Jn 12131, 16111 in calling him prince. 
Scripture recognizes it . in 1 Jn 5,19. 

Satan's Aooomplishment with the Cosmos. He has made it evil. Not evil 
for evil's sake but to assert independenoe of God. Evil in sense that it 
is independent of God. This may incorporate good into that system, but 
independent good is evil. He has pretty well aooomplished his purposes, 
Isa 14116-7 • . Rom 319-12. Jas 1127 unspotted. Jas 4•4--friendship is enmity. 
See what world did to x, 1 Cor 218 its princes cruoified x. 2 Pet 114-
oorruption in cosmos. 

C. Satan's aim in the cosmos~ Counterfeiting God tn order to establish an 
independent system. Grose sin not Satan's end in itself. e.g. maybe war not 
his best desire beGause often church thrives under trouble, and people turn 
to God. Ofte~ peace and prosperity are his methods. 
Note aim from 1st, Isa 14114. 
Note aim in garden, Gen 316. Note aim with x, Mt 4•9--worship but wrong 

object Note aim today, 1 Tim 4, 2 Tim 3. 
Note aim in trib, Rev 17, 2 Thees 2. 

II. God and the Cosmos. 

A. Planned termination. God has already judged this cosmos. Not trying 
and hoping it will turn out all right. Psa 218. 
Dan 2:35J Msxij.xjii£4mx Rev 14-18 or 22. 1 Jn 2:17 will pass away. 

B. Permissive toleration. Yet for some wise purpose God tolerates it today. 
Prob •o evil -can run its course and show how evil and God may judge once for all. 
Jn 17115. ~ a..,_ - '" c4, .. ._ . 1 { ,_ 1 • s- , 
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I 1'-.:..(, ./7 A. Separate from it. Jn 17,14. We are not a part of it. Jae 1127. 1 1-,,.. 1,. ;,~,,, 
Jn 15118 beware if you or your program become too popular with the world°. "" u.,,u 
W I -.JH. 

el_ ~o~_} belong to this doomed thing and that's something to be t hankJul~,I• ~ 

B. s<ri"t..,...f'ttto it. l Cor 7131. Use but don't abuse or don't be lulled into'"ifi~ep1~ 
it. Use peace but it's not normal, Rom 8:36. Use pain relievers but don't tfM{: I~ 
forget why there is pain, sin, Gen 3:16. Use extra time of labor saving devi~es 
for God not devil, Gen 3,17. 

C. Sufficient for it. World is impotent for Xn beo judged, 1 Jn 5•4 faith overoomea 
Faith in living Saviour is the one weapon Satan doesn't have. Jn 17,15. 

Conol. Get God's viewpoint on the world. It's oond~mned, it's evil, It's Satan's. 

tn_..._~ ;- /)•• I 'f 
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. Therefore (1) Don't love, l Jn 2al5 even things~ You know, e.g, whether 
you love your new oar bec it's new or bee it's necessary. God knows 
all ou~ motives in using the things of the world. Don't be judging another, 
just take care of yourself. · · 
(2) Plan your work in light of this, truth. Don't spend time beautifying 
the world-that's like putting cosmetics on a corpse. We should be 
sna;tohing people out of the world·. Yet that inaolves doing good, 
Acts 10138--don't be like people who won't do anything not directly, as 
they see it, related to ' the saving of souls. Yet aim and primary 
motivation is that God willuse· all things to glorify Himself in my life. 
If parents lived in apt. house that pity had just condemned, what would 
you do? Buy them a lounge chair so they could be confortable when the 
house fell down1 Snatch them • 
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M:1t: t. 8: 1.6 
( Mk 1; Lk t,) 

M:1 t:t. 8 :28-33 
( Mk 5; Lk 8) 

Matt. 9:32-33 

Matt:. 12 :22 

Matt. 15:22 
( Mk 7: 2l1) 

Matt. 17: 11'.i ff. 
( Mk 9; Lk 9) 

Mic 1 :23-27 
( Lk l1 : 3 lf f) 

Ml'- 3 :10-11 

Mk. 16 :9 
(Llc8:2) 

Lk,6:17-18 

Lk. 7 :21 

•

ll :11,-26 

1.3 :10-17 

DEMON ACTIVITY IN THE NEW TESTAMENf 

Victim 

Unnamed 

Many 

two men 

dumb man 

a man 

Characteristics 

"demon i zed" 

"demonized" (cf. sick) 

"dcmoni zed"; naked, strong 
seizures, unrestrained 

"de·moni zed", dumb 

"dernonized", blind, dumb 

Gentile woman's "badly demonized" 
daughter 

man's only 
son 

I 

demon=unclean spirit; ili } 

a man 

many 

wome n; Mary 
Mar,dalc nc 

many 

many 

a man 

d a 11t.,;h I:<) r. of 
Abr.i.ham 

seizures 

"spirit of unclean demon" 
acknoweldged Jesus 

acknowledged J esus 

Ma~y had 7 demons; 
others, evil spirits 

tormented 

mute 

bent double for 18 yrs. 

Method df Opposing 

"He healed them" 

cast out with a word 

cast out,. into pigs 

cast outl 
! 

"He healed liim" 

was healed 

r.ebukedi bame out 
convulsing hitn 

came out a!ter throwing 
him down 

he aled 

cast out 

healed 

healed 

cast out 

laid hanas on her 

11 , :,,·r significant Gospel references: Matt. 10:1,8; 12:24-28; Lk. 7:33; 9:49; 10:17; 

13:32; John 7:20; 10:21 

Acts 5:16 many 

Acts 8:7 many 

Acts 16:16-18 slave r,irl 

Acts 19:ll-16 unn.i.med 

rrc sent work of demons 

Eph. 11 :11-12 all Xns 

1 Cor. 1.0:20-21 some 

2 Cor. 12:7 Paul 

Rev . 2: 10 some 

1 T i.m. 1,: 1 many 

Future work of demons 

Rev . 9:20 

.•. 1.2:9(f. 

Rev .16 :13 

many 

Israel 

rulers 

< • 

tormented 

cf. sickness 

soothsaying 

demons overpowered exorcists 

wrestling match 

pagan feasts 

i.11.ness 

devil casts into prison 

doctrinal 

·! 

V, ~21 

persecution 

gather to Armageddon 

healed 

came out 

command to come out 

name of Jestis 

armour of God 

don't go , ' 

endure , 

endure 
' Word of Gdd, prayer, lJn 4:1 
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BT Chpt 26--Reality of Demons 

X beld. Mt 12:22; Marek 5: 1-16. Lying, accommodating or redactors added. 
All other NT except Heb=lOO ref. OT less frequent 

Origin. 1. Disembodied spirits of wicked, deceased people. 
2. Disembodied spirits of pre-Adamic race. Pember. 
3. Offspring of Gen 6. Agree these are angels but off spring not demons. 
4. Fallen angels. Mt 12:24. Eph 6 same ranks as Eph 3.Called unclean spirits Mt 17: 18cf Mk9:25. 

Confinement. Chart 160.Tartarus place if sons of God. 

Ch 27-What are Demons Like? 

Persons and spirit beings. 
Intelligent. Knew Jesls, doom, monotheism, systems of doctrine. Experienced 

Immoral in beings and goals. Quote on 162. Don't mess. 
Powers--Demon of Gerasene broke chains, Mk 5:3. Can't predict future. Not everywhere present. 

Ch 28-=-Activities of Demons 

Oppose plan of God yet may be used to carry out His purposes, 1 Sam 16: 14; 2 Cor 12:7. 
Promote idolatry, 1 Cor 10:20, false rel , 1 Jn 4: 1-4. Asceticism and liberty. 
Inflict physical diseases. 
Can they possess? Influcnec vs possession. Quote re Haiti. 166. Can Xn be possessed. Acts 5:3. 
1 Jn 5:18 cling as Jn 10:17. qj Ilk, , ~ . S-dh ~ d/rl:J 
What about exorcism today? Use armor. 1 Pet 5:8. N-/ 
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EVOLUTION 

Definition: "a process of change in a certain direction ... a theory that the various types of animals 
and plants have their origin in other preexisting types and that the distinguishable differences are 
due to modifications in successive generations." Differentiate macro- and micro-evolution. 
Ordinary development not the same as origin of species. 

The Formula for Evolution: M(utations) + NS (natural selection) x T(ime) = E(volution) 

Mutations. Definition: "a significant and basic alteration ... a relatively permanent change in 
hereditary material." Variation in an existing organisms, not the creation of a new one. Huxley 
(Evolution in Action): "not only is it an effective agency of evolution, but it is the only effective 
agency of evolution." 
Question #1. How often do mutations occur? Estimates vary, perhaps 1 in 1- 2000. 
Question #2. How many could be helpful? 10% are lethal, 5-10% neutral , rest are sub-lethal. 
Question #3. How long would it take to establish a helpful mutation in the population? 900,230 
generations for it to be established in 11100th to 1110th of the population. 
Question #4. Where do new genes come from? Goldschmidt, American Scientist): "nobody has 
produced even a species by the selection of micro-mutations." Carter (A Hundred Years of 
Evolution): "These suggestions [as to how novelties occur] are purely hypothetical. For the present 
we cannot say more than that novelties of organization undoubtedly occur in evolution; that they 
are essential to the increase in complexity which is associated with progress in evolution; that we 
have no accurate knowledge of the details of their evolution." Time (10/23/95) reported that 
scientists bred 40,000 fruit fly families each with a single defect. "They found that most mutations 
had minor effects on development." 
Question #5. Will bursts of mutations account for novelties? Claim is that 543 million years ago 
(early Cambrian) creatures with teeth, tentacles and claws and jaws appeared over span of 10 
million years (Time, 12/4/95). What made it happen so fast? "Here scientists delicately slide across 
data-thin ice, suggesting scenarios that are based on intuition rather than solid evidence." "In fact, 
some of prehistory's worst mass extinctions took place during the Cambrian itself, and they 
probably occurred for no obvious reason ... [The Cambrian bursts were] weird--and ultimately 
doomed--wonders that radiated so hopefully out of the Cambrian explosion." 

Natural Selection. This concept allegedly preserves the helpful mutations. It concerns the 
survival of the fittest, not necessarily the best. 
Question#!. Will natural selection guarantee improvement? Haldane (Nature): "In fact , natural 
selection with evolutionary consequences has only been observed where men have created 
drastically new conditions which impose a heavy selection pressure." 
Question #2. Would a single mutation be preserved long enough to be combined with additional 
necessary mutations to form a new system? For example, forming a seeing or circulatory system 
in the body. 
Question #3. What would the many harrnf ul mutations do to the organism in the intervening time 
between the appearance of helpful ones? 
Question #4. Is not the interaction of mutations and natural selection a circular argument? Huxley 
(Evolution in Action): "On the basis of our present knowledge, natural selection is bound to 
produce genetic adaptations; and genetic adaptations are thus presumptive evidence for the efficacy 
of natural selection." 

Time. If given enough time can anything ( especially evolution ) happen? 
Question #1. What are the chances that one usable protein would have been produced by chance? 
Answers range from 1 in 10 to the 161st power to 1 in 10 to the 243rd power ( J.F.Coppedge, 
Evolution: Possible or Impossible?). Mathematicians say that such an infinitesimal number makes 
!he probability zero. Evolutionists seize on the one in the fraction . 
Question #2. What are the chances that a human being could be the result of chance collision of 
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atoms with perfect natural selection of those collisions? One in a figure with so many O's that if one 
could write a billion zeros per second it would take one trillion years to write the number . 
Question #3. Do evolutionists posit enough time to accomplish all that supposedly occurred by 
evolution? Not nearly enough. (See attached from Davidheiser, Evolution and Christian Faith). 

The Second Law of Thermodynamics. Definition: though energy in the cosmos remains 
constant, the amount available to do useful work is always decreasing, and entropy, the measure of 
unavailable energy is increasing. The cosmos is moving toward less orderliness and greater chaos, 
exactly the opposite to what evolution teaches. 
Question #1. Cannot there be exceptions to the law? Perhaps so, but they will be temporary and 
isolated and at the expense of an increase in entropy somewhere else. 
Question #2. Entropy applies only to a closed system and not to an open one such as the earth is. 
Ross (Harvard evolutionist): " ... there are no known violations of the second law of 
thermodynamics. Ordinarily the second law is stated for isolated systems,but the second law 
applies equally well to open systems." 
Question #3 . Does the earth not draw energy from the sun which reverses entropy? But such 
energy must be supplied not a raw , destructive form (like a bull in a china shop) but as an 
organizing energy. Energy from the sun must have been able to transform non-living molecules 
into intricately complex living cells, then into more complex thinking humans. For instance, the 
sun may beat on concrete blocks for millions of years without ever producing additional or mutated 
concrete blocks because there is not mechanism within concrete blocks to convert that energy. 
Blum (Time's Arrow and Evolution): "How, when no life existed, did substances come into being 
which today are absolutely essential to living systems, yet which can only be formed by those 
systems?" 

Fossils. "Evidence" from the fossil record does not explain how evolution supposedly occurred; 
it only pictures what allegedly happened, and the picture has inexplicable gaps in it. Fossils of 
simpler forms of life are found in lower strata of rocks and those of more complex forms in upper 
ones. 
Question #1. Isn' t the fossil argument a circular one? Encyclopedia Britannica: " It cannot be 
denied that from a strictly philosophical standpoint geologists are here arguing in a circle. The 
succession of organisms has been determined by a study of their remains buried in the rocks, and 
the relative ages of the rocks are determined by the remains that they contain." 
Question #2. With millions of fossils why is it that there are none of the transitional forms--the 
gaps? 
Question #3 . Don ' t dating methods verify the geologists' claims? All are based on a uniformitarian 
presupposition. Geochron , Inc. , a firm that does C-14 dating said that C-14 years do not always 
equate with calendar years. Therefore "dates older than 6590 C-14 years (=5000 B.C. will no 
longer be reported by us on the A.D., B.C. scale." On uranium-lead methods Stokes (Essentials of 
Earth History) said; "Geologists have been somewhat disappointed in the uranium-lead methods 
because of the many instances where the results are contradictory, inconsistent, or unreasonable." 
"The two principal problems have been the uncertainties in the radioactive decay constants of 
potassium and in the ability of minerals to retain the argon produced by this decay" (Science). 

Views of Origins. (1) Naturalistic evolution. (2) Theistic evolution. (3) Progressive creationism 
(God stepped at times to create advanced forms; evolution operated between those times). (4) 
Biblical creation.For me that means the historicity of Genesis, recent creation, solar days, and a 
universal flood. ~flwf,, 1, J. lva-;wv;i. IN,:J I.,_..,,_ , e-f~,( .t</, /l.t4,, a~ '> 

Some suggestions. (1) Focus on main weaknesses in evolution. (2) Distinguish macro and 
micro. (3) Don't assume a person has to renounce evolution before he or she can be saved. (4) 
Remember: to know the origin of eternal life is more important than that of earthly life. I .{j F--Ml'II. 

Please do not reproduce without my permission Charles C. Ryrie February 1996 



Monkeys, Typewriters, and Shakespeare 
Bolton Davidheiser, Ph.D. 

From: King's Business 

There is a well-known statement coillllk)nly attributed to Thomas Huxley to the 
effect that if a million monkeys were permitted to strike the keys of a million type
writers for a million years, they might by chance make a copy of a Shakesperian play. 
It is intended to show by analogy that if evolution is given enough time it may be 
able to produce by chance all known forms of life starting from lifeless material. 

If we assume some facts about the typing ability of monkeys we can treat these 
facts mathematically-It and see how convincing the analogy really is. Actual nonkeys 
would soon tire of typing and would pursue more pleasing simian sports while their 
typewriters stood idle through most of the million years. Therefore if we assume 
that these primates work diligently and find that they still are unable to produce 
anything of literary merit, the analogy will be shown to have no value. Indeed, the 
more extreme or absurd the assumptions we make favorable to their success, the more 
thoroughly the analogy will be discredited. 

Instead of giving them standard typewriters let us give the monkeys simplified 
machines with only capital letters, seven punctuation marks, and a spacing key. Let 
us assume that each of the million monkeys types constantly twenty four hours a day 
at the speed which the world's champion human typist was able to maintain for a few 
minutes - about twelve and a half keys per second. The only other assumption is 
that the monkeys type purely by chance and are as likely to strike any key as any 
other key. 

To make their task simple, let us see how long it would be expected to take them 
to type just the first line of Hamlet: 

BER: WHO 1S THERE? 
The answer is that if this experiment were repeated a number of times it would take 
them on the average 284,000,000,000 years. 

To type the first verse of Genesis would take them still longer. IN THE BE-
G :rnNING GOD CREATED THE HEAVEN AND THE EARTH. The length o:f time it would take is 
indeed quite beyond our comprehension, but an illustration may help. Think of a 
large mountain which is solid rock. Once a year a bird comes and rubs its beak on 
the mountain, wearing away an amount equivalent to the finest grain of sand. (About 
.0025 inch in diameter.) At this rate of erosion the mountain would disappear very 
slowly, but when completely gone the mo.nkeys would still be just warming up• 

Think of a rock not the size of a mountain but a rock larger than the whole 
earth, larger than the whole solar system. Try to think of a rock so large that i:f 
the earth were at its center its surface would touch the nearest star. This star is 
so far away that light coming from it takes more than four years to get here, travel
ing 186,000 miles every second. If a bird came once every thousand years and re
moved an amount equivalent to the smallest grain of sand, more than four hundred 
such rocks would be worn away be:fore our champion super simians would be expected 
to type Genesis 1:1. If single spaced on one side of a page, the paper used in this 
typing would make a mass so large that something moving at the speed o:f light would 
take as long to penetrate it as all the time the geology books allow since the 
fossil record began. 

Of course this is quite :fantastic, but it is evident that a million monkeys 
would never type a Shakesperian play in a million years. Similarly we believe the 
idea that lifeless matter could evolve by chance into the life we know on earth in 
a billion years or in a couple of billion years is also fantastic. 

* For the basic formula, see: Feller, William. An Introduction to Probability 
Theory and It's Implications. Volume 1. Page 266. Wiley, 1950. 
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No. 156-THE VANISHING CASE 
FOR EVOLUTION 

By Henry M. Morris* 

Evolutionary belief is a remarkable and largely unexplained phenomenon. It is a 
belief held by most intellectuals all over the world, despite the fact that there is 
no real scientific evidence for it at all. Evolutionists allege that evolution is a 
proved scientific fact, based on a multitude of scientific proofs, but they are un• 
able to document even one of these supposed proofs! This curious situation is 
illustrated below in quotations from several leading evolutionary scientists. 

The Altogether Missing Evidence 
No Evolution at Present. The lack of a case for evolution is most clearly recog
nized by the fact that no one has ever seen it happen . 

"Evolution, at least in the sense that Darwin speaks of it, cannot be detected 
within the lifetime of a single observer."1 

"Horizontal variations" (e.g., the different varieties of dogs) are not real evolution 
of course, nor are "mutations," which are always either neutral or harmful as far' 
as all known mutations are concerned. A process which has never been ob
served to occur, in all human history, should not be called scientific. 
No New Species. Charles Darwin is popularly supposed to have solved the 
problem of "the origin of species," in his famous 1859 book of that title. How• 
ever, as the eminent Harvard biologist, Ernst Mayr, one of the nation's top evo• 
lutionists, has observed: 

"Darwin never really did discuss the origin of species in his On the Origin of 
Species.'"Z 
Not _only could Darwin not_ cite a single example of a new species originating, 

but neither has anyone else, m all the subsequent century of evolutionary study. 
"No one has ever produced a species by mechanisms of natural selection. No 
one has gotten near it. .. "3 

No Known Mechanism of Evolution. It is also a very curious fact that no one 
understands how evolution works. Evolutionists commonly protest that they 
know evolution is true, but they can't seem to determine its mechanism. 

"Evolution is ... troubled from within by the troubling complexities of genetic 
and developmental mechanisms and new questions about the central mystery 
-speciation itself."4 

One would think that in the 125 years following Darwin, with thousands of 

*Dr. Morris is President of the Institute for Creation Research. 

• trained biologists studying the problem and using millions of dollars wo • 
complex lab equipment, they would have worked it out by now, but the mech
anism which originates new species is still "the central mystery." 
No Fos sil Evidence. It used to be claimed that the best evidence for evolution 
was the fossil record, but the fact is that the billions of known fossils have not 
yet yielded a single unequivocal transitional form with transitional structures in 
the process of evolving. 

"The known fossil record fails to document a single example of phyletic evo· 
lution accomplishing a major morphologic transition ... . "s 

This ubiquitous absence of intermediate forms is true not only for "major morph· 
ologic transitions," but even for most species. 

"As is now well known, most fossil species appear instantaneously in the fossil 
record, persist for some millions of years virtually unchanged, only to disap• 
pear abruptly . . .. "6 

As a result, many modern evolutionists agree with the following assessment: 
"In any case, no real evolutionist. . . uses the fossil record as evidence in favor 
of the theory of evolution as opposed to special creation .. .. "7 

Sc O~ci z:- i:: ~he .::~ssi/e;. Not only are there no true transitional forms in the 
fossils; there is not even any genera/ evidence of evolutionary progression in the 
actual fossil sequences. 

"The fossil record of evolution is amenable to a wide variety of models ranging 
from completely deterministic to completely stochastic. "8 

"I regard the failure to find a clear 'vector of progress' in life's history as the 
most puzzling fact of the fossil record .... we have sought to impose a pattern 
that we hoped to find on a world that does not really display it."9 

The superficial appearance of an evolutionary pattern in the fossil record has 
actually been imposed on it by the fact that the rocks containing the fossils have 
themselves been "dated" by their fossils . 

"And this poses something of a problem: If we date the rocks by their fossils, 
how can we then turn around and talk about patterns of evolutionary change 
through time in the fossil record?"10 

"A circular argument arises: Interpret the fossil record in the terms of a 
particular theory of evolution, inspect the interpretation, and note that it con• 
firms the theory. Well, it would, wouldn't it?"11 

!,c :=viden::e :he : =~·o,urio:: is ? os~ioie. The basic reason why there is no sci• 
entific evidence of evolution in either the present or the past is that the law of 
increasing entropy, or the second law of thermodynamics, contradicts the very 
premise of evolution. The evolutionist assumes that the whole universe has 
evolved upward from a single primeval partical to human beings, but the second 
law (one of the best•proved laws of science) says that the whole universe is run
ning down into complete disorder. 

"How can the forces of biological development and the forces of physical de• 
generation be operating at cross purposes? It would take, of course, a far 
greater mind than mine even to attempt to penetrate this riddle. I can only 
pose the question .... "12 

Evolutionists commonly attempt to sidestep this question by asserting that the 
second law applies only to isolated systems. But this is wrong! 

" .. . the quantity of entropy generated locally cannot be negative irrespective 
of whether the system is isolated or not. "13 

"Ordinarily the second law is stated for isolated systems, but the second 
law applies equally well to open systems."14 

Entropy can be forced to decrease in an open system, if enough organizing 
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• energy and information is applied to it from outside the system. This externally 
introduced complexity would have to be adequate to overcome the normal in
ternal increase in entropy when raw energy is added from outside. However, no 
such external source of organized and energized information is available to the 
supposed evolutionary process. Raw solar energy is not organized information! 

.Jo Euidence from Similarities. The existence of similarities between organisms 
-whether in external morphology or internal biochemistry-is easily explained 
as the Creator's design of similar systems for similar functions, but such simi
larities are not explicable by common evolutionary descent. 

"It is now clear that the pride with which it was assumed that the inheritance 
of homologous· structures from a common ancestor explained homology was 
misplaced. "15 

"The really significant finding that comes to light from comparing the 
proteins' amino acid sequences is that it is impossible to arrange them in any 
sort of an evolutionary series. "16 

:o F:ec::ipirulacion or Vesrigial Organs. The old arguments for evolution based 
on the recapitulation theory (the idea that embryonic development in the womb 
recapitulates the evolution of the species) and vestigial organs ("useless" organs 
believed to have been useful in an earlier stage of evolution) have long been 
discredited. 

". . .the theory of recapitulation. .should be defunct today.)"17 

"An analysis of the difficulties in unambiguously identifying functionless struc
tures .. .leads to the conclusion that 'vestigial organs' provide no evidence for 
evolutionary theory."ts 

Tne ;es iciua! Case for Evolution 
In spite of these admissions, all the scientists quoted above continue to believe 

in evolution. Limited space precludes giving the full context of each quotation, 
but each point noted is fully warranted in context, and could be further docu
mented from other authorities also. 19 

What, then, remains of the case for evolution? Stephen Gould falls back on 
what he believes are "imperfections" in nature. 

"If there were no imperfections, there would be no evidence to favor evolution 
by natural selection over creation."20 

But this is essentially the same as the old discredited argument from vestigial 
organs , and merely assumes our present ignorance to be knowledge. Even if 
rhere ore imperfections in nature (as well as harmful mutations, vestigial organs, 
extinctions, etc.) such trends are opposite to any imaginary evolutionary prog
ress, so can hardly prove evolution. 

There is one final argument, however: Gould's fellow atheist and Marxist at 
Harvard, geneticist Richard Lewontin, says, 

"No one has ever found an organism that is known not to have parents, or a 
parent. This is the strongest evidence on behalf of evolution. "21 

That is, if one denies a Creator, the existence of life proves evolution! 
But apart from its necessity as a support for atheism or pantheism, there is 

clearly no scientific evidence for evolution. 
The absence of evidence for evolution does not, by itself, prove creation, of 

course; nevertheless, special creation is clearly the only alternative to evolution. 
"Creation and evolution, between them, exhaust the possible explanations for 
the origin of living things . Organisms either appeared on the earth fully de
veloped or they did not. If they did not, they must have developed from pre
existing species by some process of modification. If they did appear in a fully 
developed state , they must have been created by some omnipotent intel 
ligence."22 
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While we admittedly cannot proue crearion, it is important to n'"at all the 
above facts offered as evidence against evolution (gaps between kinds no evo
lutionary mechanism, increasing entropy, etc.) are actual predictions f;om the 
creation "model!" 

Creationist~ pr~fer t~e reasonable faith of creationism, which is supported by 
all the real scientific evidence, to the credulous faith of evolutionism, which is 
supported by no real scientific evidence. The question remains unanswered 
(scientifically , at least) as to why evolutionists prefer to believe in evolution. 

1David Kitts , "Paleontology and Evolutionary Theory," Evolution (Vol. 28; September 
1974), p. 466. 

21n Mayr's book Systematics and the Origin of Species (1942), as cited by a prominent 
modern evolutionist, Niles Eldredge, in his book, Trme Frames: The Rethinking of Dar
winian Euolut1on and the Theory of Punctuated Equilibria (New York: Simon and 
Schuster, 1985), p. 33. 

3Colin Patterson, "Cladistics." Interview on BBC, March 4, 1982. Dr. Patterson is the 
senior paleontologist at the British Museum of Natural History. 

4Keith S. Thompson, "The Meanings of Evolution," American Scientist (Vol. 70. September/ 
October 1982), p. 529. 

5Steven M. Stanley, Macroeuolution: Pattern and Process (San Francisco: W.M. Freeman 
and Co., 1979), p. 39. 

6Tom Kemp, "A Fresh Look at the Fossil Record," New Scientist (Vol. 108; December 5, 
1985), p. 67. Dr. Kemp is Curator of the University Museum at Oxford University. 

7Mark ~idley'. "Who Doubts Evolution?" New Scientist (Vol. 90; June 25, 1981), p. 831. 
Dr. Ridley 1s Professor of Zoology at Oxford University. 

8David M. Raup, "Probabilistic Models in Evolutionary Biology" American Scientist (Vol. 
166. January/ February 1977), p. 57. 

9Scephen Jay Gould, "The Ediacaran Experiment," Natural History (Vol. 93; February 
1984), p. 23. Dr. Gould, Professor of Geology at Harvard, is arguably the nation's most 
prominent modern evolutionist. 

10Niles Eldredge, op cit, p. 52. 
11Tom Kemp, op cit, p. 66. 
12Sydney Harris , "Second Law of Thermodynamics." This nationally syndicated column 

appeared in the San Francisco Examiner on January 27, 1984. 
13Amold Sommerfeld, Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics (New York: Academic 

Press, 1956), p. 155. 
14John Ross, Letter-to-the Editor, Chemical and Engineering News (July 7, 1980), p. 40. 

Ross is at Harvard University. 
15Sir Gavin de B~er, H?mology, a~ Unsolued Problem (London: Oxford University Press, 

1971), p. 15. Sir Gavm 1s a leadmg European evolutionist. 
16Michael Denton, Euolution: A Theory in Crisis (London: Burnett Books, 1985) p. 289. 

Denton is a research microbiologist in Australia. • 
17Stephen Jay Gould, "Dr. Down's Syndrome," Natural History (April 1980), p. 144. 
18S.R. Scadding, "Do 'Vestigial Organs' Provide Evidence for Evolution?" Euolutionary 

Theory (Vol. 5, May 1981), p. 173. 
19See the many ICR books with such documentation (Creation and the Modern Christian 

Euolution in Turmoil, Scientific Creationism, etc.) Write for free descriptive book list . • 
20As cited by Jeremy Cherfas in "The Difficulties of Darwinism," New Scientist (Vol. 102; 

May 17, 1984), p. 29. 
21As reported in an interview by Tom Bethell, "Agnostic Evolutionists," Harper's (February 

1985), p. 61. 
22D.J. Futuyma, Science on Trial (New York: Pantheon Books, 1983), p. 197. 
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Life of Darwin • J,YU 1 
Rather wild in youth. Sent to Edin 1821 but couldn't settle down to high standrad 
there. Then decided to enter ministry of Ch of ~ng and to Cambridge 1828. 
Said that he had aever been moved by HS to enter ministry but gave self to 
riotous living at U. Graduated in 1831 but didn't get ordained. 
Sailed on a surveying expedition in xiti that yr till 1836. During these yrs 
hie evolutionary views de'81.oping esp ~eading Malthus' essay on population. 
Hesitated to publish them until hand forced bee man named Wallace was about to 
publish similar views. Darwin's work recd little attention at first. 1r~7 ,~iA
Scientific world against beo Darwin had no formal traingng in biology. 
Later accepted. Why? Bee physical sciences were making progress in those days 
but not biology and the giologists grabbed at anything that would help them. 
Also news of physical discoveries were getting to common people and those 
who weren't physical scientists were glad to ~ind a non-mathematical science 
which appealed. Darwin broke the spell of physical scienoe. 

In meantime he contd to read Xn books. But serious doubts came. Doubted OT 
first then miracles of NT. Never ordained. He did not want to believe and 
in order to rationalize his unbelief he steadily raised the level of evidence he 
re~uired before he would be convinced. About 40 he oalled self agnostic. 
His whole life was an attempt to escape God. "I wiJl give ab s olutely nothing for 
the theory of natural selection if it requires miraculous additions at any one stage 
of descent." Bald in some sort of original creation just as "philosophers assume 
the existence of a power of attraction without any explanation." Granting that his 
theory wou l d explain everything else. He wanted only an impersonal God. 
P• 88-9. Darwin's wife went to ch regul a rly. rt

0
ad Bible to kids and had them 

sprinkled in Ch of Eng. At end of life a friend reminded him that his very own 
researches had argued for truth of natural theology and asked how he cou l d 
look on those things withbut seeing them as expression of some mind. Darwin 
"Well, that often comes over me with overwhelming force, but a t other times 
we ems to go away. 11 

said, 
it 

·-(~J 

- - --II I ~-s.-- f ~~ · , 
# . 7~L~ .- How to Be Fdoled by~ 
fl-,.4... •--:,--• 17lT/t;_, t 

Excerpts from Stuart Chase's "Guides to Straight Thinking" 
3i ' ~17y 

N Life on the Mississippi, Mark Twain showed us what nonsensical 
~oncl~s10_ns can be reached with "statistics"-if you combine them with 
1magrnat10n. 

:•rn 17~ ~ears the Lower Mississippi has shortened itself 242 
nules. This 1s an average of a trifle over one mile and a third per 
ye?r·. ~he~efo~e anyone can see that 742 years from now the Lower 
M1ss1ssipp1 will be o_nly a m_il~ and three-quarters long, and Cairo 
and New Orleans will have iomed their streets together." 

Another exa?1ple of illegitimate deductions fr~m statistics: 
The populat10~ of the United States from 1800 to 1860 doubled every 

2 0 years. If you r~de this statistical curve fa r enough, it will show that by 
194° ~h~ population would reach 503 million. (Actual figure a mere 
131 m1ll10n.) ' 

. By statistics a recr~iting s~rgeant might convince you that the death rate 
m th~ U. S._ Army _ 111 wartime is far less than the death rate in any big 
Ame~ica~ city dunn~ the same period. What the sergeant neglects to 
me~1t10n 1s that the city death rate includes the sick the old and in fants 
while the Army death rate is based on healthy yo~ng men between r8 
and 35. 

- To be published by Ha rper 

_(For m_or~ examJ?les of juggling fi gure , ~ee Darrell H uff's T-{0 11, 10 LiF 
1111th Stat1st1cs, published by Norton.) 

Science is My Shepherd 
Scie nc<' is my she phe rd, 1 sha ll n oL 

wa nt ; it makes me to lie down on foa m 
r u bber ma t tresses ; it leads me on 4-lane 
hig hways; it leadelh me into the psy
chi a tris t's offi ce for my ego's sake. Yea, 
though l wa lk thrnugh, the va ll ey o f the 
hydrogen bomb, I w ill not fea r it ; th y 
jets and a tomic bombs com fo r t me, Thou 
pre pares t a ta ble fo t' me in th e p1·esence 
of the wo rld 's billion hungry people; thou 
ano inlest my head with home pern1 a
ne nts; my a lcoho li c cu p r un ne th over , 
S urely pens ions and soc ia l, security sh a l I 
fo llow me a ll the days o [ my life. and I 
shal l dwe ll in the o ld fol ks' h;,nw f11n:vN. 
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PROBABILITY 

"Events whose probabi 11 ty is extremely small never occur." Emile Borel, French 
expert on probability. in Elements of the Theory of Probability (Prentice-Hall, 
Englewood, N.J., 1965), p. 57. Quoted by Coppedge, p. 166. 
11We may be led to set at 10-50 the value of neglimible probability on the cosmic 
scale. When the probability of an event is below this limit, the opposite event 
may be expected to occur with certainty, whatever the number of occasions 
presenting themselves in the entire universe" Borel, Probabilities and Life 
(N.Y.:Dover Publications, 1962), p. 28. Opposite event means failure to occur. 
10-50• l/1050. . 

Probability of accidental arranging of the code for 1 gene is 10- 236 • 

Coppedge pp. 105-9 concludes that odds are 10
161 

to 1 that not one usable prtoein 
would have been produced by chance in 5 bill yr history of earth. 
In minimal cell the 239 protein molecules required include at least 124 
different protein species. Prob of 1 minimum set of proteins happening in 
hist of earth ls 1 in 10119776 

(l) 1000 
Dave Kenny Th. M. thesis. Assumptions: 10 atoms in universe (closer estimate 
is 10 °. (2) 10100 collisions/atom/yr (10 20 closer to reality). (3) one of 
every two are in the right combination to produce a mutant to further evol. 
(4) there is perfect natural selection--all beneficial mutants survive. 24 
About 1 mill amino acids would be produced per second. Would take 1010 

years . to produce a human by chance (assuming only 10 41iff kinds of atoms in 
human body). If could write billion O!s/sec. it would take a trillion yrs to 
write that number. 

Can have a nitrate chronology for the oceans, and by this (nitrate content in relation 
to rate of addition from rivers annually) oceans are 6000 yrs old. Coppedge, 196. 

Dating methods. 
uranium 238 to lead 206. U 235 to Pb 207. Rubidium to strontium. Potassium to 
calcium. Potassium to argon. Daughter element must be radiogenic byproduce of 
parent radioactive element. Suppose there were some of daughter element in original 
sample or it was introduced at previous time. If method inaccurate by factor of 
100 to 1000 then a date of 2 bill yrs would range from 2 mill to 20 mill. 
Comparing Cl4 to tree rings Cl4 accuracy drops off at .200 B.C. 

Bara does not preclude use of existing material Isa 65:18 but means something great, 
new, epoch-making. Heb. 11:3 affimrs creation ex nihilo. 
Tohu .. unformedness in sense of not being put into shape, not bee of a catastrophe. 
Bohu from root to be empty, devoid of inhabitants. Thus v 2 teaches earth needed to 
be formed into definite molds and shpaes, and needed to be inhabited. 



The Twightlight of Evolution by Henry M. Morris. Baker, Grand Rapdis, 1963. 

I. The All-emcompassing scope of evolution. 

"All bi<hlogists, I think, would agree that evolution is the largest and most 
encompassing (theme) of them all. Evolution has provided the framework for life 
in general, and therefore kt it will be the theme of this book." The Ideas of 
Biology , by John T. Bonner (Prof. of Biology at Princeton), N.Y. Harper, 1962, p. ix. 

"It is appropriate for psychiatrists and other sbbdents of mental disorders 
to vay uo111a~~ to tl11:: wor~ of Charles nob,a:rt .uarwiil and the tileory of evolution, 
for wi thout his work it is difficult to imagine what the state of our discipline 
would be like. 11 Henry H. Brosin, U. of Pittsburgh in The Evolution of Man, 
Sol Tax, ed., U of Chicago Press, 1906, p. 373. 

"The master idea, which animated alike the initiator of sociolo2v 0•"'•, Au~uste 
Comte) and his chief continuator (Merbert Spencer), was that of evolution •••• 
Independently of the writings of both Comte and Spencer, there proceeded during 
the 19th century, under the influence of the evolutionary concept, a thro ughgoing 
transformation of older studies like History, Law and Political Economy; and the 
creation of new ones like Anthropology, Social Psychology, Comparative Religion, 
Criminology, Social Geot graphy. It ls from these sources that have sprung the 
main body of writings, investigation, research, that today can properly be called 
vociological." Victor Branford: "Sotio&ogy" Brltimica, Vol 20, 1949.p. 912. 

Concerning John Dewey-- 11The starting-point of his system of thought is Uological: 
he sees man as an organism in an environment, remaking as well as made. Things are 
to be understood through their origins and functions, without the intrusion of 
supernatural considerati ">ns." Will Durant: "John Dewey" Britannica, VII, 1956, p. 297. 

Julian Huxley, grandson of Thomas, an evolutionary biologi st-- 11The fl rst point to make 
about Darwin's theory ls that it is no longer a theory, but a fact. No serious xkJli 
scientist would dney the fact that e11olution has occurred, just as he would not 
deny the fact that the earth goes around the sun. 11 Issues in Evolution, U of Chicago, 
19vv, P• 41. 

II. The Circular Argument of the Geologist. 

"It cannot be denied that from a stricUly philosophical standpoint geologists 
are here arguing in a circle. The succession of organisms has been d~tA~nined 
by a study of their remains burled i.n the rocks, and the relative ages ofthe rocks are 
determined by the remains of organisms that they contain." R.H.Rastall, Cambridge, Brltann 
lea, 1956, Vol X, p. 168. 

"Further, how many geologists have pondered the fact that lying on the crystalline basemen 
are found from place to place not merely Cambrian, but rocks of all ages?" E.M. Spiekllr, 
p. 1805. Walter E. Lammerts has listed over 500 cases that attest to a reverse order, 
that is, simple forms of 11 fe resting on top of more advanced types. 11 

III. Doubts by Evolutionists. 
Bonner (see above) reviewing a ~ook by G.A. Kerkut (Implications of Evol, 1960) 
11This is a book with a disturbing message; it points to some unseemly cracks ln the 
foundations. One is dilsturbed because what is said gives us the uneasy feeling that we j 

knew it for a long time deep down but were never willing to admit this even to ourselves • 
••• The particular truth ls simply that we have no reliable evidence as to the evolutlonar~ 
sequence of invertebrate phyla. We do not know what group arose from what other group or 
whether, for instance, the transtltion from Protozoa occurred once, or twice, or many 
times •••• We have all been telling our students for years not to accept any statement on 
its face Yalue but to examine the evidence, and, therefore, it ls rather a shock to 
discover that we have failed to follow our own sound advice." American Scientist, Vol 49, 
June 1961, 240 • y t 62 he wrote above, 



D, n-1ir., Life ~ncl Letters, II, 210 . rirn ti,ct , the be lie f i n 11.itura l SE! lection 
inust a t pros•3nt be g rounded entirely on g t.~ neral conslder~tlons •••• From the 
f.) ni;. l o3y of c ,wn~;a under clon,est1c.a tton by rna n•s selection • •. \J,. , ; c:'. d. <-',f:t ; fr,l i; ;: :11 , 
d ::n.' conm,ctir~1 under -'ln int e lli t] i bl~ point of vi ew ,'.'t host of fact s. When we de scQ3 nd 
to det .;i ils, we c an prove t i1~t no one s9ecies h,llS cha1n.1se<l (i. e ., we c .annci:: prove that 
::~ s 1n.'~ le speci<1ls has clurnged); no r c,rn we provo tha t the supposetl changes .;ire 
benef ici.il, which ls the g round work of the? t .l1eory. 11 

3 

1)' l GocU s chrn ic.lt: 11 D,, rwin' s theory of natura l se lection has never had any proof 
[ l-1 except from n priori considera tions , y,.,t it has been unl versa lly accepted, and 

,, 
If . 

H 

has led to g re ,'i\t 11dvances in bio logy." i:Uchard P. _Goldschmidt, The mmterlal Basis of Evol 
tlon, NY :P.ige.nnt Books, 1960 , p. 212. 

Willinm na tflson, Geneticist. 192S. 11Me.tn"'7hile, thou g h our faith in evolution st.ands ~ 
unsh;;i,ken, we h~vo no a ccept '1 ble a ccount of the ori g in of 'specios. '"• Cl o1.rk &Balea,103, 

D'Arcy Wentwor t h Thompaon, On .:;rowth and fo r m, C"'mbrldge , 1943, pp 1092-3. 

"Hut the large r and ~t first si g ht simp ler quastions remain unanswere d; for 80 yrs• of 
study of Darwini an evolution has not t aught us how birds descend from reptiles, mammals 
from e a rlier quadrup,!!ds , qu.ncln1peds fro m fl s hes, nor vertebra t •~s from the 1 nvettebrate 
stock . • •• We ,n..-iy fa! I to f i nd the a ctu,\ l links between the vottebrate g roups, but yet 
their resembl ance ~nd their relAtionshlp, real t hough indefln~ble, are plain to see; 
t here .&.re g aps between the g rou ps , but we can see, so to speak across t he gap. On the 
othe r h~nd, the bre~ch b~tween the vertebr~ te ~nd lnverteb~ate ••• ls in each c~se of 
a nother order, .tn d i s s o wide that wo cannot see a.cross the intervenin g gap 8 t all. 11 

\ 

11Moreove1· , ~y,s h.aving once a chievod t he present level of efficiency , 1 t ls unllllely 
t h~t: any rival t>rgan coul d dev!l.op e l Hewbcrf;! for tho same purpose unlGss it provided 
additiona l information witl'i consicforable survival v ,due. In view of orcsent-day traffic 
i nforin tion there would o.arh.:aps be su rvival value f<n· t he develo pment of a 
pho to:c·ece pti ve syste,n a t the b.~ck of the hum.l n he~d l After a l 1, g r nsshopp-ers hear with 
their l e g s bec.::iuse n ;;iturc f ound th.ilt t he rqqulsit:e ma terll'.ls wer~ ~lready there ~nd 

.•" c ould be c.evelo r~ed f or the ourDose . But h ,,ve we an·, cells in the buck ,;)f t he neck 
_1 t'f with such !)Otent:1.,\l l ties t h;t they c oul d provide ,;mec h11.11isin for detecting oncoming 

,~• tL•,ui:fi c nnd p.;i ssing on t b0 informa tion to the urain? "Determini ng f a1t:tors in the 
ivolution of the Retina in Vertehrates. E .M. Willmer, C,ambrldge . r:volutl on, Academic 

L Pn1s:.., Inc . !./ , Y. 1953, p . 393. 

11 rtv1 rl Ge of a g ene of novtll f u nctlon, wh.1tE: ver the origin r.>f its p;,,r. ts, mu st require 
some me ,::lrnnl S •il f or the spatl n l rl:!< ~rr:lin ::1, e ,,1e nt:, whl ch, on thl s: view, nou ld be .tt the 

,\/ t·o ot of g~nic evolution, .and it ml1st requ i r e too that t he itct:ion which the new gene 
~ dl~pl., ys diuc l,art\ l!s :;ome useful function S<> th.nt the n ow structurl!l would be preserved 

.;1. nd f xet.l . lie h,;1ve v.~r :,i litclo evi dence o n tllE>se nolnts; indN1d , we ha ve very little 
ovid e nce on whlc l1 to l)roceecl i n d iscussiag gClnic evolution at all. 1' p . 9 1. 11 Thti 
-:;e net ic .51 1 !:itru.::turo o f Po pu lations, J(enne th :latlwr, 31rn inti l1.n:n ( Veµt of Genet ics). 
Evo~u tion, ~s above . 

Charlc ::1 ture Gf c re.:-, tioni sm . A, '.·l. Las .sek , Tt10 huaan fira i :.1 . Spring field~ Ill. Charles C. 
T l101,,<" s, b '5 7 . l doas on r:u1n • s Od ;7, 1. 11. A. The >la ~i c o - :roli g ious theory . Cl tes S,::itylonian, 
Et·UP tl a.n e c ct:; o f. creJi t:ion, tlmn i.1ehrew~,w'C'.~he i-lebr:!m ~ccour:t of o\..'1.ne s creat lon ls 
t~ont:,;, ined :ln di e o r:,en~1 ng c h;wter of Gc n<i,sl s in t he Bible, as quot ~d in the Kin8 Jamea 
ve:ri;lon •••• A: l LH1C ,,, .. t ;.: 'i. r, t l ,B s -=1 s t: o the, t l11;1::1- factor in ma 1.l' s bragi nnlr,;;s were: 1·ernoved, 
/ by c ld n3 of Ussi1-fn:r..::; c .·,r0no l o :1)• / rr n . 1:- . Not l(J .ind not Usd.or. 

Tf mutat i o n, ~,-: .. , tc •i is • .. ::,c,H' l:1 [, ,r•: c f l-, .. rc,,.1 .t.i :.:y c h.;, ng e cf whi c;h \ 1·:.'? h .~ \'e definite 
l s al,::iy s ch.,rn~e: 11 L1 :sE.; ,:1E's .i l rr:.' ,;Hly ,;.r-.;S(s:1t, i;t.: ·would ,i t f i rst si s ht s ~(i)rn that we have~• 
no b1asi s at fi ll .for under!: t ,rnd~. n :_; t ile evolut:ion of neve lti es in t lie organi z.it1on of tht 
l -,,:.). F.,;: i.: 1•, - • ,:· ( \'•.1lu.:i.· ·1 · -1.1 ·,· .. 11:·c·l \· r.•'! n;· ,11 : •.r l1 ~r-: d l t .·•ey f;•c t o,·:• ! n,)t cL u ::; f, in t!io se 

, t~ .• ·, I •·"t"• ', .. . ~,.~ 1 ,\ 11· .• ~ f ,'l',-' 11 1;:;, t'·C'.'; j , }.!: 1" ,~1 1 r! •:r. 'ft tl. ,·,~- ~ .: n t:r.i·· ,: I·' 



r
~n terial 4re oxtil'ome ly co111 i:>lex . Possibly c han ges ln tho ,astr&tution of enzymes 1~ 
the tody , i f they were somehm;, blJou ~ht a bout, mi ght ~c a u sa new di ffornces in r a te of 
g rowth of parts,. as fo r instance , in a part or the trontal l>ones o f the skull 
resulting in the ei.rly evolution of horns. It is hard to see how redlstril:otion of its 

1 enzyme could be brough t about by mutation of a gene, but, in v iew of the complexl ty 
of the conditions in the bod;v , it may perhap$ be possible. Also, it ls not impossible 
that new genes may be evolved. We know that @enes may be reduplicll!ted wt thin ·· 
the chromosQmes , and, .when that has happened, one memeber of sucha patt might 
become so altered by mutati on .~s to atve us ·what is functionally a new gene. 

These suggestions are pueely hAtpothetioal. For ·the present we c annot spymore 
t han that novel ties of org :.•.n.i zat ion undoubtedly occur in evolution; that they are 
essential to tlie increase i n complex! ty which 1 s associated with progress in evolution; 
that we h ave no a ccurate knowledge of the details of their evolution." 
A Hundred Yenrs of ~volution. G.S. CQrter . NY Mac millam , 1958, 184-5. 



\ 

i.Job:thansky says : 

Al..80: 

111l'he occurrence of the nvolution of life in tho hi1-.Jtory of the earth 
iB establis hed about as 1vell m:i" events not •,:itn~n:Jod by Jnvnan ob:,;erver3 can 
bo ••• ·1·h.e most pre:~~ine- problems of e voJ.utionary biolccy r.;eem at :c-rosent 
to belong to two grou_ps - t iwse concernr:ct 1:it . .1 the me ci;~~nio; of evolution and 
tho:-:;e dealing wi tn t11e biological unig_uen.r:.::J;; of ma.i:1." (1'1teorlosius Dob:;;hansky, 
";wolution at work," Sci~:i.Cl.£, CXXVII (lC:6-3 ), ;;,. 10<J2 ). 

"In flJ;ite of the immense nwnber of ob13ervu.t ion::; trllit hnve beon made, and of 
the detailed e:t.perimental work t hat nas been done in recent years, ti1ere is 
not yet unanimity of opinion as to tne \,·ay , or wayu, in which evolution has 
come F..bout. 11 (J. 1·:.N.~lliv1m, 'l'!.!e Limit.~t:i.om: of Scie:rJ.cc, !-!e,·1 :I'.ork: I:lentor, 
1961, p.93). -- ~ . -

Other s are more positive in their denial. The Jate Richard Goldschmidt of the 

University of California was a geneticist of note. But his conclw:don was: 

Aleo: 

"nobody has produced even a. species by the selection of mic~o-rnutations. In 
the best lmown or6anisrm1, like Drosophih., innumerable mutants are known. I.f 
we ,,ere able to combine a. thousa..."'Jd or more of such mutants in u sinele individ
ual, this still would have no resemblance whatsoever to any b.:rz11m type lmown 1-
as a Si)ecies in nature, 11 (Hichard B: Goldscruaidt, 11L'vblution a.s viewed by one 
Scientist," American Scientfat Vol. XL (1952), p. 94). 

"It is not yet generally agreed, however, that in mutations we have i;ound 
the e.ctual raw material with which evoluticn has worked. Observed mutations, 
say some authorities, are not sufficiently profound to explain the origin ov· 
species. And it has been asserted t hat, of the mutations that have actually A 
been produced under experimental conditicns, pr~ctically all are detrimental 
to the organism concerned." (Sullivan, op.cit. p. 9;5). 

More recently H.R.Thompson of Canada has spoken with great reserve on the whole 

question of evolution. In his Introduction to a new edition of Darwin's Oriein of 

Boecies (Everymrui's Library Edition, 1963, p. xxii) he says: 

"'l'here is a great di ve:Y.'gence of opinion among biolor,ists, not only about t:10 j_ 
causes of evolution but even about t he actu.al proce:rn. This diverr;ence 
e:cists because t he eviclenco i s unoat.i.sfa ctory mid does n ot :Jermit ruw 
certain conclus ion. II £:qi~f.ei±.xx:o:ixxxx±i: 



SECOND LAW OF 'tHERMODYNAMICS 
,• 

Lsr_F.:nergy con neither be created or destroyed today. 
2nd••Altho the total energy ln the cosmos remalns constant, the amount 

of energy aval lable to do useful work ls always getting smaller. 
Entropy ls measure of unavailable ener~y. 

3rd--as absolute zero temperature in a perfect crystal ls approached, 
lts entropy vtll also al)proach zero. 

2nd law means--(l) energy avallable for work ls diminishlng•entropy increasing. 
(2) everythlng moving toward greater probabl 11 ty from improbable situ at ions. 
lmorobable water should stay on top of mountain. Better to state (2). 
everything moving toward least ord~tllness or greatest chaos. 
Evolution teaches ooposlte (1) more ~nergy now and more order. 

What about Increasing time? 2nd law says lt Increases the posslbllity of 
degradation and randomness. Math may say that given tlme anything might 
happen but during all this Increased time 2nd law ls also operating as 
well as laws of probability. 

What about solar energy? Evol says that energy for trlggerlng processes comos 
from sun. But must have some sort of motor wl thin elements to respond 
to trigger of solar energy. If non-living substances flrst 1 then sun 
would do them no good. Or to put lt in a riddle: "How, when no llfe 
existed, dld substances come lnto being, which today are absolutely 
essential to living systems, yet whleh can only be formad by those 
systems?" Harold 'F. Dlum (evolutionist), 'flm6' s Arrow and Evolution. 
2nd ed. Princeton, Princeton u. Press, 1955, P• 170. 

Blum, P• 178A soys: if I were rewrltlng chpt on orlgln of life "I should 
want to play down stlll more the Importance of the great amount of time 
avallable for hlghly lmporbable events to occur. One may take the view that the 
greater tho tlme elapsed the greater 81,ould be the approach to equl ll brium1 

the most probable state, and lt seems that this ought to take nrecedonce in our 
thinking over the ldea that tlme provides the posslbiltty for the occurrence 
of the highly lmpj\ybable." 

Since nothing is now being created, and since it cannot be eternally old 
(otherwise it ,wuld be dead), there must have been a period in the past when 
it was "created " by cneatliie processes which no longer are functioning. · 

Sc and Creation Handbook, p. 19 

Entrppy of biosphere systen as a whole may remain constant or even decrease 
for a time. But if it decreases, the 2nd law requires that it must be at the cost 
of an increase of entropy in its environment. So it can only be temporary. 
Sooner or later the excess energy in the environment will be exhausted and 
biosphere would teen rapi dly descend into a state of equilibrium or death. 
Earth is open system and draws from sunlight. But not enuf. Sun's energy may 
beat on conerete pavement for 1000 yrs and never generate baby conceete blocks. 
Must be available an appropriate energy conversion process along with a pre
programmed template to work from. (guide,mould). 
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/,ntosrl!ERlC AIR C)/ DENSE ROCK, ONCE ~:C'L.tEN, 

. CONSISTI NG ori · · CONTAINING SOME POIASSJt::-1 

'J •. . (o,c, basalt, hc,rneblf'~dt<) 
8860 ppm l\~r.o c~ 

30 pp1n A-36 ,· . 
. • . Cly,, ~ ./TINY SA,'11'1.E:, CONtAINH-G 6 ppm A-J8 '-"" 1 GAS CAYJTIES plus N1troccn & Oxygen 

Explanation of how the clock · 
works: 

(1) In every million atoms of 
total Potassium, 120 arc K-40 
(average). 

(2) Eight percent of the K40 
decays to pure Argon40 gas at 
an average rate of one-half of it 
every 1.31 billion years ("half. 
life"). This means that 2.5 
atoms/sec per gram of total 

was present in the rock when it 
froze. 

(5) Now, count the A-36 
atoms in the tiny bit of gas in 
the sample: multiply by 
8860/30 and call that the A40 
that infiltrated! 

(6) Now count the A40 
atoms in the sample, subtract 
the A40 atoms that inflltrated, 

Pc!~~:!.!~ :~ th;: .;~~p!~ :~rn:; and fhP, rP,n!lhH-1.-r n,u.t h!IVA 

into A40 "trapped" in the decayed from rock! 
sample. (7) Count the total K in the 

(3) When the rock froze, sample, and the number 2.5 
supposedly billions of years ago, atoms/sec can be used to tell us 
It is assumed the surrounding how many years it has been 
atmosphere contained the same decaying. 
pror-:,ction of A-36 and A-40 It (8) Problem: Hcfw do we 
contains today, or if any inflltra- know what fraction of A-36 was 
lion occurred during all those at the beglMing? If A-36 In the 
years, 30 atoms of A-36 alway, air has built up from zero since 
came in with 8860 atoms of creation, the "age" of tlte rock 
A-40. . will alrvay1 come out with.in · 

(4) We assume no other A-40 1
• creation dnte chosen! ._ , 
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I Encyclopaedia Britannica. Chicago: Encyclopaedia Bri~annica, ~nc.11957. , 
Article on Anthropology by S.F.N. l 1 ~ • 

I 
On Pithecanthropus erettus-- 11Additional evidence must be presented before 
a reliable hypothesis can be constructed (Franz Weidenreich, 1945).i"P• 52 . 

• \ : ' I-~ • l ~ 

On Solo man from Java. 11 skulls. 11Unf or tunat ely., none c£ thef ace sr are 
present and there is evidence that the skull bases have been artifically 
removed, t ossibly an evidence of, cannibalism. 11 "They have the distinction of 
being among the longest human ' skulls of either fossil or .modern man . 11 p 52. 
"Other fossil finds such as those of two large skulls from 'Wakjak, Java and ' 
the Keilor sJtull of Australia have been used to oonstruct ' a lineage 

~ ' u · .. 
for the modern Australian aborigines, leading -back ·through Solo man to Pithecanthropus" 
p 52. But he jus t said insuffici~nt evidence. 

On Neanderthal Man. "The cranial 1 capactty is remarkable for its absolute size, 
averaging ~bout 1,450 cc., which is approximately(lOO cc. above th a t of mod~rn · 
man. 'Jbe skeleton is characterized by robust development, ••• 11 ~?,-Q,. 
"Neanderthal remains provide a substantial reminder that there is not an . 
inexorable sequence in skeletal development leading ccntinusouly from primitive 
to modern." 52. 

What happened to modem man . Lists princiapl trends 11 (1) fhe brain 
in size and t he face ha s been correspondi~y reduced; ••• 11 5.3. 

"It is probable that not mor e t han one species ever existed at one t:iJl'le. 
'fhere has been no development of genuine species, however, in ihe sense that a 
dnscontinuity, resulting from reproductive isolation either in t :iJl'le •or space, 
has ever occurred." 5.3. 



On Detlni tlon 

Evolution la change and origins . Llk• saying gambling ls all chance. Is drlvlng t• 
work gambling? Ia legltlmate change evolution? 

On descent from moiilceys 

Darwin, The Descent •f Man, ch 6: "And aa man from a genealeglcal peint •f vlew bel•nga • 
to th• Catarrhine or Old World atock /of monkeys/, we •st conclude, hewever nuch the 
c•ncluaion may revolt our pride, that our early pregenators would have been thua 
designated." "The .Slmlalae then branc~ed off lnt• two great stems, the New World and Old 
World monkeys; and from the latter, at a remote period, Man, the wonder and glory •f the 
Unlverae proceeded." 

"In fact the earlier ancestor /•f man/ would certainly be called an ape or monkey ln 
pepular speech by anyene who aaw lt. Since the terma aee or monkey are defined by 
popular usage, man•• ancestors were apea or monkeya (or aucceaaively both). 11George 
Gaylord Simpson, paleontologlstfrom Harvard. The World lnt• which Darwin Led Us. 
Science. 131:3405:966. April 1, 1960, P. 969. 

'William Howells of Harvards "A vlaltor fr•m another world, happening along seventy 
Jllllllon years ago, wuld probably have laughed at the ldea that the Pala•cene prlmatea 
c•uld ever produce a man. But they dld. 11Manklnd ln the Maklng. ».ubleday, J9S9, P• 61. 

Laurence Kulp: 0 ••• certalnly lt ls not fer a thfflegian t• reject the hypetheala that 
la held ln one form or anether by practically all alcentlata ln ce ... logy en aclentlftc 
ground••" Eternlty, May 1963. But nebular hypethe•l• was the coaalogloal hypeth••l• 
held by sctentlata fer a full century and then proved fal••• 

Faith on part •f evolutlonlsts. 

John M. Taylor, prof emeritus •f Blelogy at .Amhu•st: 11How •• ancient ancestor had 
aucceeded ln developing bone, ln aany respects the moat marvellous tissue of eur bediea,· 
la beyond my comprehension. He dld lt. 0 The Coming of Man. Marshall Jone• C•.1925, p. 28. 

Concerning the development of the vertebrates from the Invertebrates, Pref. Hoeten 
(arnest Albert) ef Harvard:"All thla ls complicated, obscure, and dubious. Anyway 
there evolved from the invertebrate• a trlbe of animals wbloh, by hook or by crNk, 
acquired backbones." Up From the Ape. Macmillan, 1936. P• 56. 
Same Prof. Hooton:"Just how f lna developed Into limbs la atlll a myatery--but they dld." 
Apea, Men, and Morons. G.P. Putnam•• Sona. 1937. 

Orlgln •f horaea. One hypothesl• ls that a pair of animal• known as cendylartha 11auddenly 
gave birth to a Utter •f Dawn Horses." Cencn this Gee. Gaylerd Simpson aaya: "In the 
nature of things thla hypotheals cannet be ruled out categorically and ••me respectable 
sclentlata auppert lt. Neverth•l••• lt ls•• imperbable aa to be unacceptable unless n can 
find no hypotheala mere likely to explain the fact••" "'Ihe Greatti Animal Invaal•n" 
Natural Hlatory. 49:4:206. April 1942. 

D.M.S.Wataen, Pref Zoolegy London u. "SN°elutlon la a theery universally accepted, net 
because lt can be preved to be arue, but becauae the only alternatlve,•apeclal creatlen,• 
la clearly lmpoasl blo." London Times, NJg 3, 1929. 

Comparative anatomy 

Prlnclple--"the degree of closeness of structural resemblance runs essentially parallel 
wlth cleaenesa ef klnahlp.Most bleloglats would say that this ls not merely a pestulate, 
but one of the beat established laws of life •••• If we CAMOt rely upon thla poatulat•••••• 
can make no aura porgress ln any attempt to establish the valldity of the principle ef eve: 
Heratlo HockettNewman, Prof Bltlogy, U of Chlcago.Evolutlon,Genetlca,and Eugenics. 
U of Chicago pr•••• 1932, p. 53. 
But many exceptllaa have been found ln abundance. "One of the meat atdklng cenverg•ocr• ln 
paral lel evol ls tkat bet the woely rhlnocero ~d the living vhlte rhlneeeroa ot AXr ca. 
Th resemblance, e p ln skull and teeth,l / \ ae that lt long seemed lncontrevortable 
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B. 
Jr 1, rtt t-i4-,.1. .,.: :i; L C,~ 

The Characterizations~ f the immatl rial part of man. 

1. Soul. ,4,-r.. )'I) _1.:, 

Meanings in OT. .,, 
a~ ·That whioh breathes and as such is disting~ished from flesh, Isa 10:18; Detu 12:23. 
b. As life-breath whioh departs ~t death, Gen 35:18; Jer 15:2. 
o. Stands fo~ the individual, personal life, person. Means the animating principle 

in the 1m4 blood, Detu 12:23-24. Also center of mental activities, Psa 107:9; 
Jer 31:25 a weary soul, Lev 26 :11, a loathing soul, Job Sb 30:25, loving soul Cant 
l:7. Sometimes for the corpse, Lev 21: l; Numb 6:6; 9:6. · 

(JI J • (ll,Q .J 

Meanings in NT. 
Much same. 
Note esp Jn 19:30 Jesus gave up his pneuma, and Jn 10:15 Jesus gave up His psuche for the 
sheep. Spirit is not confined, it is the out-breathing from God. Soul is ma.n's individual 
possession which distinguishes man fDom one another and frominanima.te nature. 
Man has ·a spirit; man is a soul. Soul ~n man is the sub; ect of . personal lif e, whereof 
spirit is the principle. 1 1t~h1 ·.,.~ t .i ·. v 

2. Spirit. 
a. Used of wind as Gen 811; Heb 1:7; or breath, 2 Thess 2:8 
b. Life principle in man. Apparition, Mt 14:26. In death this is yieldedto the Lord, 

Lk 23:46; Acts 7:59; 1 Cor 5:5. Eccles 12:7 
o. Related tohigher things in man or mantfestations of the spiritual part ofman. 

What we think or feel, Mt 5:3; Gal 6:1; 
Often related to the new life in X, Rom 8:16; 1 Pet 2!5; Col 1:9; 3116 S"~sJ,t,,,,1.i :Ji 

i4« 1nw>.. ~ ,., s~ - (1. s-3::·,U j f c,,,_ 2,: //. /.M..'f11~ • t 
r . - . / " ~ I /- t 'VlArl.lf-_. 

What is the relationship between the soul and spirit. ·1,, C,,n, 't : ,, v- ~ ~r 

Best arguments for distinction. 

1. Natural man is called soulish, 1 Cor 2:14-15 cf Jude 19, while renewed man is 
called spiritual 1 Cor 2:14-15. 

2. Body which we have at present is called soulish while r es body is spiritual, 

3. 1st Adam a living soul and last a quickening spirit, 1 Cor 15:45. 

4. Tho it is true that the words are in earlier Scrip parallel terms for inner life of man 
(soul denoting life as consitiuted in the man and spirit denoting life as coming 
from God), yet espin Paul they take on distinctions. _ l 
Soulish takes on a force not evident in root, that of car~a.l':·· Jude 19, 1 Cor 15$l.i4, 
Jas 3:15. Pneuma has also taken on a religious sense and comes to mean that which is 
derived from God. HS works thru spirit not soul, Rom 8:16. Soul ma.y be lost but not 

spirit, Mt 16 :26. 
Thus this is good argument if you are willing to see development in the words. Even Andrus 

recognized this in his disti~ctions in his 7-fold diagram. 
Best arguments against dist1not1ons. 

1. Only 2 really diff erent sub{jtances in world. Soul and spirit are not 2 substano~s,1, 

True, but also true you may see them as diff ways of describing impt functions of 
immaterial nature of man. To say 3 substances is error. Apollinaris, bishop of 

Laodicea, d. 382, attempted to explain the mystery of X's person by teaching that the 
Logos (2nd per s on of Trinity) had taken the place of the rationa l s oulin X, so that 
the person of X on earth consis~e~ of t he Divine-Lggos• a human bq4y,_an9_a so~l 
oe1.C .... 1.r l-._.,._ 0 A--.a~ ~-.t-- -.L. - .:, ____ _ .t _ __ - .t:'I - - -- ~ -
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2. No verse clearly teaches trichotomony. "'if:"~ • · 

1 Thess 5:23. Text is not teaching 2 substances in immaterial part but one 
substance in different relations and under diff aspects. Distinction is not 
prima~y ~~~lideJ..._!:~j>n of the vs but unity of sanctification. Whole man sano. 
Holotelei~whoTiy';' ' meaning to full compl eteness, eelos. 
Could ha-re written holomereis in all yourparts. 
Next word is holokleros, whole body ·but idea is still completeness. -t,,t,..~· 

Heb 4:12. Pieroirig~thru to soul and spirit not dividing between. Exposing of all 
that composes inner ·nature of man. · · 
However, very fact that Bible emphasises thes e 2parta of inner nature shows thare 
is some impt to them. 

Concl. 

Soul is subject of personal life while spirit is principle. Sou~ is more related to 
man anct · spirit to God.at least in later usage. Not diff of material but of relationships. 
There must be some diff else the Scrip ural emphasis wouldn't ·be there. Would mention 
soul and heart or heart and mind ins adof soul and spirit. In nature man is 
dich; in funtion he is tri or more 

( -. 

d. 

I 
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3. Heart. 

a. Bodily organ (and by transition thos e experiences which affect orare affected 
by the body like fear, love, anger, j9y, eto. 1 Sam 25 :37; Ps 13: 2. a-<;..,.,.. ,i:t f 

b. Seat of emot~on~ orprinci~les of action, Gen 18:5; Lev 19:17; Psa 104:15. 
1. Comprehends mind, affections, will, De~t 4:29; 6:5. 
2. Specific ref to mind or knowledge, thinking, Deut 8:5. 
3. Ref to inclinations, resolutions, Ex l4:5. 
4.Refto oonsoience, Job 27:6. 
5. Moral character, 1 Chron 29:17. 

t, .Seat of appetities, Psa 104: 15. 
7. Seat of emotions and passions, lsa ,0:29. 
8. Seat of courage, Dan 11:25. 

Can conclude that all inward elements of man are or can be included mnder heart. 

o. Center of vital activity. 
This combines 1 and 2. l Kg 21:7. Can be uncircumcised, Jer 9:26; Acts 7:51. 
Can defile whole man, Mt 15:19-20; hardened, lieb 4. Cleansed, Psa 51:10. 

4. Consoience. 

Meaning developed from mere self-consc i ousness to full ethical import and best idea 
is trans of Ecclticus 17:11--a witness within. Became widely used word and concept 
thru Stoics good use of it. Only in gospels in Jn 6:9 (not attested); 2x in P's 
addresses in Acts plentifully in epistles. Some say it is a function of pneurna 
signifying self-consciousness and function of heart in moral approval or disapproval, 
cf l Jn 3:19-21 (Jn uses heart where P would have used conscience). 

a. Unsaved man's oonscienoe. 
May be a guide, Rn 8:9; Rom 2:15. 
May not bee faulty, (tho may seem right, Acts 23:1). l Tmm 4:2; Tit 1:15; Heb 

9)$; 10:22 • 
b. Saved man's • 

Governmental world, Rom 13:5. 
Working world, l Pet 2,19. 
Social world, 1 Cor 8:7,10, 12. 
HS, Rom 9:1, Religious world, 2 Cor 1:12; 4:2 • 

5. Mind. 

Nous. represents the mind as comprising alike the faculties of perceiving and 
'llllderstanding and those of feeling, judging and determining. Emphasis on understanding 
or the result and not so much the process. 

Sunesis. Also means understanding but used of ditine things in particular. Pictures 
more the comprehension of the mind as it goes thru the process of arriving at a result, 
ciritioal faculty. 

Phroneo describes more the action of understanding, to direct one's mind to something. 

Unsaved nan's mind. 
Reprobate, Rom 1:28. It was tested and it failed.' 
Vain, inappropriate, Eph 4:17. 
Defiled, Tit 1:15--lit, to dye with another color. 
Blinded, 2 Cor 4:4. 
Per manently dar kened (pf periphrastic), Eph 4:18 . 
Unsaved man is without critical faculty, sunesis, Rom 3:11. 



• 
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Mind of saved man. 

'I'wioe as many ref to this as unsaved. 

God uses mind in · understandingthe Word, Lk 24:45. 1 Cor 14:14-15. 
(instruction to -be intelligent not emotional). 

Thots need to be captivated, 2 Cor 10:5. 
Standard for action, Rom 14=5• ·Understanding Lord's will, Eph 5:17 
Needs girding, 1 ~et 1:13. 
Needs renewing, Roml2:2. 1 Cor 2:15. 
Used in loving God, Mt 22:37. 
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HEART 

I. The Facts. Use of the words. Source of the Doctrine 

A. Words. Kardia as Mt 18:35; lebhah and leb as Ex 9:14~ 
B. Usage. OT over 600x. . NT 120x. 

II. Facets. Meaning. Significations of the term. 

A. The Seat of the Physical life, 2 Sam 18: l4. 2.. Jc 7 q : J.. j 
B. Seat of Intellectual life. 

1. It considers, Deut 8:5. 
2. It obtains a knowledge of Word, Psa. 119:11. 
3. Source of evil thots and actions, Mt 15:19-20 
4. Has thots and intents, Heb 4:12; Gen 6:5. 
5. Can be deceitful which involves knowledge, Jer 17:9. 

C. Seat of emotional life. 
1. It loves, Deut 6:5. 
2. Produces self-repreach, Job '2:7:6. 
3. Rejoices and is glad, Psa 104:15; Isa ~0:29. 
4. It can be sorrowful, Neh 2:2; Rom 9=2. 
5. Has desires, Psa 37:4. 
6. Can be bitter, Psa 73::ii21 • 

D. Seat of Volitional life. 
1. It seeks, Deut 4:29 
2. It is turned aside, ~x 14:5. 
3. It is hardened, Ex 8:15; Heb 4 ~7~ 
4. It is capable of choice, Ex 7:23 
5. It is wciroumcised, Jer 9:26; ..1:1..cts 7 :51. 

E. Seat of ~iritual life 
1. Abode of Father, 1 Pet 3:15 
2. Abode of Son, Eph 3:17 
3. Abode of ~pirit, 2 Cor 1:22 
4. Effects sal, Rom 10:9-10. 

F. Stands metaphorically for the middle or inner part. 
1. Heart of sea, Ex 15:8 
2. Heart of heaven, Deut 4:11 
3. Heart of earth, Mt 12:40 

III.Features of heart. Distinctions and observations. Specification of heart. 

A. Relates to both material and i mmaterial. 
B. When immaterial refers to function not the substance 
C. Unregenerate and regenerate heart capable of responses. 

~, Unregenerate--hardened, Mk 10:5; uncircumcised, Acts 7:51; evil, Jer 3:17 
2. Regenerate, pure, Mt 5:8; 1 Tim 1:5; clean, Psa 51:10; circumsiced, Rom 2:29; 

pure, Heb 10:22 • 
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THE FALL OF MAN 

f1 1, ,.,,,,r,.1 .
1
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l- I,, ,I .. 
Introduction. Concerning the validity of Gen ao~t. 3 views. All myth. Latest 
quirk to this is British view A la Barth. "Unless we are invincible fundamentalists 

we know that Gen. 3 is properly to be regarded as "a true myth"--that, though 
Eden is on no map and Adam's fall fits no historical calendar, thatchapter 
witnesses to a dimension of human experienceas present now as at the dawn of history-
in plain terms, we are fallen creatures, and the story of Adam and Eve is the story 
of you and me." Hunter, Interpreting l'aul's gospel, 77. 

/\.-u.J-,.li f'1 • ~I W11. ~r"' Jt1f''f 
l.o,_;l,r. f C fir f ,,,v,v 

All legend. "It is a general picture of religion and morals in the light of a 
later period. Even in its freshest and most original form sacred legend is still 
only legend. But for giving a kinwledge of these primitive days it is not 
by any means, on that account, wholly valueless." Schultz, O.T.Theol. I, 89. 
"In those ages the theophanies and the appearances of the angel of God occur in a 
tangible, almost mythologicalway." Ibid. 

Truth. "The account of the creation, its commencement, progress, and completion, 
bears the marks, both in form and substance, of a historical documnnt in which it 
is intended that we should accept as actual truth, not only tQe assert~on that 
God created the heavens, and the earth, and all that lives and moves in the world, 
but also the description of the creation itself in all its stages." Keil and Del 137. 
Support of literal truth interpretation. Mt 19:4,5 cf Gen 2:23-24. 
Rom 5:12-21. 1 Cor 15:21-22, 45,46. l Tim. 2:13f • 

I. The Place of the Temptation. Setting 
Garden is paradise or orderly park. Eastward from standpoint of Moses, 2,8. 
Prob in Armenian highlands bee Tigris and Euphrates mentioned and they head up 
there. Only Kush we know in Africa but perpaps there were 2. Garden means enclosure 
or sheltered spot. Paradise suggests a royal park. Eden means delight. 2,8 says 
in Eden, elsewhere no in, just Eden. 

II. The Prohibition. The Test. 

2:15. Man to work in perfect state. At least responsible. Care for garden even tho 
it was perfect. Nee to "keep it from growing in exuberant disorder." Leupold. 
One prohibition. Fact that there is only 1 is an evidence of uod's mercy. 
Even the 1 not grevious. Egidently these were literal trees wi th symbolic meaning. 
Tree its elf didn't have power to confer life or knowledge, but God arranged 
things so trees would be the instruments. Might have been any kind of tree, but 
onoe God had given a command about it, then it became instrument of conferring 
knowledge of good and evil bee when ate would know evil. 
Ultimately the test was obedience to will of God or not. Not merely a matter of 
diet. ~ 1 ~<.L-.~J~<f1...•. J,,c..4,...~r -~ -,ICV1'r,/~. 

111. The Tempted. 

What was relation of Adam to God bef ore fall? Depends on definition. LSC says 
passive holi ness meaning innocent of wrong. Know Adam was mature bee God had 
communion with him. No grounds for s aying positive holiness. Positive too strong 
a word. Neutral or innocent too weak to me bec he wasn't neutral re morals. " , 
He had a certain kind of holiness (not same as Xn has in X tho), and perhaps ·l,i• ]I.•;•:· :; 
can all it unconfirmed~ess. Had a free will I to choose and mind capable f 1 ·q 

of choice. ~ve evidently same if helper to Adam and also enjoyed things he did. 

I V. The Serpent. 
Wise of Sa.tan t o use seppent bee Eve used to seeine such . WouJd have been on guard 
if another human had . appeared. Prob u sed real animal bee Gn~ nn~~o~ n_, __ , 
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V. The Fall. 

Gen 3 is the most tragic chapter in the Bible. This is a strictly historical 
account fully approved by the NT. Not ''merely a pictorial representation intended 
to convey some general impressions". 
Doubt of God's Word, 1-3. Kind of innocent doubt--doubting a lfUestion of fact. 
Yet mixed with implications. Implied that God's prohibition too sweeping--of every 
tree. God had put an unwelcome curb on man. Fact that they could eat of all other 
trees pushed aside. 'l'he 1 tree dragged to front. Idea got across to Eve bee vs 
2 shows she began to entertain the diea thatGod shouldn't have forbidden even 
1 tree. God not good to you is 1st stage of tempta~ion even tho man had much 
evidence of God's goodness. Eve puts up a half-hearted defense of the prohibition 
in vs 3 but she dulls its shappness by adding touch it • 

1 Denial of God's Word, 4-5. From the mild suggestion to bold denial. "Father of 
lies so saturated with lying that he attempts to make God out to be a liar." 
Offers the enticing possibility that their eyes would be opened. Be like God or 
gods is just cunning way of holding out something which Satan doesn't explain. 
Satan got them to believe that God offered only ill and he only good. Complete 
reversal. 

VI. The Penalties. 

A. To serpent, 14. Cursed above all other animals. Upon belly. Perhaps indicates 
that serpent was upright before fall or perhaps merely that this now becomes a 
badge of degradation. Adam worked before fall but not part of curse. 
Anyway whatever crawled was abomination to Israel, Lev 11:42, and even in 
M after redemption of creation serpent crawling, Isa 65,25. 
Many instances in Script where God punishes the unmoral agent of evil. 
Animal that kills a man, Gen 9:5; Ex 21:28. Flood, Gen 6:7; 7:21. 
Instrument punished al ong with the instigator. 

B. To Satan, 15. Doomed to be crushed. Mortal wound in head. God sovereignly 
puts the enmity. In h 15a seeds are contrasted, in 15b individuals of seed 
stand out. Serpent and evidently one particular person in woman's seed. 
Battle will be brot to a decisive conclusion for word crush means just that. 
Bruising implies suffering. Crushing victory. 

C. On nature. Man lost lordsh,ip. Rom 8. 

D. To race , , 7-24. 
1. Broken fellowship. ~ig leaves which hed man and woman not from each other 

but from God. Not sexual sin bee supposed to be fruitful. This resulted 
in spiritual death. Penalty wf death was carried out the day they ate 
"if we keep in mind the :Biblical concept of dying" which is separation from 
God. Physical death is not the most serious aspect of death at all. 
The most serious, spiritual, did begin that day. 

2. Physical death, 22-24 • 

E. 

F. 

3. Sinful heart. Depravity. I 1amediately Adam tried to blame sorueon• else. 

To 
1. 
2. 

To 
1. 
2. 

3. 

Doesn't mean nothing good in man, but that man is without merit in God's sight , 
Depaavity not related to man's estiQj.ation of self, but with God's esti ruation 
of him. Eph 2:3. 

Adam. ~ ', •i tl 1 

Cursing of ground, 17-18. Element of grace in that it would still gi~ ir,e d. 
' I t ' I I j ,, Condemnation to hard labqr. Grace in that keeps him from lawlessness. t ~ 

. "' 6-vvt,,_ . . . I 
Eve and women. , ~ ~ t,.,.,, ~in -•~ ' In...... - /c 1r✓vj • I~, V 

Multiplied conception, 16. To replace increased death . ~ 1,;. 
Pain in c hildbirth in addition t o other sorrows. I 
Natural desire to husb ~, nd. l"i-16. ~e:x:ual a:t·tra.ction. Blessin.cr bee if' not 
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BT, 36-39 

Ch 38 first, Personal sins.Bee we understand that too well from experience. 
How many sinned today? Name 2 specific sins. 
1. Scripture, Rom 3:9-18.Gal 5:19-21. 
2. Universal except infants. Rom 3:9, 23. 
3. In both though and deed. INcludes things omitted, Jas 4:17. 
4 . Some greater (Caiaphas's) than others (Pilate's). Matt 7-speck and plank. 

In OT sins of ignorance from sins with high hand--defiant. No offering, Numb 15:30-31.Ex 
14:8 Israelites went out in defiance of Pharaoh (cf Acts 13:17). Isa 10:32-Assyrian shaking fist at 
Is. When have light, sin is worse, Lk 12:47-48. Unpardonable sin,Mt 12:31-32. Sin unto 
death 1 Jn 5:16 (no att. indicating lifestyle). Sin not unto death. In RC venial (pardonable) and 
mortal ( death) but penance can remove. Little and big. Just like Arminiat1. 
5. Transmission. Not except for ratnifications. 
6. Result. Loss of fellowship. 
7. Remedy. Become a bel.Gudicial forgiveness) For bel, 1 Jn 1:9 (family forgiveness). 

Ch 36 Inherited Sin 
1. Def. Sinful sstate into which all born. = sinnature = flesh=original sin. 
2. Eph 2:3 by nature. Ps 51:5. Intellect, emotions, will all affected. 
3. Total depravity. Not passing the test of pleasing God. Unmeritoriousness in God's sight. Total 
bee affects all aspects of our being, and affects all people. Doesu' t mean that allengage in every sin 
or that can't do good. 
4. Penalty is spiritualdeath. Death==Separation. Cut flowers. 
5. Remedy. Spiritual life and HS giving victory over sin nature. 
6. Transmission. From parents back to Adam. 
7. Contrary views. Pelagiatlism. Man created neutral. Will is free. Opp is Augustinia1lism. Man 
totally unable. Semi-Pel man can cooperate with God. RC is semi. Arminiamsm. Adam innocent. 
We inherit pollution not guilt from his sin. 

Ch 37 Imputed Siu 
1. Memling. To reckon or ascribe something to someone. Not influence but actuality, involvement. 
Lev 7:18; 17:4. Rom 5:13; Jas 2:23; 2 Cor 5:19, Philemon 18--reckon this to me. 
2. Adam's sin to race; Our sin to X. X's rtness to bel. 
3. Rom 5: 12. 4 views. (1) Individual sins. P says bee of sin of one 5x. (2) All are sinners or 
sinful. But active voice vb.(3) Just part of human experience. (4) All sim1ed when Adam did. 
Means connection bet Adam and race. Federal or representative like Congress, or seminal or real 
like I was actually there·. Adam contained seed of all of us. Heb. 7 _9-10. Car illus. AlUlllni and 
athletes. 
4. Transmission. Directly. 
5. Penalty. Physical death. Rom 5:13-14. 
6. Remedy. Imputed rtness of X. Corneal transplat1t. 

Ch39 
1. Various kinds of perfectiomsm. (1) Unbiblical-no sin at all. (2)No sin for some time. (3) Bib. 
Maturing process. Antinomiatlism-not bound by law. Leads to license. 
2. Standard, 1 Jn 1:5. God is holy. 
3. Requirement for each at every stage of Xn growth. Walk, 1:7. Illus stone in pond. 
4. Enemies. World, flesh (Rom 7: 18) 
5. Penalties for bel. Interrupts fellowship , lose joy, walk in darkness, lack confidence in prayer. 
For persistent sinner. Punishment, sickness, 1 Cor 11 :30), Excommunication, 1 Cor 5. Death. 
6. Preventives. Word, X, HS (tea.clung us, guiding prayers, enabling service, Jn 7:37. 
7. Remedy, 1 Jn 1:9. Think how much sin grieves om Father . 
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Name: ________ _ THS 203 THS 502 (Circle one) Box: __ _ 

Exam #3 . Please use INK. All books on tloor--only exam paper on desk. Circle dates you were 

present: 10/24; 10/31. Tardies? __ . I read __ % of chapters 25-31 and I read __ % before 

the classes. (4) 

I. Give book and chapter for the following: (4) 

I. Doctrine of demons--

2. Days of creation--

II. Give subject for the following: ( 4) 

1. Ephesians 6: 12--

2. Matthew 19:4-5--

111. True ( +) of False (0) (76) 

___ 1. Ananias (Acts 5:3) was apparently not a believer. 

2. Fossils tell us how evolution occurred. ---· 
___ 3. God has already announced the termination of the cosmos. 

___ 4. The sin of Gen. 6: 1-4 included polygamy. 

___ 5. Demons attack the truth of the Incarnation of Christ. 

___ 6. Some demons are temporarily confined. 

___ 7. Demons always promote immorality. 

-~~~ .,_.. e sons of God in Gen. 6 were likely demons . 

___ 9. Demons are not very strong beings. 

__ 10. If a person is demon possessed it is his or her own fault. 

11. The New Testament letters command us to cast out demons. 

__ 12. I place progressive creationism under the broader category of theistic evolution. 

__ 13. Demons evidently cannot predict the future. 

__ 14. Demons are not restricted by barriers of space. 

__ 15. Humans can bind demons today. 

__ 16. God would never use a demon to carry out His purposes. 

__ 17. A demon can be present in more than one place at a time. 

__ 18. Tartarus was considered a place of punishment lower than hades. 

__ I 9. "Image" and "likeness" are nearly synonymous in the Bible. 

__ 20. Some evangelicals teach the original creation took place before Gen. 1: 1. 

__ 21. Satan has supreme, though usurped, authority over the cosrr-io~. 

__ 22. There was a race of people before Adam was created. 

__ 23. Christ accommodated to the ignorances of His audiences when He spoke of demons. 

__ 24. Demons teach a works salvation. 

__ 25. Henry Morris is a champion of creationism. 

__ 26. Natural selection causes small changes in an organism. 

__ 27. No mutation has ever produced a new species . 



__ 28. Demons can return into a person from whom they have been cast out. 

__ 29. The word ''day" can refer to more than 24 hours in the Bible. 

__ 30. Demons apparently can operate from within a believer. 

__ 31. A true transitional fossil has never been found. 

_ _ 32. The gap theory helps harmonize Genesis and geology. 

__ 33. Gen. 1 :2 is best translated "the earth became formless and void. " 

__ 34. Mutations are not uncommon. 

__ 35. The "steady state" theory says matter is continually being created. 

__ 36. Man lost the image of God when he sinned. 

emons can be involved in inflicting sickness on people, but not death. 

__ 38. Traducianism best harmonizes with the sinlessness of Christ. 

IV.Complete the following: (12) 

1. We are to enjoy but not ____ the things of the world. 

2. The formula for evolution is ________________ =evolution. 

3. Give a concise and accurate statement of the Second Law of Thermodynamics. 

4. Give a concise and accurate statement of Traducianism OR two arguments for solar days. 

Please sign the following if true in your case for this exam. "I pledge my word that I have not 

given or received verbal , written or any other kind of help on this exam. " 

• 

• 

• 
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Name: _________ Exam #4 THS 203 THS 502 (Circle one) Box: __ _ 
Please use INK. ALL books on floor--only exam paper on desk. Circle dates you were present: 
11/14 11/21. Any tardies? __ . I read __ % of chapters 32-39, and I read __ % before 
each class. (4) 

I. Give book and chapter for the following subjects. ( 10) 

1. Meaning of sin: ____ _ 
2. An example of imputation: ____ _ 

3. Original sin: ____ _ 

4. Inherited sin: ____ _ 

5. Imputation of sin: ___ _ 

II. True ( +) or False (0) (72) 

__ l. Biparte means man is a unitary being. 

__ 2. The Bible says the spirit is superior to the soul. 

__ 3. The word spirit is sometimes used to indicate the whole person. 
_ _ 4. Our conscience teaches us what is right and wrong. 

__ 5. Trichotomy means cut in three parts. 
__ 6. Both believers and unbelievers possess the flesh (the disposition to sin). 

__ 7 . The will of an unsaved person is enslaved to sin. 
__ 8. The Roman Catholic church's doctrine of sin is Pelagian. 

__ 9. "Subdue" the earth means to bring it under cultivation . 
__ IO. Satan did not use an actual serpent in Eve's temptation. 

11. Christ did not talk much about sin. 

__ 12. Hebrews 4: 12 is used to support trichotomy. 

13. Animals are called '' souls." 

__ 14. Conscience appears only in the New Testament. 

__ 15. Before the fall the serpent was likely an upright creature. 

__ 16. Depraved people cannot do good things. 

__ 17. A sin offering could atone for a defiant sin the Old Testament. 

__ 18. In Roman Catholicism a venial sin unpardonable. 

__ 19. Physical death is the penalty for inherited sin. 

__ 20. "Sin with a high hand" means a defiant sin. 

__ 21. All unsaved people have spirits. 
__ 22. In Paul the spirit is prominent in relation to the spiritual life. 

__ 23. The conscience may serve as a good guide for an unsaved person. 

__ 24. Inherited sin is sometimes called the sin nature. 

__ 25. The seminal view of Romans 5:12 is the Augustinian view. 

__ 26. The word "federal" means covenant. 

__ 27. The sin nature is inherited from our parents. 

__ 28. "All sinned" means all people sinned when Adam did . 
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__ 29. Even though we commit the same sin over and over, we can confess and be forgiven. 

__ 30. Antinomianism often leads to license. 

__ 31. Some equate the sin nature and the flesh. 

__ 32. Imputed sin is transmitted directly from Adam to each individual. 
__ 33. Some sins are greater than others. 

__ 34. Immaturity is the opposite of biblical perfectionism. 

__ 35. Some believers at Corinth had died because of persistent sin. 

__ 36. God's requirement for our lives is to become light. 

III. Complete the following. (14) 

1. The penalty for imputed sin is ______ death. 

2. The penalty for personal sins is loss of ______ _ 
3. The remedy for imputed sin is __________ _ _ 

4. To impute means to ____ _ 
5. Depravity means _____ ______ _ _ 

6-7. State Satan's temptation of Eve in the form of a syllogism . 

Please sign if true for this exam. "I pledge my word that I have not given or received verbal, 

written or any other kind of help during this exam (except what the professor may have given). 

If you can state exactly what your grades were on the previous 3 exams, please list them here so 

that l can double check my records. If you took the retake, state the grade for the first exam and 

the grade for the retake. Your semester grade appears at the top as the letter grade. Happy holidays. 

• Hope to see some of you next semester. 




